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(ABSTRACT)

A general nonlinear, nonplanar unsteady vortex panel method for potential·tlow is

developed. The surface is modeled as a collection of triangular elements on which the vorticity

vector is piecewise linearly varylng. The wake emanates from the sides and trailing edges of

the thin lilting surfaces and is modeled as a progressively formed collection of vortex lila-

ments. This model provides a continuous pressure distribution on the surface while allowing

the wake to roll up as tightly as needed. The wake position is determined as part of the sol-

ution and no prior knowledge of the position or strength is assumed. An adaptive grid tech-

nique is used to redistribute the circulation of the vortex lilaments of the wake as the wake

sheet spreads. The aerodynamic model is coupled with dynamic equations of motion. Forced

oscillation tests are conducted on flat rectangular and delta wings. Dynamic tests are per-

formed to predict wing rock of a slender delta wing restricted to one degree of freedom in roll.

The aerodynamic/dynamic model is coupled with control laws that govern the motion of

llaperons so that a prescribed pitch motion is executed and wing rock is suppressed. ( 300

pages, 107 ligures )
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Chapter I

Introduction

1.1 Problem Statement

The goal of this research are two-fold. The first is to develop a numerical simulation

of general unsteady, subsonic·aerodynamic llowfields applicable, but not limited, to low as-

pect ratlos and hlgh angles of attack. The second ls to develop a method that predlcts the

flowfield, motion of the body, and the control surface configuration, as functions of time, si-

multaneously and interactlvely.

1.2 Scope of Development

Obvlously the stated problem ls too complex to be properly addressed in any single

effort; therefore, the scope of this development is restricted to rigid, constant velocity aircraft

of simple configuration. lncluded in this effort is a newly developed unsteadyaerodynamicmodel

that has a progresslvely developed deforming wake, a three degree of freedom, in an-

gular orientation, dynamic simulation and control surface movement that includes solving for

the control motion that results ln a specified maneuver. Since this investigation is primarily

concerned with surfaces influenced by leading edge separation and the simplest configuration

of this type ls a delta wing, delta wlngs are prlmarlly used in this effort.

1.3 Motlvatlon for Research

As testing of aircraft designs becomes more expensive, computers become more

powerful and the need for more exacting designs continues, computational methods have and

will continue to become more prominent. To facilitate the use of computational methods by

designers, the tools need to be developed and demonstrated. The present work extends a

previously developed method, so that a more general computer simulation can be accom-

pllshed. The unique areas presented ln this work are (1) an aerodynamic model previously
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restricted to steady or quasl·steady flows ls extended to general unsteady motion and (2) a

control law is developed and evaluated using control surface motion coupled with an

aerodynamic-dynamic simulation. Both these Improvements are steps ln the direction of al-

Iowlng aircraft designers to evaluate designs using computational methods.

Low-speed, high-angle-of-attack aerodynamic/dynamic interactlon has not tradi-

tlonally received much attention in the development of aircraft. For example Young [1984], in

his summary of the AGARD conference on vortex flows, presented the breakdown of the hours

of wind-tunnel tests on the F-16, showing that in approximately eleven thousand hours there

were no tests conducted for subsonic dynamic tests. This was done even though there can

be considerable variatlon in aerodynamic parameters in unsteady flight. To further emphasize
‘

the need for the present lnvestlgatlon let me quote Orlik-Ruckemann [1979] . He says, 'Al·

though the manifestations of high angle·angIe-of-attack or asymmetrical flows in terms of their

effects on dynamic stability parameters are slowly becoming known, the nature of these flows

- especially in oscillatory or unsteady situations - is still Iargely undefined. More research

into the basic fluid dynamlcs aspects of dynamic stability problems, especially high angles of

attack, is therefore needed.'

Presently there are several good methods for predicting steady aerodynamic loads

on aircraft at low angles of attack for slow speeds. This work deals not only with low but also

wlth high angles of attack. The motivation for investigating higher angles of attack with vortex

dominated flow is that many modem aircraft routinely fly in this regime and recently efforts

have been made to harness the vortlclty·induced forces by the use of strakes, leadlng·edge

blowlng, and vortex channels. Most numerical methods have trouble predicting the forces and

moments for these conditions, and most cannot be used for unsteady motion. One reason

they have trouble at high angles of attack is the fact that the flow around the wing is heavily

influenced by the vortex separation along the leading edge.

Hoeijmaker [1984] gave a comprehensive review of computational methods for de-

termlnlng aerodynamic characterlstlcs of vortical type flows. He started by discussing different

— methods for modeling the wake. He reviewed the discrete·vortex approximation, 'cloud in

cell' methods, panel methods, and vortex layer with finite core methods. Hoeijmaker pointed
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out that the blggest drawback to using a system of discrete vortex cores is that eventually this

approximatlon leads to 'chaotlc motion'. As demonstrated by Mook, Roy, Choksl and

Alexander [1987] for two·dimenslonal cases, a discrete vortex system can accurately simu-

late the tight roll·up and double branching of the vortex sheet before any unreallstic vortex

core posltlonlng is encountered. Of the other methods only the vortex layer and finite core

methods remain numerically stable. But, with these methods the details of the wake are lost

ln the accumulated vortex core. With the two-dlmenslonal simulation as inspiration the dis-

crete vortex system was chosen for the wake.

Hoeilmaker then revlewed methods for three·dimensional flows which include the

leading-edge·suction analogy of Polhamus, the vortex·lattice method, panel methods, and

Euler equation methods. He believes that panel methods have a decided advantage over the

suction analogy and the vortex-lattice method. Thus a panel method is used for the body.

ln conclusion Hoeijmaker stated, 'The main limitation of the panel-method approach

Is that the topology of the vortex flow must be known in advance'. ln reviewing Euler equation

methods he ooncluded 'lt appears that also in the case of Euler methods the topology of the

vortex structure must be known ln advance if the grid is to be constructed with sufficient re-

solution at the right location.' This conclusion further emphasizes the need for developing

an unsteady model because the topology of the wake is not known prior to starting the anal-

ysis; rather lt is part of the solution. An unsteady model can be started impulsively and the

wake will evolve with time. Thus for the present method the topology of the wake surface does

not have to be known a priori. The present method also uses an adaptive grid technique for

the wake surface as this surface develops with time.

To relterate, the thrust of this research effort is In the development and validatlon of

a oomputational unsteady aerodynamic-dynamic model for low speed, high-angle-of·attack,

tllght conditions. The method chosen for the aerodynamic model is a first-order panel method.

The body ls modeled as a collection of triangular elements over which the surface vorticity

varies llnearly. The wake is modeled as a collection of discrete vortex cores in a method

similar to the vortex·lattice methods, with the added feature of adapting the grid for the wake

surface. The dynamic equatlons are coupled to the aerodynamic model by a predlctor- h
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corrector algorithm. Flnally the control-surface motion is determined to produce a

predescrlbed maneuver.

1.4 Method of Approach

The first task was to develop a general unsteady aerodynamic model for aircralt that

is valid at low speeds over a wide range of angles of attack This development was a slow

evolution with valldatlon of each new feature as it was completed. The development and val-

ldation was carrled out in seven steps. First the model was developed for closed nonlilting

bodies. This was then validated by comparison with analytical solutions for several bodies.

The method was then extended to Iilting surfaces with edge separation. In this phase there

where two areas of valldation. As mentioned, the wake was modeled as a Iattice of constant

strength vortex cores. This approximation was compared with the velocity fléId” induced by the

comparable vortex sheet. The second area was a comparison with limited experimental re-

sults, for aerodynamic forces, moments and pressure dlstrlbutions. The unsteady aerodyna-

mic results were then validated by comparing the results for forced oscillation tests with

predicted results. The integration technique was validated by comparison with exact solutions

for a second·order differential equation. The aerodynamic-dynamic coupling was tested by

using free vibration tests. These results were compared with experimental results. The con-

trol surfaces were then incorporated. The control surface elfectiveness was evaluated by

holding the surfaces at a fixed deflection and calculating the steady aerodynamic Ioads. The

entire integration was used to develop a control law associated with a prescribed pitch ma-

neuver and to suppress wing rock.

The development and valldatlon was not the only purpose in this effort. Within this

development the method was tested to determine its convergence properties. Convergence

was tested by increasing the number of elements during the steady analysis.

As can be seen in this approach every effort has been made to include a wide range

of test cases and as many comparisons with experimental results as possible. This effort is

not intended as a complete comparison with other computational methods. The only method

compared Is the general unsteady vortex-Iattice method. This method was chosen for com-
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parison because it ls a widely used computatlonal method for lifting surfaces with edge sep-

aration. A comparison is made between the vortex-lattice and present methods for total

aerodynamic forces of low-aspect-ratio wings.

1.5 Aasumptlone

The assumptions used ln any development directly influence the range of applicability

and thus they must be spelled out explicitly. The first restriction is that a potential model is.

used. Therefore all the assumptions used to arrive at _Lap_lagfe_s_e_qgation are also used in this

development. Second the~gp£atiog__ß_n_e_s__a_re__lgn_qwr;_;a_p_;igd. This restriction is required be-

cause there has not been any attempt, in this effort, to Include the boundary·layer calculations.

Finally it is assumed that vortex bursting does not significantly influence the wing surface. This

assumption is used throughout this paper, even though it was shown by Nakamura, Leonard

and Spalart [1984] that vortex bursting can be slmulated using vortex lilaments. Further as-

sumptions will be made during the actual mathematical development, but these assumptions

are non·restrlctive ln that they are handled wlthin the program. These assumptions make the

model valid for low speeds where the higher order separations (secondary, etc.) are not

significant to the aerodynamic loads and at angles of attack or dynamic geometry where

vortex bursting does not signlficantly alfect the surface.

1.6 Review of The Literature

The literature is reviewed for all known vortex·panel methods. This review is followed

by a brief discussion of the development of the vortex~lattice methods. Finally, a review of

experimental testing that is used in the valldation of the aerodynamic/dynamic model is pre-

sented.

The flrst attempt at using triangular panels of linearly varying vorticity was made by

Yen [1982]. ln his development, Yen modeled a series of delta and rectangular wings using

triangular panels of linearly varying vortlcity. He modeled the wake as a combination of tri-

angular panels of vorticlty, a seml·inlinite vortex sheet and a concentrated vortex core. The

Chapter 1
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core was used when the wake vortex system rolled up tightly. The vortlcity on the liftlng sur-

face and in the wake and the position of the wake were determlned by an iterative procedure.

First, for an assumed position of the wake, the strength of the vortex sheets, was determlned

by minimizlng the sum of the square of the errors of the algebraic equatlons that represent

the no-penetratlon and the conservation (the divergence of the vorticity vector on the sheets

ls zero) conditions. The Kutta condition was imposed by requiring the vortlcity be perpendic-

ular to the edge of the surface. Once the vorticlty was known the wake position was adjusted.

The vortlcity of the sheets was then re-determlned. The iteration continued until the shape of

the wake converged. This method had several problems associated with it: the method could

only be applied to steady flow, the Kutta condition was imposed by requiring the vorticity be

perpendlcular to the edge of the surface and the roll-up of the wake had to be restricted by

employing a capturing vortex core, the strength of the wake sheet was not adjusted as the

wake spread, and the °method could be applied to only flat uncambered surfaces.

About the same time Kandil, Chu and Yates [1980] presented the development of

what they called a 'Nonllnear Hybrid Vortex' method. They used quadrllateral panels with

linear vortlcity distribution for the lifting surface and triangular panels for the wake. They de-

veloped an approximatlon for far·lleld calculations using concentrated vortex cores. They

found that the core approximatlon could be used with accuracy at a distance of tive times the

local length of the trlangular element. ln this first paper only the setup for solving the problem

was presented. Kandil, Chu and Tureaud [1984] extended the development to unsteady flow.

However, results were presented for only steady motion of rectangular plates with no wing tip

separatlon and no far field calculations were included. One problem with this approach could

have been the method used to lmpose the Kutta conditlon.

Kim [1985] extended the method developed earlier by Yen through eliminating a

couple of problem areas. He started with a two-dlmenslonal model in which the surface was

represented by a set of panels with Ilnearly varying vortlcity, and the wake was modeled as
ua

system of dlscrete vortex cores emanatlng from the trailing edge. The strength of the trailing

edge core was related to the change in clrculatlon of the airfoil and the Kutta condition was

applied by setting the vortex sheet strength to zero at the trailing edge. This method had all
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the elements of the future three-dlmensional model. This method, as refined by Mook et al

[1987] gave very good agreement with experimental results for both steady and unsteady

two-dlmenslonal potential-flow problems. Using this two-dimensional method as a guide, Kim

then developed a steady three·dimensional model. He used triangular panels of linearly

varying vortlclty for Ilftlng and nonlilting bodies. For liftlng bodies the wake was modeled as

a set of discrete vortex filaments emanatlng from the sharp edge. This effectively eliminated

two problems with Yen's approach: the wake vortex sheet could now roll up as tightly as

needed, and the strength of the vortex sheet was automatically adjusted as the sheet spread.

However, the Kutta condition was still imposed in the same way as that by Yen. In the solution

of the steady problem the position of the wake, the wake strength and the vortlclty strength

of the liltlng surface were determlned iteratively until the strengths and positions converged.

One undesirable feature of thls method is the use of a leading·edge extension to move _the

wake filaments away from the actual separation point. This feature ls eliminated in the pres-

ent model.

To the best of my knowledge, since Kim's development, there has been no further

contributions using the idea of vortex panels for the Ilftlng surface.

To determlne the appllcablllty and usefulness of the present method, some results are

compared with results of the vortex·lattlce method. Therefore, this method is briefly revlewed.

The vortex·lattlce method has been widely used for both steady and unsteady aero-

dynamlcs for a variety of bodies and Ilftlng surfaces. There ls some duplication of effort using

this method but generally this ls only for the slmplest conligurations. Belotserkovskil [1969]

was apparently the first to present results using the vortex·lattlce method. He obtalned steady

total force and moment about the leadlng edge for a unit·aspect-ratio rectangular flat plate

wing tip separation. Kandll [1974] and Konstadinopoulos [1981] also presented results for

this configuration. Konstadinopoulos compared his method with those of Belotserkovskii and

Kandll: the normal force showed no difference in the three solutions, the moment showed a

sllght difference with Kandll’s not comparing well with the other two. Konstadinopoulos also

used this configuration to show convergence of the method as the number of elements ls in- .
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creased but convergence was not outstanding and the normal force coefllclent was the only

aerodynamic quantlty presented.

The second steady configuration, evaluated by several authors, is a unit-aspect·ratio

delta wing. Thls configuration was analyzed by Maddox [1973], Kandil [1974], Kandil, Mook

and Nayfeh [1974], Konstadlnopoulos [1981] and Elzebda [1986]. The last two attempted to

show how the normal force converges as the number of elements increases, but the conver-

gence ls not uniform for the two supposedly ldentlcal methods.

The potential·fIow solutions for flow around closed non·Iiftlng bodies obtained by the

vortex·lattice method were presented by Asfar, Mook and Nayfeh [1978]. Four bodies were

analyzed: a sphere, an elllpsold of revolution, an oglve-cylinder and a cone·cylinder. For the

sphere flfty equldlstant ring elements were used. The results show, even for this large mesh,

that the pressure distribution differs slightly from the analytlcal solution.

The unsteady analysis using the vortex·lattice method was presented by Thasher

[1979] and Atta [1976]. Thasher presented time hlstories of the normal force and pitching-

moment ooefficlents for a rectangular wing of a unit-aspect·ratio pitching about its leading and

trailing edges. Thrasher also presented results for a yawing type motion of a rectangular

wing. The rolllng moment for an aspect ratio 0.71 delta wing was presented by Atta for both

constant and varying roll rates.

The coupling of the aerodynamic and dynamic equations was first accomplished by

Thrasher [1977] using a fourth-order predictor·oorrector scheme. This motivated

Konstadlnopoulos, Mook and Nayfeh [1981] to attempt a numerlcal simulation of one degree

of freedom wing rock of slender delta wings. Elzebda et al [1985] extended the investigation

to two degree of freedom dynamic model. Thrasher [1979] also presented results for rectan-

gular wings with flaps.

There has been much experimental work for wings dominated by vortex flows. Unfor-

tunately it seems as if there is more on flow visualization than dynamic testing. Apparently

the flrst static tests on slender delta wings were performed by Tostl [1947]. He determined

the classical stability derivatives for delta wings with aspect ratlos of 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0. A

test of flat or nearly flat plates with various planforms was conducted by Peckham [1958] .
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included ln the various planforms are delta wings of aspect ratio 1.00, 1.33 and 1.67. Peckham

also included pressure distributions as part of the results. Shanks [1963] lnvestigated a series

of six sharp, thin delta wings wlth leadlng·edge-sweep angles between 70 and 84 degrees. The

wings used by Shank had a centerline protrusion on the upper surface that housed the stlng

balance. His results are not consistent with the other experiments. He also presented the

pltchlng-moment data referenced te the center of gravity location instead of the mean aero-

dynamic chord, which ls the location for the other experiments. Earnshaw and Lawford

[1964] also studied a series of six delta wings; the range of leading edge sweep for this series

was 45 to 76 degrees. The pltchlng-moment data showed significant scatter for this set of ex-

periments. Wentz and Kolman [1968] also lnvestigated a series of delta wings with varying

leadlng·edge sweep angles ln increments of 2.5 degrees. The pltchlng-moment results for

these tests were presented for only higher angles of attack. Hummel [1979] thoroughly in-

vestlgated the flow around a unit-aspect·ratlo delta wing at 20.5 degrees angle of attack. For

this angle of attack, he presented pressure distributions on the wing and pressure contour

plots ln serles of planes down stream of the wing perpendicular to the flow. The wing used

by Hummel was flat on the top but diamond shaped on the bottom. This was done so that the

pressure probes could be included. He also presented force and moment data for a range of

angles of attack. Because the wing was not flat the aerodynamic quantities are not zero at

zero angle of attack. Steady pressure distributions were presented by Harvey [1958]. and

Fink and Taylor [1955] for an aspect·ratio 0.71 delta wing at varying yaw orientations. The

pressure dlstrlbutlon was presented at only one chord location. The statlc·test results for

sharp delta wings are not always in good agreement.

Forced-osclllation tests were conducted about all three axis of the wing. Woodgate and

Pugh [1963] and Woodgate [1988]performed cyclic pitch osclllation tests of two sharp delta

wings. These wings had aspect ratlos of 0.654 and 1.484. Nguyen, Yip and Chambers [1981]

conducted forced rolling osclllation and rotary yawing tests on an aspect ratio 0.71 delta wing.

Schlottmann [1971] presented results for forced rolling motion of a unit-aspect·ratlo delta

wing showing the effect of roll rate on the rolling-moment coefücient. The present method will

be compared with the results of Woodgate and Pugh.
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The only free oscillatlon tests of delta wlngs were conducted by Nguyen et al [1981]

and Levin and Katz [1982]. Both experiments were run to lnvestigate one-dimensional wlng

rock. For a complete review of the Investigation of wlng rock see Elzebda [1985].

1.7 Method of Presentation

Chapter ll contalns the complete development of the aerodynamic model. The formu-

lation for closed non-llfting bodies will be presented in its entirety before the Iiltlng problem

ls dlscussed. Chapter lll contalns the development of the dynamic model and the method

used to couple the aerodynamics and dynamlcs. Chapter lV contains the control surface

analysls and the results of slmulated wlnd-tunnel tests. Flnally the conclusions and recomm-

endatlons are presented ln Chapter V.
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Chapter II

Aerodynamic Model

2.1 Introductlon

ln thls chapter the aerodynamic model Is completely developed. As mentloned ln

Chapter I, a panel method Is used to describe the potentlal·lIow aerodynamics. The bound

surface ls modeled as a collection of trlangular panels on whlch the surface vortlcity vector

ls plecewlse llnearly varylng. The free vortex sheet, or wake, ls modeled as a Iattice of dis-

crete vortex cores whlch Is a generallzatlon of the procedure employed ln the unsteady

vortex-Iattlce method. Thls choice of modellng capitallzes on the best features of both panel

methods and vortex-lattlce methods In the sence that the pressure on the bound surface is ·

contlnuous, and the wake ls progresslvely formed in the force-free position.

In thls chapter the mathematlcal formulatlon of the potential-flow problem ls presented ·

In several subsectlons. Flrst, the problem for non-lifting bodies and the Integral equatlon for

the veloclty lnduced by a reglon of vortlcity are developed. Next the evaluation of the lntegrals

ls presented for a general trlangular element. The method for jolning the elements Is devel-

oped. The solutlon technique and examples for non·lIflIng bodies are dlscussed. The

equatlon for determlnlng the pressure on the surface ls derlved. Next the problem for lifting

surfaces ls presented. Thls formulatlon Includes the features unique to lifting surfaces, namely

the lnduced veloclty of a vortex core, edge compatibillty conditions, the Kutta condition and

the development of the wake. The method used for redistributlng the vortlcity In the wake as

the lattlce stretches ls presented. Thls Is followed by a discussion of the tests performed to

determine how well the dlscretlzed wake slmulates a contlnuous vortex sheet. The general

matrlx equatlons are then developed. The results of the convergence and accuracy tests for

thin Ilftlng surfaces are dlscussed. The results for the two basic wing planforms are presented

and compared with experimental results and results obtained from the vortex-lattlce method.
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2.2 Formulatlon for Non-Ilftlng Closed Bodles
l

The continuity equation for incompressible flow is

. uw V = 0. (2.2 -1)

where
V.

ls the total velociy of the fluid. The boundary ccnditions for non-Iiltlng bodies are that

there ls no flow through the body ( the no-penetration condition ), which can be written as

(V·,—V·)·Ä=0 onS (2.2-2)/

where E ls the normal to the surface and V, is the velocity of S;

and that the disturbance velocity tends to zero as the distance from the body Is increased.

The total velocity can be written as the sum of the disturbance velocity VI and the

that is a wind-
tunnel experlment, or as the difference of the disturbance velocity and the velocity of the body

V, moving through the stationary fluld, free flight. The total velocity is then

V=Vd+V,,. @,
‘ l/»~

(2.2-3)

Next we determine the disturbance velocity induced by the body. By definition

l
ö(?) = curl l7d(7) (2.2 - 4)

where . The derivatlon presented by Karamcheti [1980] is followed.

lt follows from Equation 2.2·1 that field is chosen,

(Ab 17- ¤urlÄ(Ä/Ü (2.2-5)

where Ä is a twice continuously differentiable vector field, the continuity equation gives

div ( curl Ä) = 0_ (2.2 — 6)
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which ls satisfied for any Ä. One can further stipulate that dlv Ä =0, Karamchetl [1980].

Therefore, the problem of flnding the dlsturbance velocity reduces to one of flnding the sol-

utlon of the following equation:

E--v’Ä. (2.2-7)

Green’s theorem can be used to show that _

"
••

-.,t

II A(r,t)=-£-III TE-édv (2.2-8)

" r Ir -s I
w__ (J} VI \ M? 'Z

where Q Is the vortlcity at point S, F isthe poin o i terest and 7fTs the region of the llow field

containing vortlcity. In the present work, the vortlcity ls oonflned to a thin region between two

surfaces S and S,; S ls on and S, ls sllghtly outside the body (

aInthe present model, we let the thlckness of the vortlcity-containing region approach zero. ln

the llmltlng process, two things happen: (1) löl approaches infinity while the productofand

the thlckness remalns constant, and (2) Ö becomes tangent to the surface S. We can

write

}°(S,f) = __ lim Ö h (2.2 - 9)
IQI —•¤o, h—•0

where h ls the distance across the vortlcity contalnlng region and S is the position of a point

on S. Clearly '°z·ls the dlscontinulty, or |ump, in the surface velocig across §, Equation 2.2-8

can be written as

"
••

_•
Ü"

A(r,t)=lff d«. (2.2-10)
II' •* S I

As a consequence, the entire dlsturbance velocity ls generated by an integral over the surface

of the body, S:
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l7,,(F,r)- curl (2.2-11)
S I' "S I

The constralnt equatlon comes from the fact that, the divergence of the curl of a vector

is always zero. Thus, any vector field that is a possible representation of the surface velocity

must satisfy

dg? -0. . (2.2- 12)
‘/

ß

The problem is to find the vector $(11) that most nearly satisties Equation 2.2-2 subject to

2.2-12.

ßj 22.3 Velocity induced by e Trlangular Element

The disturbance velocity given by Equation 2.2-11 is approximated by representing the

surface of the body by a system of triangular elements, determining the velocity field induced

by each element, and then summlng the results. A local ooordinate system is used to obtain

the contribution from each element. The local ooordinate frame always has the positive x di-

rection along the Iongest side of the trlangle. The positive y direction is in the plane of the

triangle such that the vertex not on the x axis has positive x and y coordinates. The local z

direction oompletes the right-hand system. A general triangular element is shown in

Figure 1.
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(9.9) (¤.9)

Flgure 1. Trlangular Element end Local Coordlnate System

ln the local coordinate frame the surface velocity vector ls in the x and y directions.

That ls

The surface velocity vector of each element is approximated by a linearly varying function;

thus, three basis functions are needed to express the linear variation of each component of

this vector. The following are used:

Q=a,x+b,y+1 (2.3-2)

g Q=a2x+b2y (2.3-3)

f3=a3x+b3y (2.3-4)

where

1 b - 1 b 1a1=-? , b1=% , 82=? , b2=—·äE· , 83=0 and b3=·E— (2.3-5)

and a, b and c are the coordinates of the vertices in local coordinates as shown in Figure 1.

Basis Q is unity at the origin and zero at the other vertlces, basis Q is unity at the vertex (a,0)

and zero at the other vertices, and Q ls unity at vertex (b,c) and zero at the others.
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The components of the vorlicity vector can be written as

v„=v„1G+m&+m@ (2-3-6)

‘ yy=yy1G+yy2f2+vßf3 (2-3-7)

where the yu and 7,, are the six unknown magnitudes at the nodes. ln this notatlon,the di-

vergence constraint, Equation 2.2-12, can easily be written as

V· =·j,f·+·g,%=2:¤1vxi+Z:bivy)=0-1 (2-3-6)
„ - l¤1 I¤1

The velocity induced by the vorlicity on a triangular element can be expressed in terms of the

'yyp

The following notation is used for the components of the dlsturbance velocity of an

element In the local coordlnate frame:

v°„—v,„T+v,}°+v,F.(2.3-9)Now

let us co;1sider a point in space where the disturbance veloqty is to be calculated. In the
, 4/ O XY

local frärlie of the element, thls point has the coordlnates\x,,, y, and 2,,. Then the contribution

to the Üctor potential Ä from theivortlcity on element Ä,, is given by

V) (A ) — - 2A, = A,„,l + A,,; (2.3 - 10)

· where
\©°.

'/ -
ff O ^

A l- r r r 2 s 11:::**4,, (Yx11+7x22+7A<!3) ,- (· * )
$1

1 dxdy
(2.3-12)

$1
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Ä
V/.1

M" 7
Ölll‘ gi 1/r

(y -
y„)’

+
z§]"“

(2.3 — 13)
r Z' "

and S, is the area of element i. The contribution to the velocity field from the element is given

bv

·· —· My; —· Mx; ·· My; Mx; —·
Vj= CUHÄj=-wi +E] + 3*;;-3*};* k (2.3-14)

The partial derlvatives can be written ln the following convenient forms:

ÖAV 1 3 ÖB1
(2.3-15)

öA" v 1i öB' 23 16az, = »= ;„ _j··· az, <· · >

6A T öA 1
“

ae öB (2-3-17)

where

Bj = = da, (2.3 -18)
Sl

68
·5;é ¤ a1I1+ b1I‘ + (a,xp + b,yp + 611) I-, + ajI1o (2.3 -19)

68
aj I2 + bj I5 + (aj Xp + bj

ypaa
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and where the a,and b, are defined by Equation 2.3-5 and 6,, is the Kronecker delta. In closed

form, for a general triangle as shown in Figure 1, the integrals I, can be written as

a — b b
,1=(xp‘a)H1+(T°)H2‘xpH3+? H4 , l2=YpH1—·H2—ypH3+H4

'3=ZpH1'ZPH3,'

b Hg —,VpHg

’6*ZpH5+zpH7*ZpHg, I7=—H1+H,, [B8-H5*H7+Hg

I, = sgn(zp)[J, + J, + J, — A0]

where the H, are defined by

QQ [V2 ·· rg] G2 Q1
H1 H1

·
Hs=i

[T1 ¤1 F1 /,:3

[r -r] a b [r -r] a

.. [r —r ]
H7=%H1, I-I,=—%¥—+—§‘§-H,. I-:,=o,. (2.3-23)

The a, are defined by

(b—¤>“+¤“
b-

¤“+c’
“1=*"5—"· “==(%)(°*"¤)·>'¤· “==—2—

c c

‘
2 2 »
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(b “ B)2
+

Ö2
c 2 c

The 1, are defined as

r, es [xg + yg +
z:]1I2, r2 = [(b - xp)2 + (c — yp)2

+
zä]1/2

1-,
-

[(6 -
x„)’

+ yä + z§]"*. (2.3 — 25)

The Q, are defined by

T1 + T2 'I' dg
Q1 =In[

T1 +T2'd1]

T2 "I" T3 + d2
Q2 "1[

f2+f3—d2

T3 + T1 + dsC, = ln[ I_3+r1_ da (2.3 — 26)

and the J, are deüned by

Iz I 5 Iz I s
J IS n R tan’° —L— Ä —tan'°° —l— JJ-1 [2 T1

J_tan_1“

' IRS! '= |R,l '=

.1 6- sgn(R,) 130-1 Bi Ä - :611** Ä Ä (2 6 - 27)
° IRS!

’«
IRS!

’¤

For Integrals I, and I„, A0 = 21: if the proiectlon of the point of Interest onto the local x~y plane

Is Inside the trlangle, that ls lf R,, R, and R, are all positive, and A0 = 0 elsewhere. The R, are

given by

Chapter 2
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R1=XpS1*ypC1

R2*(*p"b)$2'(„Vp‘C)C2

R3 = (xp — a) S, - yp C3, (2.3 — 28)

the s,, are specifled by

s11='xpC1 "YpS1· S12==(b—Xp) C1 +(¢—vp>$1

S21

(2.3-29)

the C, and S, are glven by

b c

a — b cs— . S =
—C2

dz 2 d2

C3 = *1 , S3 = Ü.*and

flnally the d, are glven by

u, 1- [11* + 1:*]*/*, dz = [(11 - 11)* + 1;*]*/*, da = a. (2.:1 — 31)

The Integrals depend solely on the coordlnates of the vertlces of the frlangular ele-

ment and of the point where the veloclty Is to be found. Some of the closed-form lntegrals

were obtalned wlth the help of an article by Hess and Smith[1962]. The complete derivatlon

of these equatlons Is shown In Appendlx I. The dlsturbance veloclty clearly tends to zero as

the distance from the slngularlty ( l.e., element ) Increases. Thus, the 'lnflnlty condition" ls

satlsfled.
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The J, are undefined on certain planes. This problem is resolved by evaluating the

limits of J, as these planes are approached and this limit is used as the value of the J, on the

plane. Thls resolution is appropriate because the J, are continuous everywhere except along

the edge of the triangular elements. Across the surface of the triangle the normal component

of veloclty ls continuous, but the tangential components are not. All the limits needed to de-

termine the dlsturbance veloclty at any point in the field are also evaluated in Appendix I along

with a llstlng of the subroutine that lmplements the above equations and limits. Now that the

dlsturbance velocity at any point Is expressed in terms of the vorticity on the surface, the

problem of assembllng the triangles can now be addressed

2.4 Assembly ef the Elements

The contribution to the velocity field induced by one element has been derived, and

now the contributions from all the elements need to be summed. As a preliminary step to

descrlblng thls summation, thls section describes the procedure used to maintain the direction

and magnitude of the vorticity cn the surface as it crosses the edge of adjoining elements.

Two adjoinlng elements are represented in Figure 2. The nodes ( vertlces ) lle on the

_ actual surface of the body. The unit vector normal to the actual surface at A ls N-. The surface

vortlclty at A, Ö, lles ln the plane tangent to the actual surface, that is in a plane perpendicular

to In the dlscretlzed approximation of the surface and the vorticity field, Ö is rotated, with

constant magnitude, in the plane defined by Ö and lll. onto the planes of the triangular ele-

ments that have A as a common node. This rotation is an important feature of the present

method. ln Figure 2, Y, and Y, represent Ö after Ö has been rotated onto the planes of ele-

ments one and two, respectlvely. In the remainder of this discussion only one element is

considered and Y is the vorticity vector at the node in the local element plane.
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Figure 2. Rotatlon of the Vortlclty Vector

The problem is posed in terms of the two independent components of Ö in the body

( global ) reference frame. That ls, the vorticity vector in the local reference frame of an ele-

ment, Y, is used only in the calculation of the influence coefllcients. This vector is not used

to find the solution to Equations 2.2-2 and 2.2-12. The formulas of Section 2.3, make it is nec-

essary to express Y in terms of the components of Ö consistent with the rotation described

above. This choice of variables slgniflcantly reduces the number of equations and unknowns

of the problem.

The relation between Ö and Y is determined by deflning a vector normal to the plane

of
N.

and By definition

F=1YxEi. (2.4-1)

After Ö is rotated onto the plane of an element ( the rotated Ö is denoted Y). lt is still in the

original plane defined by lll. and Ö; thus,

ci-(Vx; (2.4-2) _

where the oonstant c has been introduced because the magnitudes of these cross products

can be different. Ellmlnatlng I; from Equations 2.4-1 and 2.4-2 leads to
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6(r7xEi)-17x;‘. (2.4-3)

Alter Ö has been rotated into the plane of an element, it still has the same magnitude. Setting

the magnltude of the vorticity on the element equal to that at the node yields

y§+y§=0§+¤$ + ¤§. (2.4-4)

Note that y, and yy are components in the local frame and 0,,, Q, and Q, are components ln

the body frame. Equations 2.4-3 and 2.4-4 are needed when the triangles are assembled;

however, in their present form they are not useful. To obtain a more useful form of Equation

2.4-3, we first express both sides in the same coordinate frame. This requires the relationship

between the local coordinate frame and the body frame. The body frame has unit vectors

T, .7 and I? while the local frame has unit vectors and I7 . The body frame will be the .

frame used to determine the vorticity components at the nodes. In other words, the unknowns

of the problem are the components of the vorticity vector at the nodes in the body frame.

The body frame ls related to the local frame of an element by a transformation

(direction-coslne) matrix. There is one such matrix for each element. For element m, the

direction-cosine matrix [a],,, is deüned by

T T
7 - [a]„, .7 (2.4 - 6) (

F E

The vector
N.

is perpendicular to the actual surface of the body. The procedure to

approximate this normal is to average the normals of all the elements sharing that node. This

method assumes that there are no sharp edges on the closed bodies. IO/(L£>Ü’^’t (Qi/2.
A

YThevectors of Equation 2.4-3 in their respective coordinate frames are
(gi/‘^(\

Ei=¤„7+¤,.7+¤zR° (2.4-6)

_ 17-~„T+~,,.7+~zR° (2.4-7)
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T = Vx; + )y}°. (2.4 - 6)

The body vectors written in the local frame of element m are

53 = [a]„, Ei = 6,,,7 + (Oy? + wzl? (2.4 - 6)

rT=[a]mÄ-l·=nxT+ny}~+nzI4·. (2.4-10)

Because the surface vortlclty at the node is perpendicular to the normal to the surface

5-1V=0. (2.4-11)

Or in the local frame °5-

H.-0. (2.4-12)

'
Equatlon 2.4-12 leads to

n
¢nz=—·gi·¢ox-·%wy. (2.4-13)

The component w, was chosen as the dependent component because n, is not zero except

under contrlved cases. The vector Z5 is used in this development because, even though the

components of Ö are related, there ls noggg equatlon such as 2.4-13 for this relationship for

all orlentatlons of the element ln the body reference frame.

The vector 5 is then

2 2.. nxn n + n T.

rix/P nz
+

nz
1- (2.4 — 14)

+ [nxwy — nywx] k

and

_
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cl; = [ - nzyy]7. + [rlzyx]T + [flxyy - rlyyx] (2.4 -15)

Equating the components and determlnlng the local vortlcity ylelds

2 2n +n n
(2.4-16)

nz nz

.2 2nzn n +n
vygc (2.4-17)

nz nz

Equating the third component results ln a redundant equatlon. Solvlng for w, and wy ylelds

2 2n + n nzn -

c(nx + ny + nz) c(n,„ + ny + nz)

nm, nf + ng
¢¤y=-'iT—·?'—';•7x+i—··;—··T·yy. (2.4-19)

c(n,, + ny + nz) c(n,, + ny + nz)

The factor c is determined by equatlng the magnltude of the vortlcity at the node and the

magnitude on the triangle at that same node. Putting Equations 2.4-16 and 2.4-17 into Equation

2.4-4 and determining c ylelds

[0,1:+ cn: +wg]1/2°*"r1—‘;—ö$· Q <2·‘·2°>

In general for each element the factor c has a different value at each vertex.

The specific values of c are not known until the components of surface vortlcity at the

nodes are known, but the range of values can be determined. Because Equatlon 2.4-3 can be

written as

cl!-il um-m Iülcoso (2.4-21)
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where 6 ls the angle between the surface vorticity at the node and the surface vorticity on the

triangle at the same node, and the magnitude of the surface vorticity vector is maintained, the

relation between the direction of the vorticity vector and the factor c is

c = cos 6. (2.4 — 22)

The angle 6 can have a range of values that depends on the direction of the vorticity vector.

lf the vortlclty ls oriented along the intersection of the elemental and tangential planes, 6 is

zero. The angle 6 is greatest lf the vortlclty vector ls in the plane containing the nodal and

elemental normal vectors. Therefore, the maximum value of c ls unity and the minimum ls the

cosine of the angle between the element and node normals. The variatlon of the angle 6 and

the orlentatlon of the vortlclty vector Is shown ln Figure 3. Thus if the elements are coplanar

the factor c can only be unity. Because c is dependent on the vorticity, it is obtained by iter-

atlon to maintain the llnearity of the equatlons. The actual procedure for obtaining the .

strength of the vortlclty ata node ls described In detail below.
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- The unknowns are the components of the vortlclty vector in the body reference frame
‘

at the nodes; thus the two independent components of Ö must be chosen and the relation

between these unknowns and the components of Z5 must be developed. For N, different from

zero, the dependent component is chosen to be Q,. Then
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YNZandthe unknowns are chosen to be Q, and Q,. The relatlonshlps between the components

at the node and the components on the surface elements are

~ Nx NY
wx = (811 * 816 mx + (812 ' 816 mv

Nx NY¢8y " (821 ‘ 826 mx + (822 ‘ 826 W; )0v· (2-4 "' 24)

where the a,, are the elements of the directlon·cosine matrix defined in Equation 2.4·5. For

N, equal to zero and N, not equal to zero, the dependent component is chosen to be Q,, where

NxQy=-QXT. (2.4-25)
V

For thls condition, the unknowns are chosen to be Q, and Q,. Then

Nx8*x * (811 ‘ 812 W; mx + 81602

Nx<°y = (821 " 822 mx + 82602- (2-4 — 26)

For N, and N, both zero, Q, must be zero; therefore, the independent components are

Q, and Q2, and the relatlonshlps are

wx = 8120v + 81602

My = 822Qy +823QZ.2.5

Matrlx Equatlons for Non-llftlng Closed Bodies
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There are two sets of equatlons to be solved simultaneously. The first set represents

the no-penetration condition. The second set represents the divergenceless condition. The

no-penetratlon condition requires the normal component of the relative velocity to vanish at

all points on the surface. The method used to approximate this condition is to chose a point

on each element where the normal component ls set to zero. The point chosen is called the

control point. The control point used for the entire analysis is the centroid of the nodes of.the

triangular element. The no-penetration condition at the control points can be made into a set

of linear equatlons In the unknown strength of the components of the vorticity vector at the

nodes. In general, for closed non·lilting bodles, the velocity at the control point on an element

is the sum of the velocity induced by the surface disturbance and the velocity of the free

stream. Summing the contributions one finds that the no-penetration condition for control

pcäntils 1 , Q
T'^«l

r i'
ß“/,,

,«" { ,\ ZA,,¤,„,+Z,.,+v,,-5]-0 (2.5-1)K/(V t' AJ'! /-l 1-11//
2wherßheQ, are the velocity components induced by unit vorticity inthe body x or y directions

at [node} normal to element i at lts control point and 0.,,, and 0,, are the independent compo-

nents defined by Equations 2.4-23 through 2.4-27. The actual assembly is not difficult. The
‘

influence matrix ls created by findlng the velocity at a control point due to the six bases, two

directions for each node and three nodes for each element. These influence coefficients are

then added to the corresponding influence coefficients for all elements sharing a give-rlnodi

Because the rotation ls needed to assemble the influence matrix, a factor c must be chosen

to start the process. The obvious choice is unity because this is the upper limit and it is the

value when the elements are coplanar. .

The matrix equation expresslng the no-penetration condition can be written as

[A] {0} = {U}. (2.5 — 2)
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The dlvergenceless condition, Equatlon 2.3-8, can also be written in matrix form in terms of the

same unknowns. This equation is

[em:} = (0}. (2.5 - 6)

The matrix Equations 2.5-2 and 2.5-3 can be solved by a variety of techniques. The present

method treats Equatlon 2.5-3 as weighted constraints. They are adjoined to Equatlon 2.5-2, and

a welghtlng factor w is used. The weighting factor is a diagonal matrix with a constant factor

along the diagonal. The combined equations can be written as

A U{9} —
= {8}. (2.6 - 4)

wB 0

where {e} is the error. ln general the number of equations is greater than the number of un-

knowns and thus {e} is not identically zero. Because of this, the square of the error, {e}*, is

mlnimized. Using thls princlple, one can obtain the solution by solvlng the normal equation

A T A A T u
{Q} = . (2.5 — 5)

wB wB wB 0

Equatlon 2.5-5 can easily be solved by any standard procedure. But since the matrix

[A] is dependent on the vorticity, because of the presence of c, the problem is solved by it-

eratlon. That is the initial guess for c is used to formulate [A] and [B] and then the unknowns

at the nodes are obtalned. Using these values, one can compute a new c, form new

[A] and [B] matrices, and re·solve the problem. This procedure is repeated until there is no

change, within small tolerances, in the unknowns at the nodes from one iteration to the next.

2.6 Results for Non-Ilftlng Closed Bodies

Three test bodies were used to show the accuracy and convergence ( robustness ) of

the method. The three bodies are a sphere, an oblate ellipsoid and a prolate ellipsoid. The

elllpsoids are of thickness ratio 10 to 1. These shapes were chosen because the surface ve-
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loclty is known analytically. Several runs were made with different numbers of elements to

show how the numerlcal results converge to the analytlcal solution. The sphere, discretlzed

lnto 120 elements, ls shown ln Figure 4. The other bodies were discretlzed in a similar man-

ner. Table 1 shows the effect of the welghtlng w on the surface velocity of a sphere with 120

elements and a radius of one. The quantitles presented are the magnitude of the surface

velocity at angles of 0, 30, 60 and 90 degrees from the x axis. As seen there ls no signiticant

difference for the entire range of weights as long as the method converged. The higher

welghtlng implles the dlvergence condition are satlsfied more closely. There seems to be an

upper bound where the dlvergence condition swamps the minimization process. This result

suggests the dlvergence condition could be lmposed exactly using a method of substitution

or Lagrange multlpllers. These were not implemented because the dlvergence conditions are

not all Independent and the method of weighted constralnts is very easy to implement.
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Table 1. Effect of Varloua Welghte on the Dlvergencelesa Condition

YBE JBL BE. JM. .‘B£
1.0E - 5 did not converge after 15 iteratlons

1.0E - 4 0.000000 0.781943 1.309356 1.493643

1.0E - 3 0.000000 0.781948 1.309361 1.493649

1.0E +0 0.000000 0.781948 1.309361 1.493649

1.0E +3 0.000000 0.781948 1.309361 1.493649

1.0E +4 0.000001 0.781955 1.309353 1.493657

1.0E + 5 0.lXJ0017 0.782052 1.309532 1.493054 _

The surface veloclties at the nodes are compared to the analytlcal solution in Figure 5 through

Figure 7for a weight of 1. The examples show good agreement with the analytlcal solutions.

They also show convergence as the number of elements ls lncreased. As shown in

Flgure 5, for a sphere the only configuration that does not approximate the analytlcal solution

very closely ls the sphere with 48 elements. This configuration ls a very coarse mesh. The

convergence ls shown in Figure 6 and Flgure 7. The convergence ls most notlceable near the

regions where the veloclty ls changing rapidly, that ls, near the top of the oblate ellipsoid and

near the front of the prolate ellipsoid. From these figures it is plain the larger meshes do

better ln approximatlng the surfaces then the small meshes.
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The velocity field away from the body was also analyzed. The analytical solutlon for

a sphere was used to generate the total velocity, at a grld of points. This set of velocities is

shown ln Figure 8. For this figure the velocity was artiliclally set to zero for all points inside

the body. In Flgure 9, the same grld points are also used to show the total velocity obtalned

from the present method with 120 elements to represent the sphere. The velocities inside the

body for this figure were not set to zero, but as can be seen the total velocity inside the bedy

ls very nearly zero everywhere, as it should be. For the grld shown in Figure 8 and

Figure 9, the maximum difference between the analytlcal solution and the numerlcal proce-

dure was 0.087 at the point (xp, yp, zp) = (0.25,1.00,0.00). The difference is defined by

e = (2.6 — 1)
lvrsl

where \7,,„ ls the velocity of the analytlcal solution. There is very good agreement between

the predicted and analytlcal velocity throughout the flow field. For all the numerlcal results

lsosceles trlangles were used for dlscretlzing, and no attempt was made to analyze the effect

of different element shapes.
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2.7 Formulatlon for Thin Llftlng Surfaces

The formulation is extended from closed nonlilting bodies to thin Iifting surfaces. This

extension involves including additional boundary conditions and compatibility equations. The

additional boundary conditions are that the Kutta condition must be imposed along the edge

where the wake is attached, the theorems of conservation of circulation apply and there can-

not be a pressure jump across the surface of the wake. The compatibility equations are de-

veloped by requiring conslstency between the order of smoothness of the slngularity

distributions for both closed bodies and thin surfaces. The complete formulation of the prob-

lem can be written as solving the continuity equation

div V = 0 (2.7 -1)

subject to

(VP — \7)·rT == 0 on S (2.7 — 2)

DI' _ _
Dt

-0 on W (2.7 3)

ACP = 0 along the edge where the wake joins the surface (2.7 - 4)

and

Ü. —• 0 far from S and W (2.7 — 5)

where W is the wake surface. Equation 2.7-2 is the no-penetration condition on the surface

of the body. Equation 2.7-3 is the Theorem of Kelvin and Helmholtz, 2.7-4 is the Kutta condition

and Equation 2.7-5 is the infinity condition. Because there is no wake for nonlilting closed

bodies, the above formulation reduces to that presented in Section 2.2.

The problem formulation points out the two differences between the two types of

bodies. The first ls, for thin Ilfting surfaces, there ls an edge. The second ls that there is a
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wake emanating from that edge. These are important dlfferences and each will be discussed

in detail.

2.8 Edge Fermulatlen and Compatlblllty Cendltlens

The surface of the body ls represented by a vortex sheet. For there to be nonzero

vorticity along the edge in the direction perpendlcular to the edge there must be some

mechanism for either generatlng or capturlng the vortex sheet along the edge. This mech-

anlsm is a vortex core cf variable strength. The circulation around a vortex core ls related to

the vortex sheet lt adjoins by

dI‘ __ _
dx

— 7 (2.8 1)

where F ls the circulation at a point on the core, x ls the position along the length of the core

and y is the strength of vortex sheet.

The functlonal form of the circulation along the edge can be obtained by applying the

concept of spatial conservation of vorticity to an elemental piece along the edge. An

lntlnitesimal element of the surface vortex sheet along the edge is shown in Figure 10.

For spatial conservatlon of vortlclty

7 = 7y. (2.8 — 2)

The component of vorticity perpendlcular to the edge, 7, , ls a linear function on the

trlangular element. ln Figure 11 the deflnlticns of the local coordlnate system and the vortex

distribution along the edge of an element are shown.
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along the ede -

7 — Y

lntegrating equation 2.8-1 results ln the circulation of the core being

Yyz ' Yy1 2
l"(x)=[·j--;|%+yy1x+G (2.8-4)

where G is a constant of integration. Note that the yy of equation 2.8-4 is in the local coordi-

hate frame of the variable vortex core, which is not necessarily the local ooordinate frame of

the adjoining element. Thus, a coordinate transformation may be needed to relate these

variables to the unknown vorticlty components at the nodes.

From Equatlon 2.8-4 it seems that unknowns have been added to the system of

equatlons ln the form of constants of integration. ln reality, once the constraihts on the con-

tlnuity of the vortex core along the edge are introduced there are fewer new unknowns than

new equatlons. Because the vortex sheet ls modeled as a set of triangular elements with

llnearly varying vorticlty, the magnitude of the vorticlty is contlnuous but the first and higher

derlvatives are not necessarlly contlnuous where the elements join. To remain consistent, the

circulation around the vortex cores should be contlnuous through the first derivative because

of the relation between the vortex core and the vortex sheet.

To make the circulation contlnuous in strength around the body, two adjoining edge

segments must have the same circulation at the juncture. As an illustration, we suppose that

there are two cores joined at a point, one segment be designated n and the other n +1. The

circulation around n at the node ls

M‘ Vw d2
I-‘„==I:lg··—iIT+yy1d+G„ (2.8-5)

where d ls the length of vortex core n ( see Figure 11 ). Equatlon 2.8-5 can be reduced to
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l”°„=[yy2+yy,]%+G„_ (2.8-6)

The circulation around n+1 at the same node ls

Then for continuous circulation strength —

6„- 6„+, =0. (2.8 - 6)

There ls the same number of these equations as there are edge cores. Therefore, there is

one new equation for each edge node.

For the circulation around the cores along the edges to be continuous through the first

derivative, must be contlnuous. The only possible place the derivative would not be

contlnuous ls where two cores join. To lllustrate, we suppose there are two cores, one des-

lgnated n and the other n+1, that join at the point x, . The smoothness requlrement is

dI“
dl"

.;L
I = ...Iil

I (2_8
_ g)dx ,„° dx „°

or

Yy n(x0) = 7y n+1(x0)
I

(2-8 " 10)

where y,,,(x,,) and y,,,+,(x,) ls the vorticity perpendlcular to the cores at the joining node. These

two vortlclty components are In the coordlnate frames of the cores n and n+1, respectively.

Equatlon 2.8-10 ls an added relation among the three components of vortlcity Ö at the joining

nodes. These equatlons are only included in the system as constraints if adjoining cores are
'

not colllnear. lf the cores are colllnear Equation 2.8-10 is always satlsfied provided only one

vortex strength and direction ls defined on the sheet where the edge cores join.
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2.9 Velocity lnduced by an Edge Vortex Core

As stated in Section 2.8, whenever there ls an edge on a surface, there must be a

variable-strength vortex core. For piecewise Iinearly varying vortex sheets, the circulation

around the corresponding edge core is quadraticly varying. The model of the body now has

two components, the llnearly varying triangular vortex sheets on the surface and the variable

strength vortex cores along the edges. The total disturbance velocity is simply the sum of the

veloclties induced by the components. That is

V,,„ = V, + V, (2.9 -1)

where V, ls the disturbance veloclty due to the elements and V, is the velocity due to the edge

cores. A general vortex core, its local coordinate frame and the definitions of the variables

used to determine the disturbance velocity are shown ln Figure 12.

X

°2 n

A

x VC

r1

\Figure12. Vortex Core end Local Coordlnate Frame

The velocity induced at a polnt by a variable strength vortex core can be written as

V,-v,,T+v,}°+v,E° (2.9-2)
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The veloclty induced by the core can be obtained from the general formula

- .. F1 ",r
v„(r ,0 =L curl IH Qi}-dr (2.9 - 9)

"' r Ir -6 I

where Ö is the vortlcity at point E, F is the point of interest and T ls the region of the flowfield

containing vortlcity ( thls ls the same formulatlon as for a vortex sheet ). The volume element

of the oore is the scalar product of a cross sectional surface area, in the direction normal to

the surface, Eds , and an element of length Ü along the oore. One can show that the dlsturb—

ance veloclty ls

12.9-4)
" 1. Ir -s I

where
I‘

ls the clrculatlon around the core. Equation 2.9-4 can be further slmplitied by

changing variables. Then

-· 1 02 I“(x,t) sinü ..
vc =¤

4u L h düe. (2.9 —- 5)
I

where 0 ls the angle between the vecter along the vcrtex core and the vector from the point

along the core to the point of interest, h, ls the perpendlcular distance from the axls of the

filament to the point and E is the unit vector ln the direction of the induced velocity. This di-

rection ls

Z = (2.9 - 6)
Ii x r I

The strength of the vortex core can be written as the general quadratlc expression

X2
l“(x,t) = G1 + G2x + G3. (2.9 — 7)
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ln terms of the constants of the quadratic expression, the integral of Equation 2.9-5 can be

evaluated. The closed-form expression for the induced velocity ls

V6 =
ü{61,1 + GZI2 +

_where

l 2 (1 - cos 02) sin 01l‘
2

r2 sm 01 ln{
(1- cos 0,) sin 02

2 cos 1(oos 1-cos 2)+
2

r sin 1(sin 1--sm 2)+lr* 20 0 0 J-*·20·0 ·0

I2 = '* C°$(01*I2

= cos 01 — cos 02 (2.9 — 9)

lt should be noted that there are numerlcal difficulties ln evaluating the velocity along

the axis of the core. The limits as this region ls approached are well behaved except on the

core ltself. The complete derivatlon, these limits and a listing of the subroutlne used to de-

termine the velocity induced by a variable-circulation vortex core is presented in Appendix ll.

2.10 Determlnatlon ef the Pressure and the Kutta Condition

Now the Kutta condition ls developed. We must first determine the pressure ooefli·

cient. The pressure coefflclent is defined as

P — P
cp = (2.10 - 1).. U2

2 P

where P ls the pressure at the point of interest, P, is the pressure a large distance from the

disturbance, p is the density and U is a reference velocity.

BernouIli's equatlon for unsteady flow is
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ö¢> vz P
at [E+ 2 + P -H(t) (2.10-2)

ö¢> . . . . . . . .where $2- I; ns the partlal derivative of the velocity potential with respect to time for an

lnertlally fixed point, V is the velocity at the point, P is the pressure, p is the density and H(t)

is a spatially uniform function of time. At a given instant

ö¢ vz P ö¢„ VÄ P„
at [5+ 2 +P- at [E + 2 +P°°.

(2.10-3)

Far from the body the velocity ls either constant, typically zero; therefore the velocity potential

is not changing with time there and Equation 2.10-3 reduces to

P - P„ vi - vz 641

The pressure coeliicient ls then

L 2 2 Ö¢>CP- U2 (2.10-5)

The entire problem is posed in the body coordinate reference frame. The problem is

the points, where the pressure is needed, are not fixed in an inertial reference frame. In fact,

these points may not be fixed in the body reference frame. Therefore, Equation 2.10-5 cannot

be used ln its current form because of the presence of the last term. To find a more useful

form, we look at a point on the surface. The point is defined by
Ä'.,

which is the position vector

from the origin of some lnertlally fixed point to the point on the body at a given instant, f. At

some short time later, t+At, the point of interest has moved to a new inertial position,

Ä + AB-. By definition

6)
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The problem ls that the point on the surface is no longer at Ä when time is t+At, it ls at

Ä + Af?. Uslng a Taylor series expansion about Ä at time t+ At, one can write

4:(E+4Ä•°, t+At)=¢>(l$,t+At) +V¢(IF?·, :+4:) · 4:7+ 1-1.0.1*. (2.10- 7)

where H.O.T. are higher order terms. Equatlon 2.10-7 can be written as

_ ¢•(E, :+ At)=¢(I7 + 4:7, : + 4:) - v4:(E. : + 4:) · AI; + :1.0.1. (2.10 - 6)

Substltutlng Equatlon 2.10-8 lnto Equatlon 2.10-6 Ieads to

84: ¢(Ä—+AÄ·,t+4:)—4>(Ä‘,t) V¢»(Ä°,:+4:)·4Ä·
6: |,;‘.ll£'.‘:[ At ‘ At

<2·‘°·°>

where the llmlt of the H.O.T. is zero. Equation 2.10-9 can be written as

6:: 6:1 - ::5
ät IE-: ät |;—V¢(R,:) dt (2.10-10)

ö¢ . . . .where I; ls the partlal derivatlve of the velocity potential with respect to time for some

point on the surface and ls the inertial ( absolute ) velocity of the point. The body frame

ls used as the reference frame, then one can write the velocity of any point on the surface as

$:5-17,,-17,,+::x7·“+I·“ (2.10-11)

Ü.,
is the lnertial velocity of the origin of the body frame, :3 is the angular velocity of the body

frame with respect to the lnertlal frame, F is the position vector of the point in the body frame

and 17 is the velocity of this point wlth respect to the body frame. Because the gradient of the

potential ls the absolute velocity of the fluid, Equatlon 2.10-5 can be written as

F
1 öd> -· (2.10-12)
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Introducing the dimensionless variables

17-l ¢'-L andt•=£ (210-13)U UL L
‘

L ls a reference length and the superscript n denotes dimensionless quantities. Then Equation

2.10-12 can then be written as

. 6 ° -CP-V;-V2-2—;|__+2V”·l-C, (2.10-14)
ät r

Now that the pressure coeflicient has been found, the Kutta condition can be formu-

Iated. The Kutta condition states.

AC = 0 2.10 — 15P plm < >

where edge refers to the edges where wakes join the liftlng·surface and ACP is delined as

AC C C 2 10 16

2 P

The subscript I denotes the lower surface and u denotes the upper surface. The superscripts

are dropped because all quantities are dimensionless. Equation 2.10-16 can also be written

as

2 ö4• —· ·· 2 ö4> —· —·
ACP-- V, -27 |;;+2V, · VP,+ V„ +2-ä Ia-2V„ · VP„ (2.10- 17)

@<I> ö¢>„ öd> ö¢•, . .Lettlng ät la = ät and ät I-; = at , using the fact that the scalar product ofa vector with
itself ls the magnltude squared, and realizing that the upper and lower points are at the same

location on the body, one can further simplify Equation 2.10-17 to

6 - .. .. .. ..
ACP = V, · (V, - 2VP) + Vu · (Vu — 2VP) (2.10 -18)
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With the surface slngularity, the velocity on both sides of the vortex sheet can be expressed

as the sum of the mean velocity l7,„ and half the jump in velocity caused by the discontinulty,

Al?. The upper and lower surface velocities can be written as

V V
‘ ‘

E- 17„,-%Ai7. (2.10- 19)

Then

'* " '* '* Ö(¢ ' ¢°1)ACp=2V,„-AV -2AV -%,+2-%];. (2.10-20)

Using a first order flnite difference to approximate the partial derlvative, one can write

ö(¢„ — ¢1)|- [(4•„ — ¢1)|
-

— (dw — 4>1)|
-1.—....;. ~ (2 1Q

_
21)öt

”
At ° '

lmposlng the Kutta condition along the edge requires

__ __ __ __ [(¢„-¢>l)| --(¢>„—¢>1)It A -]
0-2v,„ - AV -2AV-v„+2. (2.10-22)

Finally with the previous time step known the unsteady Kutta condition is

(¢u " ¢;) " '* " '* (¢u " ¢*1)———— _+V ·AV—AV·V = __. (2.10-23)
M It, r

m P Al It-At, r

The jump in surface velocity (Al?) is related to the vorticity on the sheet by

A17-? xr? (2.10-24)

where V ls the vortlcity at the polnt and E ls the unit normal vector of the surface. The mean

velocity, l7,„, Is the velocity of the fluid between the upper and lower surface. The velocity Ü,
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ls the absolute velocity of the point on the body. The tinal term of the Kutta condition and the

pressure equation is the unsteady term, that is the partial derivative of the difference in po-

tential. Evaluatlon of this quantity ls the topic of the next section.

To complete the formulatlon of the pressure coefficient, the change in pressure coef-

licient needs to be found for closed bodies. The change in pressure from on side of the sur-

face to the other, for closed bodies, is

ö¢i " ‘*
ACP=Vi—Vf—·2E· |;_+2V, • VP

(2.10 - 25)v’ v2 2ä | 2i7 · V

With the velocity on the Interior of a closed body zero the mean velocity is one half the jump

In velocity and thus the velocity on the surface is twice the mean velocity. Using these, one

can write the change in pressure on the surface of a closed body as

-• •• an -• V!

ACp=2V,„~AV -2AV - VP+2? I?. — (2.10-26)
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2.11 Evaluation of the Potential on the Surface

There are two regions that need to be discussed when evaluatlng the potential on the

surface of a body. First there ls the problem of getting onto the body. Second there is the

problem of moving from one polnt to another when the potential at the first point ls known.

There are two types of bodies investigated. They are closed nonlilting bodies and Iilt-

ing surfaces. For closed bodies assuming there is a path from a point far from the body (

where the disturbance velocity is nearly zero ) to a point on the body on which the potential

is always defined the potential on the surface can be found. The velocity potential is defined

as

gradql = V (2.11 -1)

or

b -h
_·

¢„-¢„=f V·ds. (2.11-2)
CO

Letting es being far from the body and b being the point on the surface. The integral of

Equation 2.11-2 can be numerically evaluated at a given time step. The change in the potential

at the point on the body, from one time to the next is

b ul
_·

b —n _‘
‘

A¢„=j’
V(t) · ds -.[ V(t-At) · ds. (2.11 -3)

GO GO

The partial derivative required for the pressure calculations can then be approximated by the

ünite difference

ö¢• -·‘|‘°-· -·
at I?- At - At N

v(t) ds —
W

V(t-At) ds . (2.11-4)
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We note that the potential far from the body does not have to be known to find the pressure

since it ls constant with time. That is, the potential far from the body can be changed arbitrarily

by a constant without affecting the pressure on the body. The potentlal is evaluated at a point

on the body by starting the line integral at a point far from the body and ending on the surface

of the body. The potentlal at the starting point ls assumed to be zero. We also use the same

starting point far from the body for successive time steps.

The problem of thin lifling surfaces ls different because the pressure coefficlent is

defined in terms of the change in potential from the upper to the lower surface.

M
- ..

¢„-¢,=I V~ds. . (2.11-5)
1

In other words the difference in the potentlal across the thin surface at any point is defined

as the line integral from the lower surface to the upper surface along any path on which the

potentlal ls defined. That is, the path cannot go through the surface or the wake. A typical path

for the integral is shown in Figure 13.

‘)* ¤
Figure 13. Typlcal Path fer Evaluatlng the Dlfference ln Petentlal

The difference in potentlal from the lower to the upper surface around a vortex core is simply

the circulatlon around the core at the point where the path encircles the ccre. Another point

ls that the difference in the potentlal can only be evaluated by using the local edge circulatlon

lf the wake ls not emanating from this edge core. lf the wake is generated at the point along
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the core, the difference ln potentlal ls not simply from one side of the core to the other be-

cause the potentlal does not exlst on the wake. Therefore, to use the local circulation strength,

the core must be along an edge that does not generate a wake. These cores are called non-

convectlng. Assumlng there is a nonconvecting core somewhere on the edge of the surface,

one can choose a path such that a point on thls core ls crossed and the rest of the surface

potentlals can be found by sklmming along the lower surface to that point, then returnlng to

the starting polnt along the upper surface.

lt remalns to determine the sign of the difference of the potential. Before the sign can

be determlned the upper and lower surfaces need to be identified. The identification ls done

by examinlng the definitlons already employed. By previous definition

Al7=;°xrT (2.11-6)

qé nh 1 ul

17,,-l7„,+%-A17. (2.11-7)

In the local coordlnates of the triangular element

Ty-syxi +y}j (2.11-8)

and

E -F. (2.11 - s)

From these definltlons it ls obvlous that positive vortlcity in the x direction produces a negative

veloclty on the upper surface and a positive veloclty on the lower surface. This means the

lower surface ls the side faclng the negative local z direction and the upper surface is the side

faclng the posltlve z direction. The names upper and lower are only appropriate in a local

sense. lf the local z direction ls downward ( which ls the standard orientatlon for aircralt ), the

lower surface ls physically above the upper surface.

“
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The sign is determined by the scalar product of the velocity lnduced by the edge core

and the direction of the path from the lower to the upper surface. The upper and lower sur-

faces have been ldentifled but the path has not. There ls actually only one possible path be-

cause the velocity potential must be defined at all points on the path. A typical edge core and

adlolning triangular surface element ls presented ln Flgure 14.

V. Poth

&Ze
Ya g

Flgure 14. Eveluetlng the Potentlel on en Edge

The clrculatlon l" ls defined as positive ln the x direction around the core. The differ-

ence in the potential from upper to lower, for Figure 14, is negative because the path is in the

opposite direction of the lnduced velocity. For any combination of edge cores and adjolning

elements the difference in potential is written as

¢„-¢,=·j;I‘. (2.11 -10)

Assumlng the body is either closed or thin with at least one nonconvecting core along

the edge, one must calculate the potential needed to calculate the pressure coefhclent at one

point on the body within a constant value. The problem now turns to evaluating the potential

at every point on the surface when lts value ls known at some point.

The two types of bodies must be investigated separately. For closed bodies the po-

tential on the outside surface ls needed, letting a represent a point on the body where the

potential is to be found, one can use the definition of the velocity potential to write
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¤ - ..
V ·ds +4:), (2.11-11)

n

Assuming all the local element normal vectors are outward pointing and knowing the velocity

on the Interior Is zero, the mean velocity Is

l7,„=%Al7. (2.11-12)

It follows that the velocity on the surface is

{

)7=AV=y (2.11-13)

where y ls the surface_y,elocIt)s The potential at any point on the surface is then

·

——
qb

¢>, =I AV · ds + ¢),. (2.11 -14)
¤

· For thin Iilting surfaces the difference In potential from the upper to the lower surface

Is needed to determine the change In pressure coefticlent. The difference in potential is de-

fined as

·

qé
_—

·

i
_·

<¢„-¢·„>| =f v„·¤s—f v„·¤s+<¢„—¢,>| (2-11-15)
8 g b b

or

·

_)
ul _~

(¢•„-¢I)Ia=_(b (Vu-Vi)·¤S +(¢>„-¢I)|b· (2-11-16)

Which ls
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. a
__

-·(¢·„—4·I)L=L AV ·dS +(¢>„—¢I)|b- (2-11-17)

As can be seen the quantity needed to determine the pressure coefficient for both types of

bodies are actually the same expression. The Integral expressions of Equations 2.11-14 and

2.11-17 can be expressed in terms of the local vorticity at the corners of a general triangular

element as shown In Figure 15.

7),3
(b•°)

V vV5 Y;
X
Q

(¤.¤) Vx, (eo) Vx,
Flgure 15. Trlangular El•m•n• wlth Vertlctty

Assumlng the potential, for closed, or the difference in potential, for thin surfaces, Is ~

known at the vertex (0,0). The Integral of the jump ln veloclty can be found at all other points

on the triangle. Since the potential Is Independent of the path, the path chosen to get to the
/

general point (x,y) Is along y=0 until the desired x is reached and then holding x constant until

the desired y Is reached.

The jump In veloclty ls defined as

A17-Txö'. _ (2.11-18)

Along the x axis d§ = 7, then

(X-0)
- .. (x„¤) „

I
AV · ds =f yy dx. (2.11 -19)

(0-9) (0-0)
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The vorticity along the x axis is

vy=vy1+(vy2-v,-1)%- (2-11 -20)

Equatlon 2.11-19 ls then

(x.0)
- .. X2 ‘

I
AV · ds =yy1x+(yy2—yy1)E;. (2.11 -21)

(0.0) _

In the y direction, d§ =. The Integral is

(my)
-

.. (x.¤)
- .. (mv) .,,

I
AV·ds=f AV·ds+.[ —yXdy. (2.11-22)

(0.0) (0.0) (x.0)

On a triangular element

V * 7 b (2-11- 23)

Therefore,

(X-Y) —· ., X2 xy{I,
AV

·dS‘°·°’ 2 (2.11 - 24)
Ya ‘ )’x1 _lL _.l[_

- C

_
aC 2

•

Equatlon 2.11-24 is valid for any point on a given triangle. Therefore, once one point on the

mesh is known all the potentials of the triangle containing that point are known. These can in

tum be used as starting points for evaluating the potential at the adjoining elements. In this

way the potential needed to determine the pressure can be found for any point on the body.

Two special cases of Equation 2.11-24 bear evaluating. These are the vertices in terms of the

known vertex. These are
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~¤s = y1—yn)·— (2.11-25)<¤.¤) y 2

and

(M9) -· .. c(a — b) b .vl- AV*9S(¤.¤>
(2.11 - 26). b2 b2

To check the accuracy of the equatlons developed for determlning the velocity poten-

tial on the body, the potential was determined analytically and numerically using a sphere with

120 elements. The potential far from the body was chosen such that the velocity potential at

the front stagnatlon point ls zero. The two methods are shown in Figure 16, as can be seen

the potential compares very lavorably.

2 ‘° '
120 Elements ·

-
NEUIQ

> .

0 so 60 eo 120 150 180
Angler Position

Figure 16. Compariaon ol Velocity Potentiale on a Sphere
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2.12 Aerodynamlc Forces and Moments

In general the force can be written as

F-I=,,T+Fy}°+1=,E° (2.12-1)

The force ls the result of the pressure on a surface and of a vortex core in the moving fluid.

The force due to a pressure distribution on a surface is given as

F·=H·APF1°dA (2.12-2)
s

where
F.

ls the force on the body, S ls the surface of the body, AP is the difference ln pressure

from one side of the surface to the other and FF is the local normal to the surface.

For a contlnuoüs vortex sheet the pressure distribution is continuous. The integral of

Equation 2.12-2 ls evaluated numerically. To simplify, the numerical integration scheme, we

assume the pressure difference varies Ilnearly on an element. This ls not an unreallstic as-

sumptlon since the vorticity on an element is linear and therefore if the velocity is constant the

pressure distribution is also linear. A more accurate method of integration could be used to

improve the accuracy but since only one point on the element is used for the no penetration

condition a linear assumptlon seemed appropriate. Assuming the pressure difference is linear

on an element Equation 2.12-2, for element I, reduces to

. F=,=AP| EA, (2.12-:1)
FI

where c, ls the centroid of the element. The total force due to the pressure difference is simply

the sum of the forces on each element

.
__

"F =2AP| n,A,. (2.12-4)
hi °'

In terms of the pressure difference coeflicient
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fl

F (2.12 - s)
l-1 °'

where Equatlon 2.10-20 and Equatlon 2.10-28 define the change in pressure coefficlent for the

two types of bodies.

Thls ls not the only force on the body. The thin surfaces also have nonconvecting edge

cores with circulatlon. The force due to these cores ls

6F· = pVR(x) x le:-‘(x) dx (2.12 — 6)

where
6F.

is the force caused by a small segment of circulatlon, VR is the relative veloclty, I:

is the circulatlon and p is the denslty. To facilitate the evaluation of the force it is assumed

that the relative velocity does not change appreciably over the length of the core. The force

due to the circulatlon around an edge core is

ul nl d ut

F = PVR x
I

l"(x) dx (2.12 - 7)
0

or

F = PVR x 71;,,,6 (2.12 - 6)

where l"„, ls the average circulatlon, d ls the length of the core and F is a unit vector ln the

dlrectlorl of the core. The relative veloclty, VR , ls the veloclty of the fluid. This velocity was

determlned by evaluatlng the velocity at the point along the core where the circulatlon was the

average value. The total force on a surface with n elements and m nonconvecting cores is

i
m
i el

n -1

Fw:= ZPVM x ilravel dl nl Al (2-12 * 9)
l-1 l¤1 °'

The force coefflcient ls defined as
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¤ v = 1 2?pU S

where S ls the total surface area of the wing.

The moment is defined as

n”i=i-°xF. (2.12-11)

Again assuming the pressure difference is linearly varying on an element the moment calcu-

latlons can be simplitied. The total mom_ent is the resultant of the moment caused by the

pressure force being lumped at the centroid of each element, the moment due to the forces

of each of the elements actlng at the centroid and the moment of the nonconvecting cores.

The moment caused by the pressure actlng at the centroid is

I;1·c,=°F,xAP| EA, (2.12-12)
¢i

where E ls the vector from the point where the moment is to be calculated to the centroid of

element i . The moment caused by the pressure on the element about the centroid is defined

as

1],,, ¤ H7-} x M55] uA,. (2.12 -13)

For a general triangular element ( Figure 1) using the linear assumption of the pressure dis-

tribution, and that the centroid is at the point (2-gi , —§) Equation 2.12-13 can be integrated.

The pressure distribution ln general ls the linear function

AP=APo+AP,x+AP2y. (2.12-14)

The moment ls then
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-· °
“LÄ£Y+"

a + b :· c r· ·MP,=
0 A

(x——§-—):
+(y—?); xkAPdxdy. (2.12-15)

C

The components of the moment are

aczMPX, = [2AP(b,c) - AP(0,0) — AP(a,0)]

MPX, -
$1;-[(a + b) AP(0,0) - (2a - b) AP(a,0) — (2b — a) AP(b,c)] (2.12 - 16)

where AP(x,y) is the pressure difference at the point on the triangle (x,y)

The momentdue to a nonconvectlng core Is

A-:f,,,=
je?

x (pt/-R(x) x F(x)) dx (2.12 -17)

Whlch, under the assumptlons used to arrlve at the force of a nonconvectlng core, reduces to

Mn:"1-';1v¤ *
(PVR: * Vm:)d1 (2·12 — 18)

where 7,,, ls the posltlon vector from the point where the moment is to be found to the point

on the vortex core where the clrculatlon ls the average value.

The total moment ls then

‘ Il e h Ü m _.
M,,,, = EMP, + EMP, + 2M„,. (2.12 - 19)

:-1 :-1 :-1

The dlmenslonless moment ls defined as

E„,= c„,_T + c„,y}° + c,„_:Y. (2.12 - 20)

The aerodynamlc moment coefficlents are defined as
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pu’sb

Cm'
—ä··pU2SE

Ki -:?· c,„z =-Ti‘%¥-7- (2.12 - 21)
··5·pU Sb

where S is the surface area, b is the span and E is the mean aerodynamic chord. These de-

Iinltions will be used whenever moment data are presented. A flow chart of the force and

moment calculatlons is shown in Figure 17.
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Enter Routine

Evaluate Velocity Potential
At a Starting Node

Equatlon 2.11-2 or 2.11-10

Evaluate Velocity Potential
At Remaining Nodes and Centroids

Equations 2.11-24 to 2.11-26

Calculate Pressure at Centroidof the Elements ·
Equations 2.10-20 or 2.10-26

Sum Forces and Moments due to
Pressure at Centroids

Equations 2.12-5 and 2.12-12

Add Forces and Moments due to
Nonconvecting Edge Cores

Equations 2.12-8 and 2.12-18

Calculate the Pressure ·
at the Nodes of the Mesh

Equations 2.10-20 or 2.10-26

Add Moment due to Linear
Approximation

Equatlon 2.12-16

7
Nondimensionalize

Forces and Moments
Equations 2.12-10 and 2.12-21

Flgure 17. Flow Chart of the Force end Moment Calculetlone -
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2.13 The Formation of the Wake
Q

The wake is a region of concentrated vorticlty where the viscous effects have been

neglected. Under the assumptions discussed in Chapter I the wake ls considered a vortex

sheet emanating from the edges of the lifting·surface. This vortex sheet must satisfy Equation

2.7-3 ( conservation of circulation ) and Equation 2.7-5 ( Infinity condition ). Since the wake is

a vortex sheet lt must also satisfy Equation 2.2-10 ( divergenceless condition ). As stated the

method used for forming the wake is the same procedure employed by the general unsteady

vortex·Iattice methods. The reason for this choice is that the wake is progressively formed and

can roll up as tightly as needed to simulate the actual wake surface. Before proceeding into

the details of the method used to form the wake, the approxlmations of the method will be

explained.

One means of discussing, ln detail, the development of the wake is to examine a wing

startlng impulsively. Before the motion there is no disturbance. At the instant the motion starts

there ls vortlcity formed on the surface and a starting vortex core, with circulation, is devel-

oped along the edge, though not enough time has elapsed to allow this circulation to move

into the fluid. As time progresses this circulation ls swept downstream ( what will be referred

to as parallel to the flow ) and the wake vortex sheet develops from the starting core to the

edge of the surface. This vortex sheet satisfles all the equations mentioned earlier. As the

starting vortex core and vortex sheet move, the flow fleld around the wing ls altered. Thus the

surface vortlcity changes causlng the wake to change continuously. Finally there is no change

ln the surface vortlcity or the wake and a steady state ls reached. As the strength of the sheet

changes in the direction of the flow there ls a corresponding change in the strength in the

other direction so that the divergenceless condition is satisfied. This other direction ls referred

to as perpendicular to the flow. Therefore, before the steady state is reached the vortlcity in

the wake is in both directlons.
W

Modeling this development requires a discrete formation of the wake. Actually the

discrete formulatlon is easier to understand because the formation process can be frozen and

examined at successlve time steps. Again an impulsively started wing is examined. Before the .

motion starts there ls no disturbance or wake. At the instant motion starts vortlcity is formed
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on the surface and the edge cores have circulation. The model of the surface, as developed

ln Sections 2.2 and 2.8, dictates the circulation of each edge core is quadraticly varying along

the length of the core. This edge core ls then swept a tinite distance downstream. Thls is

where the discretized model varies from the continuous. Since the variable strength core has

moved there ls a vortex sheet formed from the core to the edge of the surface. This sheet has

llnearly varying vorticity in the direction of the flow but no vorticity perpendicular to the flow.

The strength of the sheet ls exactly compatible wlth the with the vorticity on the edge of the

surface since both orlginated from the same variable vortex core. This is the end of the first

dlscrete time step. The surface developed vorticity and an edge core. This core was moved

a finite distance and a vortex sheet was formed from the starting core to the surface edge that

ls compatible to both.

The problem with the dlscrete model is, as the starting vortex moved that finite dis- ·

tance, the starting vortex was changing the flow field around the surface. Therefore, by the

time lt got to its final position there was a new surface vorticity. This means the wake vortex

sheet from the starting oore to the surface ls no longer compatible with the surface edge.

There ls a dlscontlnulty. To make the two surfaces compatible again there must be another

vortex core formed at the edge of the surface. The strength of this edge core is exactly the

negative of the strength of the starting core added to the strength of the core needed to gen-

erate the surface vorticity assuming there is no wake.

At the start of the second tlme step a newvvortex distribution is formed on the surface

because the wake has caused some dlsturbance. The edge cores are again formed as ln the

first time step ( no wake sheet enterlng the surface ), and the negative of the starting vortex

ls placed on the edge to capture the wake sheet. The total edge strength is correct to account

for the dlscontlnulty of the twe vortex sheets. The new wake, consisting of the starting vortex
u

cores, the new edge cores and the sheet between them ls moved a flnite distance changing

strength according to the conservatlon of circulation. The vortex sheet from the second edge

core to the surface is formed. This ls the end of the second time step. The same procedure

could be used for all successive time steps.
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In looking back at the development, the procedure outlined has actually approxlmated

the vorticity perpendlcular to the flow by a series of discrete vortex cores. To remain consist-

ent and to simpllfy the conditions the wake sheet must satisfy, the vorticity of the wake sheet

parallel to the flow is also approxlmated by a vortex core. For this approximatlon the strength

of the edge vortex core swept into the wake must be replaced with oonstant strength cores,

otherwise there would be a vortex sheet formed. The core circulation chosen is the average

value of the variable vortex core. The conservatlon of circulation ls lmposed by using the

same average circulation to approximate the vorticlty connectlng the ends of the cores and

holding this circulation constant as the wake convects. The present method uses two succes-

sive approxlmatlons, first the vorticity perpendlcular to the flow is lumped into discrete vari-

able strength vortex cores and then the vorticity parallel to the flow is lumped into constant

strength cores and the varlable cores are averaged. ln this way the procedure reduces to the

general unsteady vortex·lattlce method.

The method used can now be examined ln detail. Again examinlng an impulsively

started wing. First there ls no dlsturbance. At the moment the motion starts vorticity ls formed

on the surface and the edge cores have circulation. This condition is shown in Figure 18 a.

To make the figure clearer only the vortex cores along the trailing edge are convected and the

collocated edge cores are shown slightly oflset. The average circulation on each edge is cal-

culated. This circulation ls swept into the fluid. A closed four slded ring of circulation is then

formed connectlng the starting vortex core to the surface, and new vortex core is formed along

the edge because of the changed caused by the presence of the wake. This condition ls shown

ln Figure 18 b. The wake ls then convected without changing the strength of the circulation

around the rings formed by the mesh of the wake. The condition alter one more time step is

shown in Figure 18 c. The bookkeeping ls extremely simple in that only the positions of the

comers and the circulation around the closed loops need to be recorded to completely de-

scribe the wake.
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The average clrculatlon
l‘„,,

can easily be found knowing the strength of the edge

core. With

x2d

X2
0 2 d2 dl—„,==¤G1T+G2?+G3 (2.13-2)

where

G1 =1% (2.13 - 3)

and
‘

G2=yy1. (2.13-4)

The strength of the wake has been determined but the position has not. The placement of the

wake is determined by the no pressure jump condition. To satisfy this condition the wake is

convected at the local partlcle velocity. The position for the next time step ls determined from

the first order flnlte difference formula

?(t + At) = ?(f) + \7(t)At. (2.13 - 5)

Where F(t + At) ls the new position vector, F(t) is the old position vector and \7(t) is the local

partlcle velocity. This approximation was chosen because it does not require iteratlon. The

local partlcle velocity ls the sum of the velocity induced by the dlsturbance of the bound

vortlclty ( the wing ) the dlsturbance velocity of the wake and the velocity of the Iifting surface,

VU) = Vaounu + Vwake + V1.s· (2-13 ‘ 6)

The subroutlnes used to calculate this total velocity are presented in Appendlx lll.
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To complete the formulation of the wake the velocity induced by the collection of

constant strength vortex cores can be determlned by adding the velocity induced by each

core. The velocity Induced by a constant strength core ls determlned by the well known Biot-

Savart Law. This velocity ls a subset of the velocity of a variable strength vortex. The velocity

ls

Ü; == I"„,( cos 01 - cos 02). (2.13 — 7)

The approximatlon of using discrete vortex segments can be enhanced at the cost of

more complex bookkeeping, by employing the experience obtained from using the vortex-

lattice technique. The results of this experience says that rings with sides of nearly equal

length give the best results. As the wake convects lt deforms. Sometimes the rings get so

deformed that the length of one side ls significantly different from the other sides. One choice

to correct this discrepancy is to redistribute the circulation in the spanwise direction so that

the sides remain nearly equal in length. The size of the chordwise segments is dictated by

the step size chosen. The redistributlon of the circulation is an adaptive grid technique and is

referred to as splitting the wake. The method employed is not the only alternative. The re-

distribution chosen uses a linear lnterpolation between neighboring vortex cores. The as-

sumptions used in determining a unique algorithm are that splitting only occurs in the

spanwise direction, once a wake segment is split it never reforms and the wake is split from

the startlnglocation to the end of the wake.

One way to examine the method used to split the wake is to use an example.

Figure 19 a shows a general section of the wake at some time. The G,) is the circulation

around the closed loop formed by the vortex cores. Figure 19 b shows the same wake at the

next time step. The dashed vortex segment has lengthened past some specified amount and

therefore splitting will be employed to retum the stretched rings to rings with more nearly

equal sides. The split wake mesh is shown in Figure 19 c.
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The relations between the circulations of Figure 19 a and Figure 19 c are

G'21 * G11 G'22 = G12 G'23 = G12

6* 6 6* $6 ÄG 6· —$6 $6 6* -631‘
21 32*3 21+3 22 33'3 22+3 23 34" 23

and '

6· 6 6· $6 $6 6* —$6 $6 6* -6 213 641* 31 42*3 21+3 32 42-3 22+3 33 44- 22·(· -)

In this way the circulation is conserved, the circulation has been redistributed linearly and the

vortex rings remain nearly equal in length.

Finally the question needs to be addressed as to how well the wake of successive '

approximatlons ( reducing the wake from a vortex sheet to a set of constant strength cores ),
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represents the actual surface. The first approximation, where the vorticlty in the direction

perpendlcular to the flow ls lumped into discrete variable strength vortex cores, ls the result

of using discrete time steps. This approximatlon does not have to be made but the procedure

to establish a complete vortex sheet does not appear to be straight forward. The second ap-

proximation can be lnvestlgated readily since the veloclty induced by a vortex sheet has been

determlned. The test case used to compare the two methods ls a single row of the wake with

four elements. The panel arrangement and the vortex distribution on the panels are shown in

Figuro 20.

Ü Y

Ür‘ ‘” Y
°
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4
"y

2
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Flguro 20. Tod Configuration of A Vortex Shoot

Specifylng
I‘„==—I‘,

the equivalent arrangement of constant strength vortex cores can be

found using Equatlon 2.13-3 and 2.13-4. This arrangement is shown in Figure 21.
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Figure 21. Equlv•l•nt C¤n•t•nt·Str•ngth Vortex Cor• Arrangement

These two arrangements are compared by flnding the total Induced velocity at a grid

of polnts around the two surfaces. The velocity distributlons are shown in Figure 22 a for the

vortex sheet and Figure 22 b for the vortex cores. Outside of a region around the dlscrete

cores the velocity fields are nearly ldentical. Within the region there are differences as would

be expected because one ls an approxlmatlon of the other. The region where the difference

is notlceable is inside a radius of approxlmately 0.25 around each dlscrete core where the

distance between the cores ls unity. The flow chart for the convection of the wake is pre-

sented ln Figure 23.
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Enter Routine

Find the Absolute Velocity
For all Nodes in Wake Mesh

Equatlon 2.13-6

Convect the Nodes to New
Position

Equatlons 2.13-5

Are any Wake Segments Greater No
then Specilied Length?

Yes
·

Add the Necessary
Elements

Convect the Circulation
ln the Wake Back to Front

Equatlons 2.13-8

Move Circulation olf the Edge
into the Wake

Equatlons 2.13-2

Figure 23. Flow Chart for Convectlng the Wake

2.14 General Matrix Equatlon and Method of Solution

The complete unsteady aerodynamlc model has been developed. The numerlcal pro-

cedure for solving the problem can now be dlscussed. The matrix equations developed for

closed bodles include the no-penetration oondltlons at the control points on the surface
E

‘
[AMD} = (u) (2.14 - 1)

For thin surfaces with edge separation, the velocity induced at the control points on the sur-

face is also influenced by the edge oores, which in turn are dependent on the surface vorticity,

and the velocity lnduced by the wake. The no-penetratlon condition can then be written as
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[A +C D]{:}={U- W} (2.14—2)

where C,, is the normal component of the velocity induced by node j caused by an edge core

on control point I, D, is the normal velocity Induced by the constants of Integration on control

point I, G, Is the constant core strength of edge segment k, U, Is the normal component of the

freestream velocity and W, Is the velocity induced by the wake normal to the surface at control

point I.

The dlvergenceless condition for the surface in terms of all the unknowns of the for-

mulatlon ls ·

Q
[B 0]{ }= {0} (2.14 - a)

G

The compatlblllty condltions Imposed on the edge cores, Equatlons 2.8-8 and 2.8-10, are linear

ln the unknown surface vortlclty strength and the constant circulation of the edge cores and

therefore they can be wrltten as

= {0}. (2.14 — 4)
J 0 GV

‘il‘“l
The Ilnal matrix equatlon Is the Kutta condition, Equatlon 2.10-23. As seen, the difference in

potential ls a linear function of the problem variables. The only nonllnear term of equatlon

2.10-23 would be the second term on the left-hand side. For uncambered surfaces the mean

velocity that Is dependent on the surface vorticlty Is perpendlcular to the surface. This means

that for uncambered surfaces Equatlon 2.10-23 is linear in the unknowns of the problem. For

cambered surfaces Equatlon 2.10-23 ls nonllnear and thus an iteratlon at each time step is

required. But for cambered surfaces the no-penetration conditions are also nonllnear, due to

the factor c. Both these iteratlons can be accomplished simultaneously. The iteratlon method

ls Initlallzed at the start of each time step by using values from the last tlme step for c and the
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surface vorticity. One then uses these values to calculate the mean velocity at the point the

Kutta condition is imposed. The problem is solved, the new vorticity distribution is found and

the c factors are recalculated. The surface vorticity is then calculated again. This procedure

continues until there is no change in the c factors and the surface vorticity.

lt should be noted that for the first time step the Kutta condition cannot be lmposed

since the left-hand side of Equation 2.10-23 is not defined. The method used to circumvent this

problem ls simply to lgnore the Kutta condition and not to calculate the loads on the first time

step. The starting procedure for the iteration is the same as for closed bodies; that is, the

lnltlal guess of all the c factors ls unity.

The linear Kutta equation can then be written as

Q
[K L]{ }= {P}. (2.14 - 6)

G

where P, is the potential from the previous time step.

The placement of the Kutta condition is established next. The Kutta condition is im-

posed only at the nodes of the surface along the trailing edge. The condition is only imposed

at these nodes because this makes the relation of Equation 2.10-23 involving Al; only contain

the vorticity at one node instead of being a linear combination of two node strengths. lm-

poslng the Kutta condition along the side edges of the surface would require the pressure

jump to goto zero along that edge. Experimental data, however, show a large pressure gra-

dlent along the sldes of wlngs. To capture this large gradient requires a large number of ele-

ments. lnstead of requiring a large number of elements, the Kutta condition was not imposed

along the sldes of the wing.

Using the same procedure as used for closed bodies, ( that is, the no-penetration

condition is augmented by weighted constraints ), one can write the entire matrix equation

as

~
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A + C D U — W

w1B 0 Ü
Q

w2E w2F
{ }= 0 (2.14 — 6)

w3J 0
G

0

w4K w,„L w‘P

The weightlng matrices are diagonal matrices with a constant weight for all nonzero elements.

From the formulation for closed bodies the weighting of the dlvergenceless conditions, w, had

no impact on the problem for a wide range of values. The weightings of the edge compatibility

conditions, w, and lv,. need to be large because these conditions should be imposed exactly

to be consistent with the formulation on the surface. The weighting of the Kutta condition at

the nodes along the trailing edge, w,, has not yet been investigated. The weighting of the dl-

vergence condition and the Kutta condition wlll be investigated for thin surfaces in Section 2.15

Lettlng ·

A + C D

w,B 0

[S] = w2E w2F (2.14 - 7)

w3J 0

w‘K w4L

and

U - W

0

{T} = 0 (2.14 — 8)

O

w4P

the entlre problem can then be formulated as
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[s]{Q} = {T}. ' (2.14 - 9)
G

This set of llnear algebralc equations can be solved by several techniques. Again the chosen

method of solutlon was to mlnlmize the sum of the squares of the errors ( see Section 2.5 for

details ). Thls solutlon ls the solutlon of the following llnear equatlon

Q· [s]’[s]{G} = [s]’(r). (2.14 -10)

Thls matrix equatlon can be solved by any standard routlne.

Solvlng Equation 2.14-10 ls just one step in the solutlon of the general unsteady prob-

lem. The overall method used to solve the unsteady problem is best understood by using a

flow chart as shown ln Flgure 24. lnitlally, the only way to start the program is impulsively

because the wake position and strength are not known. As mentloned above, for the first time

step the Kutta condition ls not used because the derivatlve of the velocity potential is not de-

fined for an lmpulslve start. With the understanding that these equations are neglected for the

first time step, the rlght·hand side of equatlon 2.14-9 is formed. On the first time step, the

matrix T contains the component of the freestream velocity perpendicular to the surface at the

control points augmented with a zero matrix. For subsequent time steps this matrix will in-

clude the velocity induced by the wake and the matrix will also contain the difference in the

velocity potential from the previous tlme step at the nodes where the Kutta condition is ap-

plied. The influence matrix, the left hand side of Equation 2.14-9 is then formed. This matrix

will change every time step for cambered surfaces and surfaces that are deforming. ln fact,

the influence matrix wlll have to be updated more then once every time step because of the
n

nonllnearlty of the equations. Equation 2.14-10 ls then formed and solved. The vortlcity on the

surface and the clrculatlon along the edge ls now known. If an iteratlon ls required, the influ-

ence matrix ls redetermined and Equation 2.14-10 ls recalculated. The procedure is repeated

untll some convergence criterion ls met. The forces and moments can then be calculated. Wlth

the vortlcity and circulation known, the amount of circulation being convected into the wake
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is also known. The wake is then moved at the local particle velocity and thereby forms the

Iattlce of the wake. Equation 2.14-9 is recalculated with the new information and the process

ls repeated until the final time is reached.
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Flgura 24. Flow Chart for tha Aarodynamlc Modol
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2.15 Determlnatlen of the Welghtlng Matrix and Other Parameters

The wake formation and surface vorticity distribution is dependent on the weight cho-

sen for the constralnts. In order to remain consistent between the surface and edge, the edge

compatibility conditions should be weighted heavily. A weighting factor of 500 is chosen. To

minimize the dependence on the other choices of the weights the method is run until the an-

swer ls insensltive for a range of weights. As an example a unit-aspect-ratio rectangular wing

with 64 elements at 10 degrees angle of attack is examined. Since the closed bodies showed

little variation due to a large range of weights on the divergenceless conditions, this weighting

was chosen to be 10 and the wei ht on the Kutta condition was examlned first. The steady

state values for several weights ls presented in Table 2.

Table 2. The Effects of Varlous Welghts of the Kutta Condltlen

Weight Cyz CmyL°·

1.0E · 3 -0.34525 -0.09301

1.0E - 2 -0.34524 -0.09300

1.0E - 1 -0.34436 -0.09230

1.0E +0 -0.33814 -0.08739

1.0E+1 -0.33771 -0.08702

1.0E +2 -0.33770 -0.08701

1.0E + 3 -0.33770 -0.08701

As shown, the solution is insensltive for two ranges of weight, both low and high. The Iighter

weighting effectively ignores the Kutta condition while the heavier weighting imposes this

oondltlon more exactly. Since the Kutta condition is needed a weighting of 50 was chosen for

all subsequent results. The weighting for the divergenceless condition is now considered. The

results are presented ln Table 3.
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Table 3. The Effects of Verloue Welghte of the Dlvergenceleee Condltlon

Weight Cyz Cmylß

1.0E ~ 1 No steady state condition was reached

1.0E +0 -0.33643 -0.08655

1.0E + 1 -0.33770 -0.08701

1.0E + 2 -0.33772 -0.08702

1.0E +3 -0.33772 -0.08702

Agaln there is a large range of welghts for which the steady state forces and moments are

nearly independent of the weight. A weighting of 50 Is also chosen for the dlvergenceless

conditions.

ln arrfving at the answers presented In Tables 2 and 3 other parameters had to be

chosen. First ls the distance inside which the vortex sheet. edge cores and wake cores do not

Induce a veiocity. This Is called the cutoff distance. As the wake forms the local particle ve-

locity ls needed. The veloclty of the vortex discontinueties need to be calculated at the edge

and the wake nodes. The actual veloclty at these points would be Infinite which is physically

impossible. To elimlnate this dlfliculty, as discussed In Appendix ll, a distance is chosen inside

of which the induced veloclty was set to zero. This distance was chosen to be 0.00001, where

the length of the edge cores are unity. This choice effectively eliminates the influence of the

slngularity on itself while the effect on the rest of the flow field is retained.

The second parameter ls the length of the time step. As mentioned the dimensionless

length of the convecting edge cores is unity, the dimensionless time step was chosen to be

unity so that the wake mesh rings had sides of nearly equal length.

The final parameter was how much of the wake should be retained. The result pre-

sented In Tables 2 and 3 used a-wake length equal to five chord Iengths. This parameter is

used to save computer time. As the wake moves down stream its influence on the surface

decreases ( the infinity condition ). To find where the wake no longer has influence on the
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surface several runs were made retaining different Iengths of the wake. The results of these

test are shown ln Table 4.

Table 4. Variation due to Length el the Wake

Length Cyz cmy'.°·

2 chords -0.33466 -0.08591

3 chords -0.33645 -0.08658

4 chords -0.33728 -0.08687

5 chords -0.33772 -0.08702

6 chords -0.33796 -0.08710
I

As shown there ls little difference for wake Iengths greater than about four chord Iengths, for

a unlt-aspect-ratlo rectangular wlng.

2.16 Results fer Thln Lifting Surfaces

Two wlngs where analyzed in detail. The first ls a unlt-aspect-ratlo rectangular wing

The second ls a unlt-aspect-ratlo delta wing. Both wlngs are uncambered. but as pointed out

throughout this work the method ls valid for wlngs with camber. The method was tested for

convergence as the number of elements ls lncreased. The steady state results are compared

with experimental data and the vortex~lattice method for a range of angles of attacks. The

delta wlng ls also compared wlth the experimental results of Hummel [1979]

The wlngs are discretlzed as shown in Figure 25. The two meshes where chosen

because the elements are nearly equilateral. The rectangular wlng is shown wlth 64 elements

and the delta wlng ls shown wlth 49 elements. .

The evolution of the normal force coeflicient for the rectangular wing started

lmpulslvely at 10 degrees angle of attack is shown in Figure 26. Figure 27 presents the evo-

lution of the comparable moment coelticient about the leading edge. Table 5 llsts steady state
‘

ooeflicelnts of the unlt-aspect-ratlo rectangular wing at 10 and 20 degrees angle of attack.

Flgure 28 and Flgure 29 present a comparison of the present method with experimental data
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of Berlotserkovskll [1966] and Lamar [1974] and also with the vortex·|attice method over a

range of angles of attack for 64 elements. The steady state pressure distributions using 256

elements at angles of attack of 10 and 20 degrees are shown in Figure 30 and Figure 31, re-

spectlvely. The steady state wake mesh for 10 degrees angle of attack and 256 elements is

shown ln Figure 32.
T•bI• 5. C¤nv•rg•nc• ot s Unlt·Asp•ct-Rstlo Rectsngular Wlng

64 -0.3372 -0.0870 -0.8472 -0.2250

100 -0.3477 -0.0906 -0.8504 -0.2272

144 -0.3531 -0.0927 -0.8507 -0.2281

196 -0.3568 -0.0938 -0.8509 -0.2291

256 -0.3592 -0.0944 -0.8510 -0.2298
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The unit·aspect-ratio delta wlng is shown in Figure 33 through Figure 40. Figure 33

and Figure 34 and present the convergence of the normal force coefficlent and moment coef-

flcient, calculated about the one quarter mean aerodynamic chord, as the number of elements

is Increased, for the wing at 20.5 degrees angle of attack Figure 35 and Figure 36 show the

comparison of normal force and moment coefliclents to experimental results over a range of

angles of attack. The steady state listing of force and moment coefliclents , for 20.5 degrees

angle of attack ls presented in Table 6. Figure 37 shows the steady state pressure distribution

for the 169 element wing at four different chord positions. The steady state wake shape is

shown ln Figure 38 at six positlons downstream of the wing. The steady state wake mesh is

shown ln Figure 39 and Figure 40. These last three figures are for a wing with 361 elements

at 20.5 degrees angle of attack.

There are some difficultles with a delta wing compared with a rectangular wing. First

the number of cores that should be convected off the wing is not as apparent. The number

chosen depended on the size of the wing mesh. For a wing with less then 81 elements two

cores on each side of the centerline were not convected. For wings with more than 80 ele-

ments three oores on each side of the centerline were not convected. The wake mesh shown

ln Figure 38, Figure 39 and Figure 40 has three nonconvectlng cores on each side of the

centerline of the wlng. This particular choice gives a much more even wake mesh. Second

the wake lilaments tried to penetrate the wlng, for larger wing meshes, as the wake rolled up

over the wing. Because there ls no mechanism for reattaching the wake to the wing, the wake

was forced to remain a fixed distance above the wlng. This distance also depended on the

size of the wing mesh. The distance ls chosen to be .03 chords. This choice provides a more

consistent development of the normal force and pitching moment coefflcient from an impulsive

start.
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Table B. Convergenee ol a Unlt·Aapect-Ratle Delta Wlng

Number C¤l•¤••¤*= In'?

25 -0.7454 -0.1276

36 -0.7507 -0.1 1 90
O

49 -0.7422 -0.1091

64 -0.7494 -0.1071

81 -0.7479 -0.1048
1(D -0.7545 -0.1135

121 -0.7503 -0.1098

169 -0.7559 -0.1115
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2.17 Concluslons for the Aerodynamlc Model

This method represents an attractive procedure for predicting aerodynamic features

of closed nonliftlng bodies and thin wings. The method uses the concept of a continuous sheet

of vorticity to represent the surface and a progressively developing Iattice for the wake. The

method presented provides advantages compared to both the vortex-Iattice methods and

other vortex panel methods.
_ The obvious advantage over the vortex·lattice method is the smooth pressure distrib-

ution on the surface. The method also removes the question of where the wing is located, the

Iattice method adjusts the position of the wing a certain amount so that the aerodynamic data

ls accurate. The present method has the wing in the same location as the mesh. The Iattice

method also uses an offset for the starting location of the wake mesh for a delta wing and no

oflset for a rectangular wing. This raises the question of the appropriate offset for wings of new

planform. Because of the above questions the Iattice method has been accused of providing

accurate predictlons only once the predictions are known. The method presented here does

not have this problem because both the rectangular wing and delta wing were analyzed using

the same method.

This method also has advantages to the other vortex panel methods. The main ad-

vantage is that the wake ls progressively formed. Thus general unsteady motion can be ana-

lyzed. Another advantage is that the other models using vortex panels in the wake have a
4

mechanism to capture the wake into a discrete core of vorticity. The present method does not

require a capturing vortex core because the wake is already a set of discrete cores. The last,

and perhaps the most subtle, advantage is this method employs the Kutta condition by

BemoulIi’s equation for unsteady motion.
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Chapter lll

Dynamic Model

3.1 Introduction

In Chapter Il, a complete unsteady aerodynamic model was presented. This model is

capable of predlctlng the aerodynamic forces and moments for bodies executing arbitrary

maneuvers. As mentioned in Chapter I, the dynamic simulation will be restricted to surfaces

with constant speed. That ls, the model will be used to simulate wind tunnel experiments. The

focus is on two types of motions that have been investigated in wind tunnels. These motions

are forced and free osclllatlon tests. Both of these motions can be examined by coupling the

aerodynamic model with equations of motion.

In this chapter will present the definition of the coordinate frames, the method of sol-

ution of the equations of motion, the procedure used in coupling the equations of motion with

the aerodynamic model, the results for forced pitching osclllatlon tests, the development of the

goveming equations of motion for three degrees of freedom ( in angular orientation ) and

finally the free oscillation tests for one degree of freedom, 'wing rock' are presented.

3.2 Reference Coordlnate Frames

Two coordinate systems are used to develop the equations of motion. One is an

inertial reference frame, and the other is a moving reference frame attached to the body called

the body-fixed frame. ln general, the motion of a body has six degrees of freedom. These

degrees are the three components of the position vector of the origin of the body-fixed refer-

ence frame and a set of three Euler angles. With the restrlction that the speed is held constant,

the degrees of freedom reduce to the three Euler angles. The body-fixed reference frame is

oriented, as shown in Figure 41, with the positive x axis through the nose, the positive y axis

through the right ( starboard ) wing tip, and the positive z axis downward. The three Euler
l

angles chosen to relate the angular orientatlon of the body-fixed frame to the inertial frame
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frame is the 3·2—1 set. That is, the following sequence moves the wing from the inertial frame

to a given orientation:

1) A yaw·like rotation around the original z axis through an azimuth angle ¢, followed by

2) a pitch-like rotatlon around the new position of the y axis through an elevation angle 0,

followed by

3) a roll-like rotatlon around the new position of the x axis through a bank angle ¢>.

•-L
G) •-L

—§ J
l

A

-§
A

K

‘ J
•-I

I

Figure 41. Ceerdlnue Reference Fremee

The unit vectors of the body·lixed frame I?) are related to those of the inertlal

frame (T, J-,
K.)

as followsz

T T
7 = [c] 7 (3.2 -1)
F K

where
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cosücos ip cosüsin ip -sin0

sin ¢ sin H cos il sin ¢ sin 0 sin (/1
[c]

-
sin 0 cos 0 . (3.2 - 2)

—cos¢sin¢ +cos¢cos•p

cos ¢ sin 6 cos ip cos ¢> sin 0 sin aß
cos ¢> cos 0

—sin4>sin«p —sin¢>cos«ß

The components of the angular velocity of the wing written in the body-fixed reference frame

are

Z3-«„„T+w,}°+«„,E°-. (3.2-3)

These components are related to the time derivatives of the Euler angles as follows.

(Dxwy

== {B] 0 (3-2 — 4)
(DZ

¢

where

1 0 — sin 6

[6]- 0 ¤os4» sm4»c¤s0 . (3.2-5)

0 —sin¢> cos¢>cos0

3.3 Equatlons of Motion and Method of Solution

In this presentation the forced oscillations of interest are simple harmonic motions.

In general, the equations of motion can be written as
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Ö H1
ä = H2 (3.3 -1)
I? "’¤

where the H, are independent of the aerodynamic moments for forced tests and include these

moment for free tests. Therefore, coupling the aerodynamic model with the”motion equations

requires tirst coupling a numerical integration scheme with the aerodynamic model. The in-

tegration technique chosen is Hamming’s fourth-order predictor~corrector method as pre-

sented by Gamahan et al[1969]. This method was chosen over a Runge-Kutta technique

because the aerodynamic model of Chapter ll uses a constant step size.

The predictor·oorrector technique requires the differential equations to be written in

the form: _

dX,—§- =¤ F,(x,, ..., x„, t) for I = 1,...,n. (3.3 - 2)

Therefore, Equation 3.3-1 is written as

X2 F1
H2 ¢ H1 F2
X ° X F.° = Ü =

‘
=

“
(3.3-3)

X4 0 H2 F4
gs 41 ,):6 :6

· °' 6 6. . xs I Q

This general procedure requires full knowledge of four previous time steps to predict the state

at the next time. Assuming the states and the right hand side of Equation 3.3-3 are known at

four previous time steps and designating them _

X , X , X ,X ,1,1 1,2 1,6 1,4
(3.3

_
4)Fl,1 ·F1,2 · Fi,3 and F1,4-
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the procedure follows the flow chart of Figure 42, where the equations referred to in the chart

are

4Af
X25 = XL1 FL3 +ZFL2),112

X;'5 = X}?5 +
1—EL‘, (3.3 — 6)

X}?1
= %- [QXL4 - XI,2 + 3At (F/5 + 2FL4 - FL3)], (3.3 - 7)

where k is the iteration number .

9E,5=Ü(Xf§'1 -Xf5) (3.3-8)

and

x,5 =
x[g“‘

- 6,5. (2.2 — 9)

The method presented in Figure 42. is based on the assumption that the solution is

known at the four previous time steps, which ls true only if three time steps have already been

computed. For the llrst three steps, a starting procedure must be employed. The starting pro-

cedure chosen ls based on a simple Taylor-series expansion. Using the initial conditions,

designated by the subscript one, one can obtain the state at the first time step, designated by

the subscript two, as follows:

XL2 = XlI1+ At FL,. (3.3 -10)

The right-hand side of Equation 3.3-3 (F,2) can then be computed by using the new state XL,.

This information can be used to find the state at the second time step from the following:

Xr,a (2/:1,2 * F1,1)· (3-3 — 11)
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Compute the Predicted State

Xfs Using Equation 3.3-5

Compute the Modified State

X,15 Using Equation 3.3-6

Calculate New Value of

1=ß" using
xg“‘

Increase counter
k=k+1

Compute the New Modified State
X/QM Using Equation 3.3-7

· Dld the Solution Converge?
lx§‘

- X/Q-,I S tolerance?

Yes

Compute the Error ·

EM, Using Equation 3.3-8 _

Perform Final Correction
X,_5 Using Equation 3.3-9

Update

XM= xIJ+1 and FM = FMH wherej= 1,2,3,4

Figure 42. G•n•r•l Flow Chart of Pr•dlctor~Corr•ctor Algorithm

This state can then be used to oompute F,_,. The state at the third time step is

”
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1 SA!XM = (18X,_3 —- 9X,_2 + 2XM) + (3F,_3
- 3F,_2 + FM). (3.3 - 12)

Finally, FM can be found by using XM. All the information needed for the general predictor-

corrector method is now available, except E,_, which is set to zero before the general proce-

dure is started. The flow chart of the entire numerlcal integration procedure ls shown in

Figure 43.

Initial Conditions

lfj S 3
then

Set j =j + 1 ‘

Compute X,J
Equations 3.3-10,11,12 _

Compute F]

Set Error E,J = 0

General Predictor
Corrector

ls the Time
at the Final Time

Yes

Figure 43. Entire Integration Flow Chart

The algorithm described in the flow charts of Figure 42 and Figure 43 was validated

by solving the equatlon
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Ü = —X (3.3 - 13)

with the initial conditions x(0)==1 and X(0)=0. The results obtained from the predictor·

corrector algorithm are compared with the analytical solution in Figure 44 for step sizes of

0.5 and 0.1. The comparison shows this method does very well for the smaller step but not as

well for the larger step.

15 „

° ooX

0.0 .‘ :,’°

<>Stq>¢¤0.6·1,ß
OSl¢b0.10

-NQthI
° °

·*15
0 2 4 0 8 ß

Thne
Figure 44. Valldatlon ot Numorlcal-lntogratlon Schorno

So far, the integration technique has been dlscussed in general. That is, the technique

has not been applied to the aerodynamic model. Three areas must be discussed in order to

couple the differentlal·equation solver and the aerodynamic model. These areas are the de-

terminatlon of the position and angular veloclty of the wing, the solution of the aerodynamic

problem and the convection of the wake. The position and angular velocity of the wing are
”
determined alter the predlction and tirst modification has occurred, inside the predictor-

corrector lteratlon loop. This placement allows the aerodynamic model to react to the current

condltlons as solved by the integration technique. The solution ol the aerodynamic problem,

which Includes calculatlng the forces and moments, follows this step. The convection of the

wake is placed after the llnal correctlon, or outside the predlctor corrector lteratlon loop.
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The actual flow forvcoupllng the equations of motion and the aerodynamic model is

shown below, where

Subroutlne TAYLDR ls the starting procedure Equatlons 3.3-10,11,12,

Subroutlne PRAMOD finds the predicted and modified states Equatlons 3.3-5,6,

Subroutlne OMEGAS computes the angular velocity Equation 3.2-4,

Subroutlne CMATRX computes the direction cosine matrix Equation 3.2-2,

Subroutlne SETRHS sets the right hand side of Equation 2.14-9,
U

Subroutlne EINFLU computes the influence matrix of Equation 2.14-9,

Subroutlne DIVERG computes the constraint matrix of Equation 2.14-9,

Subroutlne REDOMA establishes the matrix Equation 2.14-10,

Subroutlne DGEF and DGES solve the linear equations,

Subroutlne FACTOR computes the c of Equation 2.4-20 the remaining components of the

vorticity vector and checks for oonvergence of these,

Subroutlne GAVERA finds the average circulatlons to be convected Equation 2.13-2,

Subroutlne FORMOM computes the forces and moments as shown in Figure 17,

Subroutlne IMWRIT prints out information during time step,

Subroutlne RHSMOT computes the components of F,,

Subroutlne YFITER computes the corrected state Equation 3.3-7,

Subroutlne ERRCOR computes the error and the final state for this iteration Equation 3.3-8,9,

Subroutlne UPDATE moves the state and right hand sides of the motion back one in index

Subroutlne CONVEC oonvects the wake without splifting Equation 2.13-5,

and Subroutlne CONVE1 convects the wake with splittlng Equatlons 2.13-5,8.
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C THE INITIALIZATION OF THE PROGRAM TAKE5 PLACE HERE

C NSTIME —— STARTING NUMBER FOR THIS RUN

C NTIME —·· ENDING NUMBER FOR THIS RUN

C NSTMOT ·— THE NUMBER NHEN MOTION STARTS

C

C THE MASTER LOOP

DO 10 I=NSTIME,NTIME

NCURTM=I _

NMOTIO=I·NSTMOT

IF(NMOTIO.LT.0)THEN

C BEFORE THE MOTION HAS STARTED

CALL OMEGAS

CALL CMATRX

CALL SETRHS

20 CONTINUE

CALL EINFLU

CALL DIVERG

CALL REDOMA

C THIS IS A CANNED LINEAR EQUATION SOLVER

CALL DGEF(B»MUN•NUMB,IPVT)

CALL DGES(B•MUN,NUMB,IPVT,X)

C FACTOR RETURNS IERROR=0 FOR CONVERGED IERROR=1 OTHERHISE

CALL FACTOR ·
CALL GAVERA

IF(IERROR.NE.0)GOTO 20

ELSE

IF(NMOTIO.LT.3)THEN .

CALL TAYLOR

NMOTIO=NMOTIO+1

ELSE

CALL PRAMOD

NMOTIO=NMOTIO+1 _

30 CONTINUE

CALL OMEGAS

CALL CMATRX•
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CALL SETRHS

40 CONTINUE

CALL EINFLU

CALL DIVERG

CALL REDOMA

CALL DGEF(D,MUN,NUMB•IPVT)

CALL DGES(B,MUN,NUMB,IPVT,X)

C FACTOR RETURNS IERROR=0 FOR CONVERGED IERROR=1 OTHERNISE

CALL FACTOR

CALL GAVERA

IF(IERROR.NE.0)GOTO 40

CALL FORMOM

CALL RHSMOT

C YFITER RETURNS IERROR=0 FOR CONVERGED IERROR=1 OTHERHISE

CALL YFITER

IF(IERROR.NE.0)GOTO 30

CALL ERRCOR

END IF

CALL OMEGAS

CALL CMATRX

CALL CTLMOV

CALL SETRHS

50 l CONTINUE
CALL EINFLU

CALL DIVERG

CALL REDOMA

CALL DGEF(B,MUN,NUMB,IPVT)

CALL DGE$(B,MUN,NUMB,IPVT,X)

C FACTOR RETURNS IERROR=0 FOR CONVERGED IERROR=1 OTHERHISE

CALL FACTOR

CALL GAVERA

IF(IERROR.NE.0)GOT0 50

END IF
„ CALL FORMOM

CALL RHSMOT
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CALL IMNRIT

TIME=TIME+DTIME

CALL UPDATE
I

IFtTIHE.GT.Cl·IORD)THEN

CALL CDNVEI

ELSE

CALL CONVEC

END IF

C SETTING THE HAKE STEPS

NHPTS=NNPTS+1

C LIHITING THE NUMDER DF NAKEPOINTS T0 MAXNK

IFt NHPTS . GE . MAXHK) NNPTS=MAXNlt

ID CDNTINUE

Notice ln this code there are three areas, before the motion starts, during the starting proce-

dure and during the general predlctor·corrector scheme. The first two sections require only

one iterative loop, which is the Iteration for non planar surfaces as discussed in Chapter II.

The last section requires two Iteration Ioops one for non planar effects and one for the

predictor-corrector algorithm. The discussion of the placement of the aerodynamic subrou-

tlnes relative to the solution of the motion equations, applies only during the last section.

3.4 Forced Osclllatlon Tests

The coupllng of the aerodynamic model of Chapter II and the numerical integration

scheme has been developed in Section 3.3. The forced oscillation tests can now be performed.

The flrst test ls a simple pitchlng motion of a high·aspect-ratio rectangular wing about its

midchord. Thls wlng was chosen to examine the effects of pitchlng a two-dlmensional flat

plate. The high-aspect-ratlo win has approximately the properties of a two-dimensional flat

plate near the mld·span of the wing. For this test, the rectangular wing has an aspect ratio of
1
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five and is represented with 320 elements. The wing is held fixed at 12 degrees angle of pitch

until a steady-state ls reached ( 20 chords ). The steady-state normaI·force coefficient is -0.783

and the pitching·moment coefflcient about the leading edge is -0.201. The wing is then pitched

by solvlng the differential equatlon

Ö=F4=—k(6-10°) (3.4-1) ~

where k == (11-/10)*. This equation gives a period of twenty time steps. The dimenslonless time

step is one quarter of a chord. The evolution of the pitching motion, normal·force coeflicient,

and pitch-moment coefficient ( calculated about the leading edge ) is presented in Fiure 45.

The time period shown is from shortly before the motion starts until after three full cycles of

the motion have been completed.

The pitching motion, as shown, is not exactly the solution of Equation 3.4-1. This dis-

crepancy is caused by the relatively large step size. Because the motion is not described by

Equation 3.4-1, the forces and moments presented also do not apply to that equation. lt should

be noted, that the motion presented in Figure 45 has nearly the correct period. From

Figure 45, the normal force Ieads the motion by about 30 degrees, and the pitching moment

Ieads the motion by about 60 degrees.

The position of the wake ls shown at several time steps during the last cycle of the

motion, in Figure 46. The effect of the motion can clearly be seen in this set of ügures. The

pitching motion results in the wave that propagates downstream of the wing. The numerical

references on the plot of pltch angle as a function of time of Figure 46 correspond to the

numbering on the right-hand side of the plots of the wake mesh.

The centerllne pressure dlstributions for various times during the last cycle of the

motion are presented in Figure 47. Again, the numerical references in the plot of pitch posi-

tion correspond to the numbers near the pressure·distribution plots. The steady·state

centerllne pressure is compared with the analytica! solution in the figure designated 1. The

pressure determlned by the present method shows favorable agreement with the analytica!
‘

solutlon. The dlfferences are due to the relative coarseness of the wing mesh and the wing

not being truly two dlmensional. As can be seen by examining the remaining pressure dls-
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trlbutlons, slgnlficant differences exist in the centerline loading for the same angular orien-

tation, but different angular rates.
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The second set of pitchlng oscillatlon tests was performed to show the influence of the

placement of the axls of rotation. For this test, a unit-aspect-ratio rectangular wing repres·

ented with 64 elements ls oscillated using the same differential equation as for the first test.

The axls of rotation ls about three different chord posltlons: the leading edge, the midchord

and the trailing edge. The pitchlng motion and the evolution of the normal-force coefflcient are

presented in Figure 48. Dlfferences ln the phase-angle between the motion and the force for

the three axes exist, which can readlly be explained by examlning the motion. The angle of

attack is lnltlally 12 degrees for each. The rotation of the wing about the leading edge causes

the trailing edge of the wing lnltlally moves with the freestream; therefore, a lower apparent

angle of attack ls seen by the entire wing. This apparent angle of attack results in a signiflcant

loss of llft at the start of the motion. For rotation about the trailing edge, the initial effect is to

ralse the apparent angle of attack seen by the entire wing. Therefore, the loss of lift due to

the overall pitchlng motion ls delayed. The rotation about the midchord produces a higher

apparent angle of attack on the front half of the wing but a lower angle of attack on the rear

half. Thus, this curve should lle between the two extremes. These three situations are clearly

visible ln Figure 48.
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In order to analyze the results, the forces and moments were examined to determine

their characterlstlcs. The method of analysis is to calculate a Ieast·square curve fit to the data

to determine the average amplltude (A,„), the relative amplitude (A) and phase shift (¢) from

the motion. The assumed functional form for both the normal·force coeflicient and pitch-

moment coetiiclent is
‘

x = A,„ + A cos(wf + ¢) (3.4 - 2)

where A,„, A and ¢ are determined by the Ieast·square curve lit and co is assumed to be the

same as the pltching motion predicted by the predictor corrector algorithm. The period of the

predlcted motion was nearly the same as the period of the analytica! solution. Thus, the as-

sumptlon on aa is valid. The curve fit ls oompared to the normal-force coeflicient during the last

cycle of motion for pitching about the leading edge. These two curves are presented in

Figure 49. The agreement is remarkable. Thus, simple harmonic pitching motion indeed re·

sults in a normal·force coeflicient that is very nearly simple harmonic
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The phase lead angles, relative amplitude and average amplitude are presented in

Table 7 for the three axes of rotatlon of the unit-aspect·ratio wing and for the high-aspect-ratio

wing of the first test. Table 7 was constructed by using the least-square curve fit described

above applied to thelast full cycle of the motion.

Table 7. Dependenoe of the Force on the Poaltlon ot the Axls of Rotation

Normal Force Coefflcient ( C,z)

Aspect Ratio Axis of Rot. ¢
-0.0c47.13 -0.0979 -0.3383
0.5c 21.62 -0.0772 -0.3381
1.0c -10.90 -0.0782 -0.3385
0.5c 27.57 -0.1075 -0.6480

The pitchlng motion and the evolution of the pitchlng moment are presented in

Figure 50. The pitch-moment coefflclent is calculated about the leading edge of the wing. The

phase lead angles, the relative amplitude and the average amplitude are presented in

Table 8 for the three axes of rotation.

Table 8. Dependence ot the Moment on the Position of the Axis of Rotation

Pitch Moment Coeflicient ( C„,y)

· Aspect Ratio Axis of Rot.

¢0.0c68.46 -0.0329 -0.0871
0.5c 53.14 -0.0262 -0.0870
1.0c 32.88 -0.0217 -0.0869
0.5c 58.28 -0.0371 -0.1654

The results show vlrtually no difference in the average amplitude for both the force

and moment. The relative amplitude of the force is smallest for pitchlng about the midchord,

whereas the moment ls smallest for pitchin about the trailing edge. A substantial phase shift
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for both the force and the moment for all three rotations exist. Also, for the three axes of ro-
tatlon, the moment always Ieads the force.
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The pitching motion and contour plots of the pressure coefticient for the unit·aspect-

ratio wing rotatlng about the mldchord are shown in Figure 51 and Figure 52. The numerlcal

references in the plot of the pitch position correspond to the numbers on top of the pressure

contour plots. The pressure oontour plots Iabeled two of Figure 51 ls the same as the pres-

sure oontour plot Iabeled six of Figure 52. Thus, the cycllc motion produces cycllc pressure

dlstrlbutlons.
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The last set of forced oscillation tests are for three delta wlngs. The results for pitch-

moment coefflcient are compared with the experimental results of Woodgate and Pugh

[1963]. The three wlngs are of aspect ratio 0.654, 1.000, and 1.484. Woodgate and Pugh only

present experimental data for wlngs of aspect ratio 0.654 and 1.484. The other wing is included

for comparison. All three wlngs are approxlmated with 49 elements. The pitching motion for

all tests ls about the one quarter mean aerodynamic chord. The amplitude of the motion is

one degree. The mean angle of attack is either 10 or 15 degrees. The reduced frequencles are

either 0.50 or 1.01. The reduced frequency is defined by

» =ä (3.4 - 3)

where v is the reduced frequency, m ls the frequency, E is the mean aerodynamic chord and

V, is the reference velocity. The pitching motion and normal-force coefticient for all three

wings are represented in Figure 53 for a pitching frequency of 1.01 at a mean angle of attack

of 15 degrees. The oomparable pitching-moment coefücient, calculated about the one quarter

mean aerodynamic chord, ls shown in Figure 54. The mean aerodynamic chord is defined

as

_ 1 bl2 2c=?‘|' c(y)dy (3.4-4)
-o12

where E ls the mean aerodynamic chord, S ls the wing area, b ls the wing span, and c(y) is

the chord length at a given span location. The results for a frequency of 0.50 at a mean angle

of attack of 15 degrees for the normal-force coeliiclent and the pitch moment coefflcient are

shown in Figure 55 and Figure 56, respectively. One result of this test is that the method has

difliculty predictlng the loads for the larger·aspect·ratlo wing.
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The computed normal-force coeflicients for the three wings were approxlmated by tit-

tlng the force during the last cycle of motion with the function of Equatlon 3.4-2. The results

of this analysis are presented in Table 9.

Tabla 9. Dapandanca ol th• Normal Forca on Aapact Ratio and Frequency

Normal-Force Coefficient ( C,! )

Pitch Aspect
Angle Ratio

10 0.654 0.50 23.696 -0.0253 -0.2417
10 0.654 1.01 42.970 -0.0339 -0.2420
10 1.000 0.50 13.681 -0.0347 -0.3344

' 10 1.000 1.01 35.091 -0.0357 -0.3346
10 1.484 0.50 6.141 -0.0470 -0.4106
10 1.484 1.01 I 24.262 -0.0401 -0.4112
15 0.654 0.50 12.051 -0.0337 -0.3905
15 0.654 1.01 28.536 -0.0367 -0.3907
15 1.000 0.50 7.725 -0.0421 -0.5248
15 1.000 1.01 27.591 -0.0404 -0.5251
15 1.484 0.50 7.552 -0.0470 -0.6857
15 1.484 1.01 32.282 -0.0462 -0.6858

The results of these tests show little effect caused by changing the aspect ratio. The results

also show a signilicant change in the phase angle due to change ln both frequency and aspect

~ ratio.

The pitch-moment ooelficient for the three wings are analyzed in the same manner

as the normal force coelficlent. The results of this analysis are presented in Table 10, along

with the results of the experiment oonducted by Woodgate and Pugh [1963]. Woodgate and

Pugh oscillated in pitch two thin delta wings of aspect ratio 1.484 and 0.654 about two chord

positions, 1.0 E and 1.5 E. The pitch oscillations were at reduced frequencies ranging from 0.25

to 1.01. They measured the pitch moment with a sting balance. No correction was made to

remove the moment required to produce the pitch motion.
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Table 10. Moment Dependence on Aspect Ratio and Frequency

Pitch Moment Coefficlent ( C,„y)

Present Method Woodgate and Pugh
Pltch Aspect
Angle Ratio ¢

10 0.654 0.50 -0.0054 38.568 -0.0054 50.18
10 0.654 1.01 -0.0087 63.199 -0.0102 66.72
10 1.000 0.50 -0.0058 20.876 — -—

10 1.000 1.01 -0.0067 67.454 --
-—

10 1.484 0.50 -0.0080 0.475 -0.0058 55.93
10 1.484 1.01 -0.0033 49.904 -0.0109 69.52
15 0.654 0.50 -0.0055 27.303 -0.0068 50.94
15 0.654 1.01 -0.0080 62.189 -0.0108 69.91
15 1.000 0.50 -0.0054 17.581 — —

15 1.000 1.01 -0.0069 73.504 — -—

15 1.484 0.50 -0.0045 22.641 -0.0052 49.93
15 1.484 1.01 -0.0076 87.682 -0.0104 78.24

The comparison shows the present method predicts a larger influence of the fre-

quency on the phase shift than shown in the experiments. This difference may be caused by

the experimental results including the lnertial acceleration required to move the model.

3.5 Free Dynemlc Equetlone

The forced oscillation tests have been completed. The next step in the development

ls to simulate the response of the wing to the forces and moments experienced during the free

oscillation test. Before this step can be completed, the equations of motion have to be devel-

oped.

The assumptlons are that the body is rigid and rotates about point c as shown in

Figure 57.
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For such a body, the general vector set of governing equatlons are of the form

ii, = :1,16 + 6 X (11,1 - 6) (3.5 - 1)

where Ü, is the extemal moment vector about point c, w ls the angular velocity vector, and

[I,] is the inertia matrix about point c. For the special choice of principle axes

1,,,, 0 0
[1,] = 0 1,, 0 . (3.5 - 2)

0 0 In

Then the lndlvldual dltferential equatlons of motion are

Mx = l,„,(b,, + (lu — I,,)mzw, (3.5 — 3)

My = ’yy‘by + (lxx “ 'zz)‘°x‘°z (3-5 * 4)

4
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and

Mz = lud): + (lyy - I„)wyw„. (3.5 - 5)

The kinematlc relatlons are

(3.5-6)

wy=Öcos¢>+¢cos8sin¢ (3.5-7)

and

_ wz==-Ösind>+$cos0cos¢. (3.5-8)

Dlfferentiatlng the kinematlc relations with respect to time results in

6,,,-ä-ßsano-llécoso (3.5-9)

¢by=Öcos¢-Ö«]>sln¢+#Öcos0sin¢
. . . . (3-5 -10)

-¢«6sln6sin¢>+¢¢»cos0cos¢>

and

é>z=-Ösln¢>-Ö$cos¢+¢ cos0cos¢>
. . . . (3-5 -11)

-¢6sln0cos¢>+¢¢> cos0sin¢>

Equatlons 3.5-3 through 3.5-11 represent the second-order dilferential equatlons that predict

the motion of the body respondlng to external moments.

The extemal moments about point c can be written as

l
17=&1°„+)G,,+üG (3.5-12)
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where Il-Ä, ls the aerodynamlc mement, MD ls the damping moment caused by any friction in

the ball jolnt used to support the model and MD ls the moment caused by the center of gravity

not being at the point of rotation. The aerodynamic moment in general is

MA==MAIi +MAIj +MDIk (3.5-13)

where

b
MAI =:·ä—pU2$bCmI

M = lpU2SEC (3 5 -14)Av 2 mr °

and

M =l u’sbc^« 2 9 mz

The aerodynamic moment coefilcients are calculated by the method described in Chapter Il.

The damping moment is

MD = MDI? + MDI? + MDI? (3.5 -15)

where

M¤,=—#x¤>x=—u„($ — J' Sin 9)

and p ls the damping coefficient. .

The moment due to gravity is
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x I?)

where m is the mass, g ls the acceleratlon due to gravity, Ä is the distance from point c to the

center of gravity, and I? ls the unit vector in the inertial Z direction. The inertial Z direction

written ln the body frame ls

I?=-sin0T+cos0sin¢,T+cosl9cos¢>I?.

The distance to the center of gravity is, in general,

ä°=dXT+uyT+d,iT.

Therefore, the moment due to ravity is

mg(dy cos 9 cos ¢ - dz cos 9 sin ¢>)T
l

+mg(-dXsin0+dXcos0sin
¢)_i.

(3-5-17)

+mg(-dyslnü +dXcos6cos ¢>)I?.

Next the equations of motion are nondlmensionalized. The dlmensionless time is

° - L!.f - L t

where f ls time ln seconds, U is a reference velocity and L is a reference length. Equatlons

3.5-12 to 3.5-19 are then substltuted into equations 3.5-3 to 3.5-5. This substitution and the

change to dlmensionless variables result ln the equations

1 0 - sin 0 RX

_ 0 cos¢ cos0sin¢ Ö = Ry (3.5-18)

0 —sin¢> cos0cos¢> Rz

where
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M L2 (I —I ) . . (3.5-19)

M 2 I -I . . . . . .
R,-f'-%-w,,w,+6¢ sin 4• + $6 smssln 4. - $4. cesaces Ä

vv U yy

and
‘

M 2 (I —I )
I

. . . . . .
cosÄ + $0 sin0cosÄ + $Ä cos0sin Ä

zz U In

Equatlon 3.5-18 can be used to solve for the second derivatlve of the Euler angles, as long as

0 as i 90°. The flnal equatlon ls

Ä 1 tan0sinÄ tan0cosÄ RX

Ö = 0 cos Ä - sin Ä Ry (3.5 — 20)

$ 0 sec 0 sin Ä sec0 cos Ä RX

The dimensionless dilterential equations, Equations 3.5-19 and 3.5-20, can now be written in

the form needed by the predlctor-corrector technique by simply converting the second order

equations into two flrst order equations.

3.8 One-Dlmenslonal Wlng Rock _

The equations of motlon have been determlned in Section 3.5. These equations can

now be used in conjunctlon with the predictor-corrector method and the aerodynamic model,

as presented ln Section 3.4, to simulate a body in a wind tunnel that is free to rotate on a ball

and socket. This complete ooupling of the dynamic and aerodynamic models will be used to

lnvestlgate one-dlmenslonal wing rock of a slender delta wing. This simulation will be com-

pared with the experimental results of Levin and Katz [1982]. Their experiment considered

a thln delta wing of aspect ratio 0.707 free to roll about the mid-span.
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The test equipment employed by Levin and Katz allowed the wing to roll only. Because

the body ls only free to roll, the equations of Section 3.5 can be significantly reduced. For

one·dimenslonal roll motion the dimensionless equations reduce to

.. Mx L2=-1 3.6 — 1
and

where

1 U ·Mx = E- pU2SbC,„_ — px
T

¢>. (3.6 · 2)

Wing rock will be simulated at two flight conditions. In order to compare the results

with the experiment, the actual physical properties for the model must be used. The conditions

used in the simulation are shown in Table 11. The damping coefficient px and the Moment

of lnertia Ix, of Table 11 are assumed values since the physical values are not presented by

Levin and Katz.
Tabla 11. Quantltlu U••d ln th• Simulation of Wlng Rock

QuantityMagnitudep

1.2000 kg/m*
U 15.000 m/s
S 0.0321 m'
b 0.1500 m
px 0.5 x 10"
I„, 1.3 x 10** kg·m*
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The numerical experiment ls carrled out for a delta wing discretized with 25 elements or five

rows of elements, which makes the reference length 0.0857 m. For this simulation the

dimensionless equatlons are

l
· JL = 0.163C,„_ - 0.0022$ (3.6 - 6)

and

Ü=$=Q 66-0

Wing rock ls lnvestigated by holding the wing at an initial unsymmetric orientation until

a steady state is reached. The wing is then released and allowed to roll freely about the mid

span. The first set of initial conditions are

$(0) = 5° and $(0) = 0. (3.6 - 5)

The pitch angle ls 22.5 degrees. The results of this test are presented in Figure 58 through

Figure 61. ln Figure 58, the evolution of the roll position as a function of time alter the wing

is released is presented. In Figure 59the evolution of the roIl·moment coefficient as a function

of time after the wing ls released ls presented. ln Fi ure 60 and Figure 61 the evolution of the

normal·force coetflcient and the pitch-moment coefticient, respectively, as functions of time

are shown. Clearly, wing rock has not developed for this set of initial conditions.
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The second set of lnitlal conditions are also

$(0) = 5° and $(0) = 0. (3.6 — 6)

The pitch angle is 27.5 degrees The results of this test are presented in Figure 62 through

Figure 67. Figure 62 presents the evolution of the roll position as a function of time. ln

Figure 63 the evolution of the roll-moment coetficient as a function of tim is shown. In

Figure 64 the phase portrait’of the motion is presented. ln Figure 65 and Figure 66 the evo-

lution of the normal-force coefliclent and pltch·moment coeflicient, respectively, as functions

of time are presented. In Figure 67 the hysteresis of the roll·moment during the last cycle of

the motion is shown. This set of initial conditions Ieads to the development of wing rock. The

limit cycle amplitude is 29.6 and the period is 0.30 seconds. Levin and Katz determined ex-

perimentally the amplitude to be 30 degrees and the period was 0.33.
They.

state, as the

overall results of the experiments, that wing rock only occurred spontaneously for angles of

attack greater than 25 degrees. Between 19 and 25 degrees, the wing rock motion could be

maintained by developing a limit cycle behavior at a higher angle of attack and then lowering

the pitch angle. The result of no spontaneous wing rock below 25 degrees for an aspect ratio

0.7 flat delta wing agrees with the results of Nguyen, Yip and Chambers [1981] . Clearly the

results of the dynamic simulation presented in this section agree quantitatively with the

available experimental data. These results may not be in complete agreement with the ex-

perlments because of the damping factor employed, the discrepancy in the predicted period

and the slow growth rate. The reason the damping factor was to closer approximate the ex-

perimental results, without the damping the limit cycle amplitude was approximately 37 de-

grees.

‘
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3.1 Concluslons of DynamlclAerodynamlc Coupling

ln thls chapter the complete development of the method used to couple the equatlons

~ of motion and the aerodynamlc model was presented. Thls coupled model was used to simu-

late both free and forced wlnd·tunnel experiments. The results show that the coupling is in-

deed a vlable method for predicting a wlnd·tunnel environment and wing rock of slender delta

wings.
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Chapter IV

Control Model

4.1 Introduction

The aerodynamic model of Chapter Il was coupled with the equations of motion in

Chapter lll. This coupled system was used to determine the motion of a slender delta wing

mounted on a free·to-roll sting in a wind tunnel. The goal of this research is not only to predict

the motion, but also to control it. ln this chapter the problem of simulating control of the wing

by addlng control·surface motion to the aerodynamic/dynamic model is addressed.

ln Section 4.2 the method used to couple the control-surface movement with the

aerodynamic system is described. In Section 4.3 the control surface effectiveness will be ex-

amined. ln Section 4.4, the minimum-time optimal control problem to change pitch orientatlon

ls solved by using a simplified, linearized model. Then this control law ls evaluated by using

it in the full system model. The same maneuver of changing pitch angles will be accomplished

by using feedback control in Section 4.5. Finally, in Section 4.6 the wing rock predicted in

Section 3.6 will be suppressed by using feedback control.

4.2 Control Surface Motion
l

Throughout this chapter, the test wing is a thin delta wing with two control surfaces

located along the trailing edge. These surfaces can move independently of each other, but for

the purposes of controlling independent degrees of freedom, they either move in tandem as

llaps, or they move asymmetrically as ailerons. The symmetric movement is used to control

the pitch orientatlon and the asymmetrlc movement is used to control the roll motion. The

flow is assumed to separate along all the edges of the wing, except for the two nonconvecting

cores on each side of the centerline near the apex, and the control surfaces, but it does not

separate along the hinge line. Thus, the transition from the wing to the control surface is
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It ls assumed the movement of the control surfaces does not alter the moment of inertia

characterlstlcs of the wing.

The coordlnate system used to define the motion of the control surfaces is shown in

Figure 68. The positive detlectlon ls down.

lé
6

Figure 88. Control Surface Coordlnate Framee

The unit vectors of the coordlnate systems are deslgnated and I? for the body-fixed

reference frame, L}; and I; for the control surface, and QL, and IZ, for the control surface

when 6 ¤= 0. The coordlnate frame of the control surface is related to the body-fixed frame by
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7;
7‘

- Q = [c] T (4.2 -1)
Z, E

where the direction coslne matrix, [C], is oomposed of two matrices. The element of these

matrlces are the direction coslnes of the control surface when 6 = 0, designated [C,] . and the

direction coslnes when 6 ls nonzero, designated [C,]. That ls,

. [cl = [c,][c,,] (4.2 - 2)

where

E30
A

E., F ~

and

IC ICQ

kc kco

Because the rotation of the control surface ls about the local Ä direction through an angle 6

1 0 0
[C6] = 0 cos 6 sin 6 . (4.2 — 5)

0 — sin 6 cos 6 .

Two quantlties must be determined to implement moving the surfaces in the body

reference frame. These quantlties are the position of the surface and the velocity of the points

on the surface relative to the body fixed frame. The position ls needed to form the influence

matrix ( Equatlon 2.5·2 ). The velocity is needed to form the right-hand side of the no-
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penetratlon condition ( Equation 2.5-2 ), to form the Kutta condition ( Equation 2.10-23 ), and

to calculate the surface pressure ( Equation 2.10-26 ).

The position of a point on the surface is

F = F], + F; (4.2 - 6)

where Ä is the location of the origin of the control-surface reference frame ( written in the

body-fixed frame ) and _

Ä,=xcT+y„7+z„I?. (4.2-7)

One means of identifying the position ls to use the original position of the point on the surface

and the angle of rotation. Because all positions are written in the body-fixed reference frame,

the original position of the point on the surface is

;ca=xai +•Vaj +z¤k·

or

ice

Ea = [xa
· Ya

·
Zo][Ca-IT joa · (4-2 * 8)

kca

When the surface is rotated, the position written in the surface reference frame does not

change. Therefore, the position vector at the current position is

E
Ä, = [x„ . V, . z,,][C,,]TE

or
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T
FL =· Ex., . y., . z,,J£c,,J'[c,J[c,3 j° _ (4.2 — 9)

T

As mentloned earller, the control surface is rotatlng about the hinge line and in

thedirection.The velocity at a point on the control surface is ,

- 7,=6¥,x§ (4.2-10)

where 6 ls the angular rotation rate of the surface. The angular rotation rate, written in the

body-fixed reference frame, 55,, is

(4.2-11)

The positlon and velocity of all points on the control surface can now be determined given the

original position, the location of the hinge line, the current angular displacement and the cur-

rent angular rate.

Because positioning the control surface is basically the same as positioning the wing,

the control surface position will be calculated directly alter calculating the body angular rates

( subroutine OMEGAS ). The calculation of the direction cosine matrix of Equation 4.2-2, [C].

is included in the subroutine that calculates the direction cosine matrix between the body-fixed

and the Inertial frames ( subroutine CMATRX ). The angular rate, 5,, is determined in the

routlne that calculates the body angular rates ( subroutlne OMEGAS ).

The determination of the dellection angle, 6, and the dellection rate, 6, will now be

discussed. Physically, the angular deiiection and angular detlection rate of the control sur- A

faces are input into the system as a commanded detlection angle, 6,. This commanded input

then produces a dellection through a servo mechanism. In this presentation, the servo mech-

anism is modeled by the following second-order differential equation:

6 = 0,6 + C2(6 — 6,). (4.2 -12)
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The commanded deflection angle is known throughout the flight either explicitly for an open-

loop system or implicitly for a closed·loop system. The values of C, and C, will be presented

during the specific applications of Section 4.4 through 4.6.

In order to make the model more realistic, the deflection angle was limited to ;l; 25°

for all applications. These limits where chosen arbitrarily because no specific physical system

was modeled. However, the same precedure could be used to limit the deflection angle or rate

for any limits.

The deflection angle is limited in the dlfferential-equation solver by including condi-

tional statements on the magnitude of the deflection in the subroutines TAYLOR, YFITER,

PRAMOD and ERRCOR. When the limit is exceeded, within these routines, the deflection an-

gle is set to the limit and the angular rate is set to zero. In order for the numerical integration

scheme to converge, the subroutine YFITER must also include limiting the new predlcted sol-

ution and stopping the iteration lf the new solution is beyond the specified limits.

4.3 Control Surface Effectlveness

The method used to couple the control-surface with the aerodynamic and dynamic

model has been presented. Before the design of a control system is discussed, the control-

surface effectiveness is investigated.

The effectiveness will be investlgated with two sets of steady-state conditions. First,

the effect of surface size will be determined. Second, the effect of the deflection angle mag-

nitude will be presented. A unit-aspect·ratio delta wing set at twenty degrees pitch is used to

determine the effect of the control surface size. Both flap and aileron deflections will be ex-

amlned. First the surfaces are used as flaps and are set at negative 10 degrees. The lift (C,) ,

drag (C,) , pitch moment (C„,) , and hinge moment (C„) coefficients are presented in

Table 12. The pitch·moment coefllcient is calculated about .568 c, which is the location of the

center of gravity for the wing of Sections 4.4 and 4.5.
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T•bl• 12. Flap Size Ef1•ctlv•n••• for • Pltch Angl• of 20 D•gr•••

8,/8 C,_ C, C„, C,,

0.000 0.677 0.246 -0.0339 N/A
0.172 0.550 0.199 0.0246 -0.011
0.204 0.527 0.187 0.0124 -0.045
0.240 0.522 0.182 -0.0110

8
-0.075

8,: Total area of both flaps
8: Total area of wing including flaps

The hinge moment is calculated about the hinge axls. The hinge·moment coefficient

ls defined as

1 2C), =-é—pU 8,c,M,, (4.3 -1)

where 8, ls the surface area of one flap and c, ls the chord of that flap. As expected, the larger

flaps produce larger effects on the lift and drag characteristics. Because the rotation of the

vortlcity vector at the node is applied along the hinge line, the requlrement that the derivative

of the circulafion along the edge be continuous ls satislied automatically at the node on the

hinge llne's outside edge. This requlrement is imposed at the other nine corners of the wing

using the constraint equations.

The effect of surface size for aileron deflectlons ls investlgated by setting the port

surface, 6,, at positive 10 degrees and the starboard surface, 6, , at negative 10 degrees. The

lift, rolllng moment, pitching moment, yawing moment, starboard hinge moment, C,,, and port

hinge moment, C,,, coefficlents are presented in Table 13.
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Table 13. Alleron Slze Eflectivenese for a Pltch Angle 0120 Degreea

S,/S C. C, C„ C),. C .
0.000 0.677 0.0000 0.0000 N/A N/A

0.149 0.664 0.0013 -0.0008 -0.0454 -0.0406

0.172 0.657 0.0092 -0.0007 -0.0588 -0.0530
0.204 0.663 0.0071 -0.0019 -0.0819 -0.0376

The deflectlon used to produce Table 13 is defined as a positive aileron deflectlon. The aileron

deflectlon angle, 6,,, is defined as

(6 -6)6,, = -JE-ä-. (4.3 - 2)

That is, a positive aileron deflectlon produces a positive roll moment. The yaw moment is

negative as expected for a pitched up wing with positive aileron deflectlon.

The effect of the flap deflectlon magnitude will be determined by using a unit aspect

ratio delta wing with 25 elements at angle of attack of 5, 10, 15 and 20 degrees. The flaps are

set at angles ranging from 25 degrees to -25 degrees in 5 degree increments. The results of

these tests are presented in Figure 69 through Figure 73. Figure 69 shows the lift coefficient,

Figure 70 presents the drag coefficient and Figure 71 shows the pitch-moment coefficient,

These figures show that the effect of the flap angle on the lift and drag are nearly linear. The

effectlveness of the flap over the range of angles of attack is shown in Figure 72 and

Figure 73.
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The aileron effectiveness ls determined by setting the port and starboard surfaces at asym-

metric positions such that the aileron deflection ranges from -5 to 25 degrees. The angle of

attack is 20 degrees and 81 elements are used for the wing. The results of this set of tests are

presented ln Figure 74 through Figure 77.
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4.4 Optimal Control Problem

In this section, the minimum·time, optimal-control problem for changing pitch orien-

tation is examined. First, the linear model will be created by using the results of Section 4.3.

A linear model was chosen because for such a modelthe optimal solution is known. This

slmplltled model is then used to determine the minimum·time control law. The usefulness of

this law is then examined by implementing lt in the full nonlinear, unsteady simulation. For

this experiment, the wingwas only allowed to rotate in pitch about the center of gravity.

The physical system selected to be investigated is similar to the wind-tunnel model

used by McKinney and Drake [1948] . This system is used because McKinney and Drake

provide a complete set of weight and balance characteristics for a unit~aspect-ratio wing with

control surfaces. The physical characteristics for this simulation are listed in Table 14.

Table 14. Test Wlng Characterlstlcs

QuantityMagnitudeW

0.925 kg
S 0.248 m*
b 0.498 m
6 0.996 m
6,, 0.566 m
E 0.663 m
I,,, 0.969 kg-m*
IW A 9.413 kg-m'
lu 9.758 kg-m*
V 15.47 m/s
p 1.200 kg/m'

The servo mechanism constants where chosen to be C, = -0.00515 and C, = -0.000033. These

constants yield a damped servo system.

The wing used in this development is not quite the same as the model used by

McKinney and Drake because the flaps are much larger and no tail surface exists for the
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current model. The wing for this development is represented by 25 elements and the ratio of

the control surface area to the wing area, S,/S, is 0.240. Because 25 elements are used, the

chord length is five units. Therefore, the reference length, L, is 0.1992 m. The dimensionless

servo equation is then

6
c’L6 CZL26

6 41——V—V,(—¢) (4-—)_

or
u

6 = -0.4:) - 0.2(6 - 6,) (4.4 - 2)

This equation ls not used in the development of the optimal control law to further simplify the

calculatlons. It is used when the control law is validated in the full simulation and in the

feedback systems.

The optimal control problem is to pitch the wing from 10 to 15 degrees in the minimal

time, subject to the constralnt that the flaps are limited to i 25 degrees. The linear model used

to approximate the wing motion ls

.. My
Ü = (4.4 — 3)

vv

where

My=M,0+M66-l-M,. (4.4-4)

The steady state results presented in Figure 71 are use to derive the linear model. At an angle

of attack of 10 degrees the entire range of flap deflections is used to find the linear model for

the flap effectiveness. The llnear model at 10 degrees angle of attack is

Cm, = -0.02208 -0.00232 6 (4.4 - 5)
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where 6 has units of degrees. The entire range of flap defiection angles is again used to find

the linear model at 15 degrees angle of attack. The linear model at 15 degrees angle of attack

ls

Cmy = -0.02755 -0.00212 6 (4.4 - 6)

The average slope is used for the entire range of angles of attack, that is the effect of angle

of attack and flap defiection are assumed to be independent. The constants of Equatlons 4.4-5

and 4.4-6 depend on the angle of attack. A linear regression is performed on the two con-

stants of Equatlons 4.4-5 and 4.4-6 to determine the influence of the angle of attack on the

pitch·moment coefficient. The total linear pitch-moment coeflicient calculated about the center

of gravity is

Cmy = -0.01114 -0.00109 0 -0.00222 6 (4.4 - 7)

where both 6 and 0 have units of degrees. The trim flap settings for the linear model are

6 = -9.928° for 10 degrees pitch and 6 = -12.382° for 15 degrees pitch. For comparison the

trim fiap settings for the nonllnear model are 6 = —8.989° for 10 degrees pitch and

6 = -12.533° for 15 degrees pitch.

The state and control variables are defined as

x, = 0 -15.0° = 0 - 0.26180 (4.4 — 8)

x, = 6 (4.4 - 9)

and

u=6+12.382°=6+0.21611. (4.4- 10)

_ For this development the servo equation is not used. That is, the actual deflectlon angle is

assumed to be the commanded defiection angle. The equation of motion is
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.. ¢
H=-ä-··pV2SE—# (4.4-11)

yy

or

0 = -0.02794 -0.156820 -0.319766 (4.4 — 12)

where both 0 and 6 now have units of radians. In terms of the state variables Equation 4.4-12

can be written as
*

:22 = -0.02794 -0.15682(x1 + 0.26180) - 0.31978(u — 0.21612) (4.4 - 13)

Therefore, the state space representation of the system is

*1 0.00000 1.00000 *1 0.00000
{gz} ”I: -0.15682 0.00000 HX;) + {0.31976}u’ (*4 ° 14)

subiect to

-0.22022 S u S 0.65244. (4.4 — 15)

The initial and tinal states are:

x1 (0) = -0.08727 radians
x2(0) =0.00000 rad/sec

. (4.4 — 16)x1(t,) = 0.00000 radians and
x2(t,) = 0.00000 rad/sec.

The optimal solution ls 'Bang·Bang' control, Hermes and LaSalle [1989] . The

switching times are delined by

sin(wt + ¢>) = 0, ‘ (4.4 — 17)
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where w* = 0.15682 and -1: S ¢ S 1:. That is, the switching times are 15.87 seconds apart. The

tinal state can be reached in 1.73 seconds by using one switching time at 1.24 seconds. The

optimal control law is

ui - -0.0428 r< 0
u*=-0.2202 0St<1.24 (4.4_18)
u = 0.6524 1.24 S t< 1.73
u' = 0.0000 tz 1.73

where ui is the optimal control. Because the trim conditions are not the same for the linear

model as for the full model, the control law was changed to

6; - -0.15689 r< 0
6; = -0.43633 0 S t< 1.24, (4.4 - 19)
6; = 0.43633 1.24 S t < 1.73

6; = -0.21875 tz 1.73

where 6; is the commanded flap dellection angle. The valldation incorporated the servo

equatlon with the equations of motion. This control law was validated by setting 6, at the start

of the time set in the nonlinear unsteady method. The resulting pitch angle is shown in

Figure 78. The actual run consisted of two sections, first the wing was held lixed at 10 de-

grees pitch until a steady state was reached ( 10 chords of dimensionless time ). After this

time the control law of Equation 4.4-19 was used. The starting time is set at 20 chords of

dimensionless time.
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Obviously, the control law was not correct since the tinal state was not reached at the

tina! tlme. However, this control law is not far from the optimal. The switchlng time and tina!

time were adjusted slightly until the final state was reached. The best control law for only one

switchlng time is

6; = -0.15689 t< 0

6; = -0.43633 0 s t < 1.25, (4.4 - 20)
6; = 0.43633 1.25 s t< 1.66

6; = -0.21875 tz 1.66

This control law is not optimal because only one switchlng time is used. A better solution
l

would be found by including more switches near the tina! time. Nevertheless the control law

of Equatlon 4.4-20 will be referred to as the optimal control law. The pitch motion for the op-
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tlmal control ls presented in Figure 79. The commanded and actual llap detlection angles are

shown ln Figure 80. The commanded tlap deflection is the curve that changes instantane·

ously. The lift, drag, pitch moment and hlnge moment coefficlents are shown in Figure 81

trough Figure 84, respectively. The slight lrregularities ln the ligures occur when the llap

moves through the plane of the wing. This change ln position causes dramatic changes In the

tlow near the control surfaces.

3

S14

gu

3-0.6 0.0 0.6 10 15 2-¤ 25
Tine (sec)

Flgure 19. Optimal Control Pltch Angle
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4.5 Feedback Control of Pltch Orlentatlon

The best solution to change from 10 degrees pitch to 15 degrees pitch has been de-

veloped in Section 4.4. This solution is applicable only for the stated conditions. A more real-

lstlc means of producing the desired motion ls to use feedback control. The block dlagram

of the system with feedback Ioops is shown in Figure 85.

Ü css .

6.
IK6

Flgure 85. Feedback System to Change Pitch Orientation

Again, the motion of the wing is restricted to one degree of freedom in pitch. The

dlmensionless galns are chosen to be K, == 17.50 and K, = 677. Therefore, the dlmensionless

llap equation is

6, =17.5(0, - 6) - 6776 + 6,,,. (4.5 -1)

where 6,,, ls the steady state commanded llap dellection. The dlmensionless equations used

in this simulation are

ö- R,. (4.5 — 2)

6 = -0.46 —0.2(6 - 6,) (4.5 — 3)

6, = 6 (4.5 — 4)
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and

öp = Ö (4.5 — 5)

where

R —l S"L2E2—0000416C 45 6y"2P° IW-- m,· (·•)

6, is the starboard deflection, and 6, is the port dellection. The feedback control law is im-

plemented by setting the commanded deflection at the start of the time step, and then holding

it constant through that time step.

The results of implementing this feedback control law are presented in Figure 86

through Figure 91 where the pitch angle, tlap-dellection angle, lift coefficient, drag coefficient,

pitch-moment coefiicient, and hinge-moment coefficient, respectively, are shown as functions

of time. These ügures present tlme with units of seconds, for direct comparison with the fig-

ures developed by using the optimal control law.
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4.6 Feedback Control of Wlng Rock

The appllcabillty of using feedback control to change pitch orientatlon was demon-

strated in Section 4.5. The use of feedback control will now be used to suppress the wing rock -

motion predlcted in Section 3.6. All the physical conditions are the same as used ln Section

3.6, except the damping term was set to zero. The feedback block diagram is shown in

Figure 92.

'

6*; ÖA

=

Servo Llmlter A/C

K ¢ I

Flgure 82. Feedback System to Suppreee Wlng Rock

The motion of the wing is restrlcted to one degree of freedom ln roll. The

dimensionless gains are chosen to be K,=¤ 1.0. and K, = 20.0. Therefore, the dimensionless

feedback equation ls

6,,, ¤ —1.0¢ -20.0Je.
V

(4.6 -1)

Thls slmple control law results from the command roll angle and the steady aileron dellectlon

angle both being zero. The dimensionless equations used in thls simulation are

J3 = R, (4.6 — 2)

6,, = -0.46, —0.2(6,, — 6,,) (4.6 — 3)

6, = 6,, (4.6 — 4)
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and

6p==—6A (4.6-5)

where

1 2
cm:

RX =
— pSbL ·——

= 0.‘I6342C,„ . (4.5 — 6)2 Ixx ¤

The Initial conditions are ‘

¢(0)=5°•<¥>(¤)=¤- (46 7)
6Ac(0) = Ü , = 0 and =

•

The angle of attack is 27.5 degrees. This case is the same one that produced the wing rock

of Section 3.6. The wlng rock results were presented in Figure 62 through Figure 67. The

simulation ls run to a steady state at these lnitlal conditions ( 10 chords ). The wlng is then

released. The resultlng noll motion is shown ln Figure 93. The port aileron dellectlon Is pre-

sented ln Flgure 94. The lilt, rolling moment, yaw moment, starboard hlnge moment and port

hlnge moment coefllclents are shown In Figure 95 through Figure 99. From these Iigures, the

rocklng motion Is shown to be suppressed. Again, areas exist where the predicted loads are

not smooth. This situation is caused by the ailerons repeatedly passing through the plane of

the wing.
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4.7 Concluslons for the Control Model

The nonlinear, unsteady aerodynamic/dynamic model was coupled with movement of

control surfaces to produce desired changes in the orlentation. Two types of control laws were

developed, an open-loop near optimal and a closed-loop feedback system. The examples

presented in this chapter illustrate the usefulness of the total system model.

As for the examples chosen, the feedback developed to change orientations is rather

robust in that most gain settings produce reasonable results. The only problems occur when

the tlaps are used to maintain a large angle of attack ( greater then 20 degrees ). At these

large pitch angles, the negative llap dellections lose their effectiveness. The control of the

wing rock ls not as simple. The gains selected are in a relatively narrow band of values where

the rocking motion is suppressed. For small gains, the ailerons are not moved enough to be

etfective and for high gains, the actual dellection lags the commanded dellection by a signif-

lcant amount. Thus instead of suppressing the motion the ailerons can actually add to the dl-

vergence rate of the motion.
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Chapter V

Conclusions and Recommendations

5.1 Intreductlon

A completely unsteady aerodynamlc model based on a vortex-panel method was de-

veloped. This model was coupled with equations of motion so that forced and free wind-tunnel

tests could be simulated. The aerodynamlc/dynamic model was also coupled with control laws

that govern the motion of the control surfaces so that specified maneuvers could be per-

formed.

- 5.2 Conclusions

The vortex·panel method developed in Chapter ll provides a reasonably reliable un-

steady aerodynamlc model. The solution for closed nonllfting bodies ls very accurate, espe-

clally when one conslders the small number of elements used in the examples. One reason

for the accuracy with so few panels ls the rotation of the vortlcity vector at the nodes of the

surface mesh. Applying this method to closed bodies with sharp corners could give erroneous

results, because the rotation of the vortlcity vector assumes the surface is smooth

The method developed for thin lilting surfaces has several additional requirements

beyond those needed for nonliftlng closed bodies, all of which must be included for accurate

simulation. These requirements are that a variable vortex core system must be included along

the edge, the edge cores must be continuous through the first derivative, and the Kutta con-

dition ( no pressure jump from the upper to the lower surface) must be imposed at the trailing

edge. Using these conditions, one finds that the results for thin fiat rectangular surfaces are

very accurate. No problems were encountered for this planform. The simulation of flows over

delta planforms is not as robust. The method can be used to predict accurate solutions for this

type of wing, but the solutions are intluenced by the offset distance above the wing and the

number of cores convected from the sides of the wing. For delta wings, the method performed
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better for the lower aspect ratio wings. As noted in the forced oscillation tests, the higher as-

pect ratlo wing did not have smooth aerodynamic characteristics. The adaptive grid tech-

nique, described in Section 2.13, is not unique to this method. lt could be applied in any

progressively formed vortex lilament model of a wake.

The coupling of the dynamic equations of motion with the aerodynamic model is

straightforward. This method can be used in conjunctlon with any aerodynamic model.

The addition of the control surfaces and the implementation of the control laws are

also relatively straightforward. Though this work was the first attempt to couple the

aerodynamic/dynamic simulation with a control law, few problems were experienced.

5.3 Recommendatlons
q · Several areas should be examined to either improve or extend the method. The im-

provements are needed in the aerodynamic model. The extensions are areas outside the

scope of this investigation that will further the usefulness of the method. ·

Three areas exist that should be examined for improvement of the present aerodyna-

mic model. These improvements are implementing the constraint equations, positioning the

wake, and developing a better adaptive grid technique for the wake.

The constraint equations were imposed by the use of weighting factors. This method

was chosen because it ls easy to implement. The weights on these equations were found to

be significantly larger than the no-penetration conditions. This weighting provided solutions

that were lnsensitive to the specific weight employed. This result suggests that these

equations should be imposed exactly. The method of weighted constraints cannot satisfy

equallty constraints exactly. One possible method would be to use Lagrange multipliers. A

problem with imposing the constraints by using a Lagrange multiplier technique may exist

because all the divergenceless equations are not independent. A better method may be to use
·

a method of direct substltution.

In the current method the positioning of the wake was implemented by approximating

the position by a first order finite difference formula. This approximation is inconsistent with

the solution of the dynamic equations which are approximated with a fourth order predictor
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corrector algorithm. This lnconsistency could be removed by using a higher order approxi-

mation for the position. The problem with higher order approximations is that they require

iteration. The positloning of the wake already uses the majority of the computer time during

processing. Therefore the oost of a method that requires iteration might outweigh the bene-

fits. Nevertheless, the impact of using a higher-order method should be investigated to de-

termine the oost and benelit.

The adaptive_ grid technique developed for splitting the wake as it spreads should be

re—examined. The method presented in Section 2.13 was found to provide a smoother wake

than the approach used in the vortex-lattice techniques. The basic problems are with the im-

plementation of the method. First, the splitting was implemented by assuming that alter the

wake element splits, the parts never rejoin. This assumption is valid, but was not implemented

correctly for unsteady conditions. The current method identified a specific element of the

wake by its position relative to the wing and once it split, it remalned split. With the wing

moving in an unsteady manner at one time the element might require adapting the grid.

However, as time progresses, this split oonvects downstream and the element currently oc-

cupying the position relative to the wing may or may not split. For this reason, splitting in the

wake was not used during the unsteady tests. The second problem with the implementation

for splitting the wake ls that a crossflow of circulation exists wherever a split occurs. This

phenomeon ls caused by one ring of circulation in the wake adjoining two rings at a split point.

Because the one circulation cannot equal both downstream circulations a crossflow exists in

the steady state. Physically, this situation should not be the case, but in order to satisfy the

conservation of circulation requirements using the equations of Section 2.13, crossflow results.

Some rectiflcation of the physical system with the model needs to be developed.

The potential for extending the current method seems great. Several other areas

should be developed. The first of these areas is to couple the current model with a structural

model to provide a general unsteady aeroelastic model. The current method would be a good

choice for the aerodynamic half of the model because the pressure is continuous on the body.

The second area to be developed is that the lmodel should be extended to closed

bodies with separation. This model would not have many problems with wing shapes because
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the separatlon llne is known. The model could be coupled with the boundary-layer equations

to predict separatlon from the surface of a smooth body. As a by·product of this coupling, the

form drag could be estlmated.

The third area ls to re-examine the basic form of the wake. The dlscretized wake used

in this work is a good approximation to the wake surface, but it seems reasonable that a

continuous vortex sheet would provide a better wake model. Before this improvement could

be implemented the method of reducing the vortex strength of the wake sheet as it spreads ‘

will have to be developed.

The remaining areas are as follows. The model could easily be used to investigate

ground effects, which could be done with images.

Next the model could be taken out of the wind tunnel and into the world. That is, the

three position degrees of freedom should be included in the dynamic simulation. This possi-

bility is not as straightforward as simply adding more differential equations, because the

dlmensionless equations require a constant reference velocity and the integration technique

requires a constant step size. These problems might be circumvented by using the idea of

computer·aided design programs that work entirely in physical units rather than scaled rules

and using an integration scheme where the step size cannot be adjusted by the algorithm but

ls not constant for the entire test.

The final recommendation is completely aslde from the development of this or any

other aerodynamic model. Unsteady wlnd·tunnel experiments must be performed so that a

means for validatlng unsteady computer slmulatlons exists.
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Appendix I
I

Velocity Induced by a Triangular Element

I.1 Integral Equations
The velocity Induced by a general triangular element can in general, be written in the

following form:

l7„= v,,T+ v„]°+ vll?.

where V-, is the velocity and I, I and I? are the unit vectors of the local coordinate frame of the

element. As shown In Chapter ll, the velocity Induced by a vortex sheet can be written as

Ctlfl do'.

where y Is the Integral of the vorticity across the thickness of the sheet

; = Vx? + YyT•

The actual vortlcity Is approximated by the llnear function

Gwherey,,, and y,, are unknown constants and the L are the following basis functions:

L, = a, x + bl, y + 1
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where

B1=*% , b1 , a2=% , b2="'£ , and b3=% .

The position vector to the point where the velocity Is to be calculated is

and the position vector to a point on the sheet is

Ä =
xi.

+ yf.

For convenience we let

r2= IF—ÄI2==(xp—x)2+(Yp·Y)2+z;§°.

In terms of the basis functions

Q == a,x + b,y +1

I3 = a3x + b3y

I3 = a3x + b3y„

the linear varlation of the vorticity on the element is

Ä

Ö. • [vuü + Vu'2 + rufe]? + [Yy1’1 + 7y2f2 +

Yu':]Thenthe lnduced velocity ls approximated by

V4 P}; vyaflfgl dxdv-

Because y,,,, y,,, a, and b, are constant, the velocity can be written as
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-· 1 1* 1* '* 1* 1* 1*(ml + 7y2J 183 + (1,31 + 1,31 183]
LL

dxdy

+ [(111l + 1,11 )b1 + (ml + 1,41 1b; + (ml + 1,31 )b3] LL? dxdy
—l i 1+<1„1 +1,,1 JL-; dxdy}-

Adding and subtractlng xp from the first Integral, yp from the second and using the fact

that neither of these depends on x or y, one can write the velocity vector as follows
T

"lllf T
T

T
T

T T] ——-—x-XpucV,,= 4,,,
°“"( (M1 +Yy1j)a1+(Yx2 +1,41182 + (116 +Y,el )@6

S
,- X Y

+ [(7x1l + 1*,1] )b1 + (hal + 7,2] )b2 + (hal + 1*,6] )b6]
fL? dXdY

+ [(1,1/ + 1,11 )(a1xp + bw, + 11 + (ml + 1,31 )(a2xp + b31„1
•• ••

1+ <1,31 +1,31><¤3¤, +¤31,,>l [L; ¢XdY}-

lndex notatlon can be used to reduce the expression above to

Va 1,11] )B„
III1

where

x-x y—y
8,, ¤ a,,

’-
dxdy + b,, é-L dxdy + (a,,xp + b,,yp + 6,,,) -2; dxdy

s s s

and 6,,, Is the Kronecker delta.

Expanding the curl results in

« 6
1 ÖB

"~ =·;Z=*1··11%n•1 P
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3
Ä"v‘ 411 Zw 61n¤1 P

:1
1 66„ 68,,]V =—· v ·—··—v —·—z 41: V" öxp "" äyp

where

66„ .66-„—— d d 11 —- d daxp °"6xI, S r xy+”öxp
S r "V

dxdy+a„ff Q- dxdyxp s s

66„ 6 6 Y'V¤——¤a —— ——— dxdy+b —— ———— dxdyöv,
”öYps’

"övps"
6 1 1+16,„„+b„y,+6„,> Effs? 6,16,+6, fLT dxdy

and

H
—""‘” -·*Hözp S I, dxdy+b„ özp S I, dxdy

dxdy.

Next some new notation Is Introduced:

ö "'xp
dXdy

,, „,2 6Vp s r xy
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6 "
' xn

I3 =—
H,
l dxdyözp s r

Y ' YI4 = ä dXdy
P

6 If V "YpI =i *· d d5 öyp S [ X y

6 V ' Vp
Is dXdy

1I; öxp S I, dxdy

6 1I = ——· — d d

„..<L'|‘-|‘ .1I9 Özp S I. dxdy

dxdy.
S

In terms of the new notatlon, the velocity components are

Vx 'I' b1I8 'I" BIXPIQ + b1ypI9 'I'

'I' b2I6 + azxplg + bzyplg)

'I' yß(a3I3 + bsls + agxplg
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Vyil
+ Yx2(a2I3 + b2|6 + a2xpI9 + bz!/pls)

+ yx3(a3l3 + bgls + aaxplg

+and

Vz= yy1(81I1 + b,I, + a,xpl7 + belyply + I7 + 8«,'10)

' Yx1(81'2 + b1|5 + 81*p'a + b1Yp'a + Ia + b1I10)
+

‘y”(a2|1
+ b2|4 + a2Xply + bgyply + 82I10)

' ‘yx2(82'2 + bzls + azxpla + bzypla + bzlqo)

aaxply + bgyply + 83|1o)

" Yxa(°s'2 + bs's + °s*p'a + baYp'a + b3|10)]·

I.2 Evaluatlon of the Integrale

The components of the disturbance velocity have been expressed In terms of the in-

tegrals I, through I,,. In this section these Integrals will be evaluated. The first Integral is

ö X " Xp
I, =5,; dxdy.

With the definition of F, I, can be rewritten as

ö X “ Xp
I, =——-'HX dxdy.öXp s [(x — x,,)2 + (y — yp)2 + z§]°'2

The general triangular element, area S, is shown In Figure 100. The Integral over the area

of the triangle Is then _
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(°•°) (¤•¤)

FIgu1·• 100. TrI•1•guI•1· EI•m•M

I ö fc — . -

1 dxdy.""¤ 0 %,, [(x — x„)“ + (y — yI,)’
+

z§]‘/*

Let

U = [IX — ¤,,)° + (y —y„)2 + zßl

than I, can ba wrlttan as

II _ 6 du dyö 1/2xn 0 %y 2 u

S ö
V

U1/2 dyöxp 0 %y

°
ö b —

=-L E
[(%y+a*Xp)2+(y—yp)2+z§]1/2

6-*5,; [(%y —¤,,)2 + (y—y,,)2 + z§]"2 dy,
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G
(xp—a)·L [(L;äy+a—xp)2+(y—yp)2+z§]"'1/2 dy

C

I
+§,y[(%iy+a—x,,)'+(y—y,,)’+z§]""dy

11

0—xpL [(%y—xp)2 +(y—yC)2+z§]'°’2 dy

C

+%Ly:1%,,-x„>“+(,«-y„>=+z,§1·*/2 dy.

Nextlet

H =
°[(-’i

+a—x)2+(y—
’+ ’]"'“¤

1
0 c Y p Yp) Zp Y

C
H2=Ly[(%iy+a-xp)2+(y-yp)2+zg]°1/2 dy

H = °lZ($y—x)’+(y-
)’+z’]"/’¤

3 0 c P yP P V

° [_lg_ _ 2 _ 2 2-1/2H4= OV (CY Xp) +(.V Yp) +Zp] dv.

then I, can be written as

a—b b

Next the evaluatlon of H,:

H = cüki +a—x)2+(y— 2+ 2]"’2d1 0 C v p vp) Zp v-
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After expandlng the squares and collecting terms, one finds

H = c{[()2+1] 2+2[()(a—x — ]+(a-x )2+ 2+22 '°/2 d1 0 c V c P) yP V P VP P V·

Defining

«„=<$’—%1—>’+1=<%’L>“+1

1, -¤=2=(7·§—)(¤-¤„)—y,,

and

‘
r§==(a—xp)2+y§+z§.

We note that r, ls the distance from the vertex at (a,0) to the field point (xp, yp, 2p). One can write

° 2 -1/2H1 ¤f [a,y + 2a2y + rg] dy.
o

Completlng the square results in

In general,

1-[u2 + a2]'1l2 du = In[u + (u2 + az)1/2],

lt follows that
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1 CG1 + G2 + [(CG1 +
G2)2

" Gä +
T§G1]JJl2

H1 = =W- In .

Now Iettlng

rg ¤ c2a1
+ 2ca2 + rg,

=(xp—b)2+(yp—c)2+zp.
‘

We note that r, is the distance from the vertex (b,c) to the field point (xp, yp, zp). Then

H11
*2*** ""'* .

T3

Now the evaluation of I-l,:
J

° - -l-l2=‘|J y[(—lL-E-!-y+a—xp)2+(y—yp)2+zp%] 1/2 dy
0

1 ° ¤22 ¤22 (Ä "’°
·—;—l V (YW) 4%) W °*·G1 O

Addlng and subtractlng -2} to the first factor in the integral results in

1 C a2 a2 2 a2 2 °1l2

1 °¤=2 ¤2 2 az 2 rg-1,2
4%) W dy-

The variable substitution V J

2 2 ,2~4y+%) 4%) W
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ylelds

1 ° du **2H =¤ -——-[ l— —— H2 J; 0 Zuqlg a1 1

1 112 °
°‘2

==·iU — —— H
1/ G1 Io a1 1

,...1 "’ _2„
a1

G1 G1 G1 G1 G1 G1 G1 1

1 1
“ “

The detlnltlon of r, gives
u

1 G
H2=•;(I’2·—f3)—;ä··H1.

Now the evaluation of H,:

°[ g 2 2 2]-1/2H3=
0

(cy—xp) +(y—yp) +zp dy

which can be rewrltten as

H °"""1-1-Ic[Y2*2&Y+i]_1I2 ÜY3
G3 U

as as

where

a3 = ( -Q-L12 + 1

b¤4 = (-5 )¤„ + y,
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and

r$=x§+y;+zg.

We note that r, is the distance from the vertex (0,0) to the field point (xp, yp, z,). Completing the

square results ln

1 C G4 2 a4 2ff"=*7§L(YW:) ·(=:) +¤ dy

a, a, 2 a, 2rg;

ln~/“= 1+ "'as “s ¢s as

1 caa — 4, + [(ca3 — a,)2
-ai¤=

In .

The definition of r,,4, and 4, can be used to reduce the square·root term in the numerator to

(ca; — a,)2 —— ai + ffag = a3[b2 +
62

- 2c(bxp + cyp) + xg + yg + Zg]

= 4,[(x„
-¤)“

+ (yp - cf + zß].

then

H
1

l3**3*

HFinallythe evaluation of H,:

° [ g 2 2 2 -1/2H«=
0

v ( c v-xp) +<y—v,,) +2,,] dv
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c bx *1/2
dy

c Y
=-I.

·i··———— dy.

oAddlngand subtracttng to the factor In the numerator yields

1
C a4 a4 2 a4 2 ff *1/2

H‘=„/TQ
·[;(y_

aß )[(y-aß) _(°‘3) +°‘3 dy

1°¤• ¤4 2 ¤u 2 V?-1/2
L dy

' 1 G4 2 G4 2 I'? 1/2 C G4(TQ')1

(CaQ — ey): ug 1/2 a—l'1 +'&ä°Hg-

The previously derlved relation of r, can be used to obtaln

1 an

This completes the evaluation of the first Integral.

_ The second Integral Is

. 0 1-1‘
" ""p

I = —— — dxdy.2 Wp s r

Followlng the same procedure as for I,, one can obtain
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l Ö x-xp d d=·—— —l——————i x y2 Wp ¤ %, [(x—x,,)2+(y— yp)2+z,2]1/2

0 VP
—·§-2;; [(%v—¤,>2+ (v—v„)2 + zßl"2 dv

=-f°(v—v,,){E(·2?v+¤—x„)2+(v—v„)2+z,2]"’2
0
' [( '2'Y '

Xp)2
+ (Y * Yp)2

+ Z:]-2/2 ÖY}

clfi + - 2+ — 2+ 2]"’2d
=v„0(,,v¤x,)<vv,,)z„ v .

° [ b—a 2 2 2]-1/2— ov (7-v+d-xp) +<v—v,,> +2,, dv

°[ A 2 2 2]-1/2d—v,,
0

(C v—¤„) +(v-vp) +z,, v

° b 2 2 2 -1/2p + vIÄ(?y—x,,) +(y—y„) +2,,] dy.
Q .

Then using the detinitions of the H,. one can write

|2”yp(H1'H3)+H4°H2·

The third integral is

x—x dXdy. l

Followlng the same procedure, one can write

X-Xp d d=——·•
X y3 özp 0 %y [(x—xp)2+(y-—yp)2+zg]2/2
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,3 = I°{z,,[( P—§—iy + a — x,,)2 + (y — y,,)2 + z§]'1/2
0
- z,„E(%y — ¤„>’

+ <y -
y,,>’

+ z§J""} dv

=· Z
_I‘c[(iY+°‘*

>’+<y—y
>’+z*J""

dyP 0 c P P P

° b 2 2 2 -1/2*2pL [(}'Y·Xp) +(.V··l/p) +2,,] dv-

Then

I3 = Zp(H1 * H3).

The fourth Integral is

ö V " yP
I4 i- dXdy

In the local coordinate frame of the triangular element, the Iongest side of the triangle is al-

ways placed along the positive x axls. This allows the Integral to be easily written integrating

with respect to y first.

0 ° x y -y

'· I"p0 0 [(x-x,,) +(y-y,,) +2,,]
•

°
(x-a) y — y+5/9 II(/F')

2
P2

212 dydxxp 0 0 [(x—x,,) +(y—y,,) +2,,]/

Evaluating the inside integral results in
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0
[(x — xp)2 + (%·x —yp)2 +

zä]1/2 dx
· 0 P

° ö 2 2 2 1/2—f ?[(x—x,,) +y,,+z,,] dx
0 P
8

+ [(x - xp)2 + (ärx— a) -yp)2 +
z§]‘/2

dx

' ö 2 2 — 2 1/2[(x — xp) + yp + zp] dx.,
0

Note

+vä + =ä]"’ =- +vä + =ä]"’-

therefore

• a
-‘L -5%; [(x — xp)2 + yg +

z§]°’2
dx [(x — xp)2 + yg + z§]°’2 dx

= V3 - r1.

The second and fourth lntegrals can be combined Into one Integral from 0 to a, then

I4-
G pxp (X X,) (px V,) Zp X
I

dx
0 P .‘

ö 2 2 2 1/2-]·
+yp+zp] dx.

0

which can be rewritten as
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b
I4 = —L (x —xp)[(x — xp)2 yp)2

+
zg]'1/2 dx

•

-L (x — xp)[(x -
xp)2

+ (TE-; (x — a) — yp)2
+

z§]“1/2
dx

•

+.L (x — xp)[(x — xp)2 + yg + z§]"/2 dx.

Next let

o
H, =-L [(x — xp)2

+ ( %x — yp)2
+

z§]“"2
dx

o
H, =L x [(x — xp)2 + (%x-

yp)2
+

z§]"/2 dx

a
[(x — xp)2 a) — yp)2 dx

b

and

•
H, =L x [(x - xp)2 (x — a)- yp)2 dx.

Then

I
I4 - xpH, - H, + xpH, - H, + I (x - xp)[(x — x„)’ + yg + z§]"" dx.

0

Therefore, the fourth Integral ls

|‘ = XPHS * H6 + XPH] * H8 +r3 • T1.

Now the evaluatlon of H,:
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dx.

Expandlng the squares and collectlng terms results ln

H5 2[xp xä + yg dx.

Let
u

a5=(%)2+1

and

then substltutlon yields

dx

G6 G6 2 G6 2 T? 1/2

J; aß aß 2 as
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Considerlng the square-root term In the numerator, one tinds

[(bd5 * da): • dä Zbdsdß + dä * dä + Ffds]1/2

= Jg-[bzas — 2baB + I'$]1l2

= ,/¤;[b2 + 62 — 2bxp — 2cyp ·l· X: + yg +

xp? + (c - yp? + z§]"“ · p

"Erz- _

The result ls

V1

Next it will be shown that

bd5*¢6+y[;;r2 Cd3*•G‘+-Jg!}
“¤6+~/‘;"1 =

"M+~/Ä"1

This will be proved by showing that

(Ms ' aß M) = (Wa ‘MIs

an Identity. Multlplying out both sides of the equation

“s~/-·;b’1 " aß/7;r1+ ~/Z-~/¢;"1"2 ' M¢sb + a6“4 " ‘4*/:5;-r2 =

Collecting terms

0.

First,
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2 2 2 2
(xpX

Y X Y* (·§+-§)<b“ +
¤’>"° — (7;+-§)<«=’ +

¤’>"“
= o.

and second

b 2 b2 b2 2°‘*°‘5" “ °‘="“° ’ (?"¤ +'¤)(LI%)° ' ("¤ +‘IÜ"P)<”% °

"p Vp 2 2 xp Vu 2 2+b +6 )=0.

Therefore,

1 T2
H5 'H1

= ——·,— «/¤:« H3
¢s

— bz 1/2‘ _( cz H3

and finally because b and c are both positive

b
H5 H3.

I

Next the evaluation of H,:

H,=L x [(x—xp)2 + (%x—yp)2 +2g] 1/2 dx
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1 ° 2 26 rf °"2
H =f[ - —— —6 J; ox[x dx

1 ° als 2 as21

° aß 26 2 26 2 ff °"2
= T5

L(X—E·)[(X—E) —·(E) +E dx

1 aß ° 26 2 aß 2 Ö '"2

-LJ; as **6 as J;
“s as as ¢s 5

1 2/2 f a
=·§[b2a5-2ba°+f-Ü —·;i··+%H5.

Then using the definition of r,

1 G

H6=7;(r2—n)+£'Hs-

The evaluation of H,: ‘

H (—L(x—a)-y )2+z2]'1/2 dx7 b b—a P P

Expandlng the squares and oollectlng terms, one can obtain

• 2 2H - L 2- L L )1 L [(1+(b_a))x 2(xp+a(b_a) +b_aypx I
+*:+('ä)2°2+2$%V¤+Y:+2:]-1/2

°"·
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We introduce the following deünitions:

- _¤.. 2
a7'°1+( b_8 )

6 2 6

and

c 2 2 ca°‘° (b—6)° +2b—6yP’ _

results in

a -1/2
t 2

H7=‘[ [a7x2-2a8x+ag+x§+y§+z§] dx
o

1
l aa 2 aa 2 ag fg dx

g 12 *··2··¤*?‘*2
1 1I(°”**r)+[(°”“r)'(“v)+“r+**v

=—··Il'I .
1/ay aa aa 2 aß 2 ag

r2Examinlngthe term under the radical in the numerator, one finds that

°*a 2 °*a 2 ***¤ V2 1 2 6282 C8 2(S-?) —<?,·)
+F+;?=; ay8 —2a88+——t+2*Ü}'p+l'1

(b-al

1 2 6262 6262 C8 6262 ca 2=—— 6 +—-——-2ax -2-;--2-iy +l-+2iy +rib-af ***2* "
‘

1
=ä

[82 *2axp + xg + + zg]
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=vé—[<¤-><p>’+vä+=ä]

therefore,

aß 2 *a 2 *9 V? 1 2

Next examining the square·root term in the denominator, one finds that

G, 2 G, 2 G, G2
G 22

1 2 b2c2 abc: bc c2a2 ca 2=—- b +————2bx
-2---2--—y

+——+2———y +r°"[ <¤-¤>“ "
<¤—¤>“ °·° " <¤—¤>* °·a ‘° ’

2 2 2
1 c(b —2ab+a) c(b—a)

=%i<¤—¤„>“+<¤-v„>’+=ä]

therefore

aß 2 *a 2 *9 V? 1 2
(b-?) —($·)

+?+g=;I’2.

then

aß V98-;*+*,-
H7="'l"°|I'l .
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H
1

I
G7a"'Ga+1/G7 rg

7 = ****7- “ '*""",-——
G7 G7b'Ga+ G7 I'2

One can show that

cya — Ga + 4/ay ra c1c + c2 + „/c1 r2

cyb — Ga + „/cy r2 cz + „/c1

rgThisis done by showing that both sides of the equation equal the same expression. First

showing

Clearing the denominators gives
I

(F1° + F2 V2 ' F2 " FF1) " (F2 + «/F1Vs)(~/F1 Va " F2)-

Multlplylng out both sldes of the equation results ln

G1 G2 + V2-J G1 G2 CG1 G1

CG1whichcan be reduced to

G1]? " 2cG2G1 * C2G$ * r§G1.

Then

G10-; * 2CG2 '° C2G1) = r§G1.

Canceiing a, and using the definltlons, one can show

b ..
(b—xp)2+(c—yp)2+zg—2c[$(a—xp)-yp]—-(b—a)2—c2==r§.
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lt follows that

8- 2bx,, + xß +8 - 2cy,, +y§ + zß
+ 2bxp — 2ba + 262 — 26xp + 2cyp — b2 + 2ba -

62 — cz = rg.

Cancellng agaln leads to

x: +y: + 2: + 262 — 26xp — 62

=andthen regrouping the terms results in

_ (6 -
xp)2

-I-y: + 2: = rg,

which is the definition of r, given earlier. In order to show the original premise, the following

must also be true:

d7b*Ga+q}G7f2 N/G1f2••l12•Cd1

This will be shown by expanding both sldes of the equatlon. First

L L 2 _ _ L 2 _L J-

b — + J L 2 L 2 L 1* '“’ °“° “"’ ["*( ¤-8 ) ]°"‘¤‘*( I-:) · b-8 y»+ **7*2

The local ooordlnate system ls introduced ln such a way that 6 > b, always; thus,

(b—a)2+c2 1/2’
<¤—¤>“

, /(b — af + 8
lb — al ‘

„ / (b — a)2 +
cz

= 6 - b '
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Multiplying top and bottom by a — b yields

aya — a, + +,/6:7 ra a(a —b) -xp(a —b) +yp6 + 6/(b -a)2 + 62 rg

Mb ‘¢s
+~/**7 V2 b(a —b) — 62 —x8(a —b)

+yp6+ „/(b -a)2 +62
rz,

and expanding the other side of the equation yields 8

2 2
8 _

8 „/(b — a) + 6
,/a1r3—a2 '[(“"x¤)T'"yP]+l?”””T'3

~/¢1V2"“2'°“1 b_8
**7* +*'**V2

Multiplying top and bottom by 6 yields

+62 r2

(6 —x„)(6 -6) +);,6 + „/(b - 6)* + 6* rg

a2—ab—b2+2ab—-62-62—xp(a—b)+ypc+„/(b—a)2+62 r2

(a —xp)(a —b) +yp6 + „/(b—a)2 +62 rg

ab—b2—62 —xp(a—b)+yp6+„/(b —a)2 +62 r2

(a —xp)(a —b) +yp6+„/(b —a)2 +62 rs

6(6-6)-6*-x„(6-6)+y„6+,/(6-6)*+6* r,

Because both sldes of the original equation are equal to the same expression the proof is

complete. Therefore

H 1 "1{
a1c+a2+„/a1f27

T3
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1 H1
°*1

(a-6)*+6* 112
cz

+6 */2

lb—al
*1*6**111.

Wlth the restrlctlon on the orientation of the triangle, lt follows that

—b

The evaluation of H,:

I 2 6 _ _ 2 2 -1/2
(X 8) yp) '1'Zp] dx

• -1/2
dx

¤

1*1*

11 :1* dx
1 * a a 2 ot 2 a r2 *1/2

dx
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1 G8 2 G8 2 G9 V? 1/2 3 G61‘1a=T[(*"7;)
·(;) +;+; Ib+;Hr

--1 (a-i)2- (£'2.)2+l‘9.+i V2
ff, G7 ¢7 “1 “7

1+
T7 [(1,-,7) -(,7) +,7+,7 +,711,

As shown before this reduces to

1 Vs 1'2 aa
H = —— ——· — ;—··

+ —··· H ,8
G7 G7 G7

a7 7

then

f —r a
I

I-1, = + 7;- 1-I,.

This completes the evaluation of I,.

The evaluation of l,:

Ö II '
’ "’

I ==; —·;·dXd .5 öyp S [ y

Integratlng in the y direction first, one can rewrite the Integral as

0 ix y — y
2

P
2 211/2 dydx

p 0 0 (x-xp) +(y—yp) +zp

+ Ö V
Fäix-al Y—.Vp

dydxölfp 0 0 [(x — xp)2
+ (y -

yp)2AppendixI 218



° ö 2 c 2 2 1/2 dx

-
fb

-2- [(x — xp)2 + yg + zg]1/2 dx
0 övp
I+ In [(x — xp)’

+ (———bQ 8 (x - 6) -
yp)“

+ zjl"' dx
' 6 dx

D öyp P) P P

The second and fourth Integrale can be comblned Into one Integral from 0 to a :

|°ö[ 2+i_22]1/2d,58
0 öyp

(X-Xp) (bX yp) +Zp X

° ö 2 0 2 2 1/2+l — · (— · · ) + d
D öyp [(x xp) + b_a(x a) yp zp] x

' 6-[(x-x )2+y2+z2]1l2 dx,D öyp p p 0

whlch reduces to

I

I5 dx
0

° c 2 c 2 2 -1/2
b_a (x-a)-yp) +2,,] dx

I

- I yp[(x - xp)2 + yg + z§]""2 dx.
0

Taking the constants outside the Integrale yIelde 6
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b
I, = ypf [(x - xp? + (—g—x — yp)2 + z§]"" dx

0
b
x[(x — xp)2 dx

b
+ Ey, JL [(x — xp)’

+ (1;% (x - a) dx
b

x[(x — xp)2 a) -yp)2 + zg]"°/2 dx
a

- ypf [(X — Xp)2
+ yg +

Z:]-1/2 dx. .
0

We introduce the following notationz

Q .

ii, = I [(x - xp)’ + yg + z§]"/2 ux.
0

Then it follows from this definition and others given earlier that

The only Integral that has not been evaluated in this expression is H,. which is

’ •

ii, = I [(x - xp? + yg + z§]"" dx
0

I
(a — xp) + [(a — xp)2 +yä2

2 2 2T xp + [xp T Vn °" Zp]1I

. (a — x ) + r
= |n'*

Xp + V1

The evaluation of l,:
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6 V ' Vp
ls = IL

L'?dxdy.

Followlng the same procedure used for l,, one finds

0 -E-x y — y ·18..i.I fb ..i.t.L_....._ dydx
özp 0 0

[(x — x,)2
+ (y — y,)2

+
z§]°l2

¤ #— tx-¤> v — v
Zp 0 0 [(x—x,) +(y~—y,) +2,]

° 6 2 c 2 2 1/2
‘

6 2 c 2 2 112+L äzp [(x-x,) +(b_a(x-01-y,) +2,] dx

-V l..[(x-x
)'+y2+z’]"2

dx
0 özp P P P

° 2 c 2 2 -1/2szpf [(x—x,) +('Fx•.Yp) '1'Zp] dx
0

0
+ z,‘|· [(x — x,)2 + - a) — y,)2

+
z§]"/2 dx

0
I— 2,f [(x — x,)2 + yä +

2:]"‘l2
dx. .

0

Then lt follows that ·

'8 = z,H5 + ZPH7 * z,H,.

The evaluation of I,:

ö 1ly = dxdy.
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Integratlng In the x direction first, one finds

0-8c y+•
Ö -1/2I S I I ¢ _ 2 _ 2 2

1
0 %y öxp [(x xp) + (y yp) + zp] dxdy

¢
- -1/2

[(y+a—xp)2+(y—yp)2+2gI dy

c -
+·L

1/2
dy. ‘

Therefore

I7 = H3 “ H1.

The evaluation of I,:

I =
—— — dxdy.

6 II 12 aVp s (

Integratlng In the y direction first yields

Ü ÖS
[__ 2+ _ 2 2-1/2ddga

LL öyp (x xp) (y yp) +2p] y x

(°'°) -[(x-x 2+(y—y 2+z2]"(2 dydx„ L wp
P’ P’ P

d1 - 0
,) b yp) 1, v

n -+_I [V ' *:92 + (Y *Y:92 + Z;] 1/2 dY
0
¤ -1/22 c 2 2 ÖY

+
_I-:[(* — Yp)2

+ (Y — Yp)2
+

2:]-1/2
dy
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a -1/2
=-L [(x—x„)2+(y-yp)“+z§] dy

o -1/22 c 2 2+zp] dy
•

-1/2
- -

2 ...9... _ _ 2 2L[(x xp) +( b_a (x a) yp) +2p] dy

Ia = Hg * H5 * H7

The Integral I, contains the Integral l,,; therefore, we first evaluate l,, and then return

to I,. The evaluation of both these Integral where arrived at with the help of a paper written

by Smith and Hess [1962].

The evaluation of l,,:

uxuy.
s

We set up a new cylindrical coordinate system with the origin at the projection of point p on

the local x-y plane, as shown In Figure 101. In this coordinate frame the Integral over the area

of the triangle can be written as the sum of three integrals. The strategy Is to integrate from

(0,0) to (b,c), then from (b,c) to (a,0), and finally from (a,0) to (0,0) The first produces the inte-

gral over the area of the triangle described by the vertices 1-2-4, the second produces the In-

tegral over the area of the triangle 2-3-4, and finally the third produces the Integral over the

area of the triangle 3-1-4.
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Y <2> aua

‘°·°’
<¤,o>

R

Figure 101. Cyllndrlcel Coerdlnete System end Verleblee (XPYP)

As mentloned, the Integral will be evaluated by using cyllndrical coordinates with the origin

at the projectlon of the point of Interest on the triangular elements local x·y plane. The posi-

tlon vector can be written as the sum of the vertical component, 2,, and the position vector in

the local x·y plane,
R.

The magnltude of the position vector written in the elements local co-

ordlnate frame r is the quantity needed to evaluate l,, . This magnitude, written in terms of the

components of the cyllndrical ooordinate frame, ls

r2 = R2 + 2;

The differentlal area, In the cyllndrical reference frame is

dxdy = R dRd0

where 8 is measured from‘any convenient direction, in this case the negative local x axis. The

Integral I., can be written as

H läd
_§]’ RdRd9

r y “ ———i"
S „/R2 + 2;
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where R has the range of values from 0 to the value along the edge of the triangle. The in—

tegral can be simplified by using

dr =
_

„/R2 + 2:

The limits of integration are when

R=0 r=„/2: = Izpl

and when

_ _ R = R r= r.

The integral can then be written as

f

|z,|

=§ 116)- Izpl d0

where A0 = 21: if the proiectlon of the point p Iles within the triangle and zero otherwise. Then, _

employing the strategy mentioned earlier, the integral can be written as

0: 0: 01l„='|‘
rd0+‘[ rd0+f r‘d0— IzpIAO.

01 02 0:
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where 0, is the angle measured from the negative x axls to the vertex as numbered in

Figure 101. The first of the these three integrals ls evaluated. New notatlon is lntroduced as

followsz

R2
== R? + s?.

The new variables are defined ln Figure 102. ft follows that

(xa, ya)

$1/<><.y>
/(X1*y1>

R/R Rf
Flgure 102. Verleble Deflnltlene

r=./s$+R$+z§,

where s, ls a function only of 0 and R, is constant. The variable r needs to be expressed in

terms of 0 . This relation is found by letting

tan an = 7%- a

Then

ds,.

From Figure 102

«=0-¢
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where ¢> is a constant. Then it follows

da = dä

and __

2dä ¤ us,.

From Flgure 102

R1
°°°

°‘R1
+ S1

Therefore, whenever cos a is negative R, is also negative. This situation occurs when ¢ ls

larger than ä . Thus, R, is negative only when the perpendlcular proiection ls beyond the

endpolnt In the direction of increasing ä. The differential dä is

R?dä =•·jj— ds,
R1(R1 + $1)

R1=——-·—- ds .
R? + s?

1

The limits of the integral are changed to the new variable. The new variables are s, = s,, when

ä = ä,, and s,
-

s,, when ä == ä,. Then the integral ls

9 =• RI!rdä=I *./sssszssg-57 ds,
01 $11 R1 + $1

F, R,(s$ + R2 + zß)
ds* 1s,, (Ri + s?)(s? + Ri + z§)"“
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R
fü: 1 d= 7 S1 =11 (sf

+Rf+zä>"’ 1
ü: 1

ds1.P 1,, (R? + s$)(s$ + nf + z§1"*

The second Integral Is evaluated by substitutlng

I2 = R? + Zg

and

s1 = ttan ¢.

The Integral becomes

9 #1 1 2 d112v1
$11 ¢(=11> (R1 +¢ lan ¢>(¢ lan ~l« +¢)

*1: _ •ß(=1z) sec 1/1 dqp"’
(R1 +¢ tan 1/)

Agaln changlng varlables, wlth

u = sin ¢,

the Integral Is

0*
"* 2 2 -112 R12: “("*)

2 RI '1
u +7 du

01 *11 zp “(ü1) Zp

-11 111[1 +,/1*+1* ]|"*+11 Ä "°11„·*„ Ä "*|""“’
1 1 1 S11 1 Ri R} “(=11)
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== R1 lzIS11
+ (S?1 + R? + Z;) IRTI P IR1I t $11

s11+(s11+ R1 + ZP)

- I

IFromFigure 102

¤?2 + R? + Z? = (X2 — xp)? + lv: — v„>’
+ zä-

_ For the standard trlangle

x2 = b y2 = c

. and therefore

s?2+R?+2:=(b-xp)2+(c—yp)2+z:

which by definition reduces to

s?2 + R? + 2: = rg.

In a similar manner

s?, + R? + 2:=(x1— xp)?
+ (y1- yp)2

+ 2:

with

X1 = 0 Y1 = 0

R

s?, +R?+z§=x§+y§+z§
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sf, +n$+z§-ri.

Finally the first integral Is

R I {$12+"2}_I_
IRII I t -1 IZPI $12

t -1 Izpl $11r = n -— sgn z an —l—— -an —— .

Following the same procedure, one can show that

für
d0 R ln{ 822+,-3 }+·sgn(R )Iz I tan"1

Izpl S22 tan'I
Izpl S21

02 2 S2,-I-r2 2 P IR2I fa IRZI I'2 '

and third Integral can be written as
I

'V‘rd0-R In S32-H1 }+s n(R3)Iz I tan'1 Izpl S32
tan'1

Izpl S31
0,

— 3 $:s1+'°a 9 P IR3I rl IRBI ,-3 I

The next step Is to express the s,I In terms of the coordinates of the vertices. To begin,

we show that

$12+,-2 r1+l'2+d1

S11+I'1= f°1+l°2•d1

where °
d1 = $12 ‘ s11•

This wIlI be proved by showing the following is an identity

im + aim + #2 - d«)=(S11+ "1)(¢’1+ #2 +d1>-

It follows that
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sür, + sür2
— süd, + r,r2 + rg — d,r2 = s,,r, + s,,r2 + s,,d, + rf + r,r2 + d,r,.

By regrouping and cancellng terms, one can obtain

2 2V2 * V1 “ r1(s11- $12) + r2(s11' $12) + r1d1+ r2d1+ d1($12 + s11)•

2 2V2 ‘ V1 = ($12 * $11)($12 + s11)•

It follows from the detinitions of r, and r, that

2R$+sü+z§—R$—s$, —z§=s$2-sf,

which reduces to

2 2 2 2$12 ‘ s11= $12 ' S11-

thus completlng the proof of

S12+T2 T1+T2+d1

S11+T1 T1+T2•·d1
•

In a similar manner lt can easily be shown that

$22 + T3 T2 + T3 + d2

$21+,-2 = V2+Vs"d2

and

$32 + T1 T1 + T3 + da

$31+Tg T1+T3"d3·

Now to make the bookkeeping easier we let

T1 + T2 + d1
Q1 "1{

T1+T2*d1
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_ F2 + rg + d2

— rg + r1 + da
Q3- |n{

r3+r1 *d3

J1 = sgn(R1) tan_1
_

tan-1_
IR1I

’=
IR1 I

’•

J2 g sgn(R2) tan_1
_

tan_1IR,l’=
IR,I

’¤

and _

J3 tan_1°|R,I
’1

IRSI
’¤

then

Finally the tenth Integral Is „

Iqg = R1Q1+ RQQQ + RgQg + lz,,I(J1+ J2 + J3 • AÜ)

S Now we return to the evaluation of l,:

6 1I =— —dxdy.
° 6:,, S r

The same steps are used as for I1,. the Integral Is then written as
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Zn
lg = *7 d6 — Sgfl(Zp)AÜ

$12 Zp R1= L, [s2 + R2 + z2]’/2 R2 + s2 ds'
1 1 1 p 1 1

zp R2
+ I

-—————— -7- ds,=„ [s§+R,?+z§]"? R,?+s§ _

--7- -7 — sgn z .
Z2 R2 ds, ( )A6•.„ [s§+R§+z§]"2 R§+s§ P

To evaluate the first Integral we let

I2 ¤ R? + Z:
2

and .

s,
-

ttan ¢«.

Then

A1‘*1z Z, R, ds
A|·v(=„) z,,R,t sec2•ß Aw=„ [si + R2 + z§J"2 R2 + sf

‘
Re,) (R2 + :2 :a¤2„p) [:2 :a¤2„p + :2]*/2

A1·~ß·(=«;) 2,,R, sec lp
ANA

¢<=„> (R? + ¢°t¤¤?¢) a
A

This Integral can be further reduced by multiplying top and bottom by cos2¢

•ß(=«:>° = =pR«I 7c%T‘
°*w<=„> (R: ¤¤= I: +1 ¤¤¤ ~ß>
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u//($1:) cos tp
=

ZPRLII
2 2 2 2 w'W(=11) (Y °R1)sIn W + R1

Because

I2 — R? = Z3,

the Integral Is „

R, wma _ 2 Ri -1=T-II
cos¢ sun 1ß+j d¢.P ¢<=„> Zp

Agaln changing variables by letting

u ¤ sin ¢

one Ilnds that the Integral becomes

R um:) R -I,24} [„=+(%)]duP~<=„> P

R Iz I _ Iz I
¤% ll- tan ‘—isIn(tan'Ii)

ISI:
P IR,I IR,I Y =««

s¤n(z ) sgn(R ) tan"‘ Izp I ‘ S" tan" Izp I s“

"
I IR, I (S32 + Ri + z§)"“ IR, I (sf, + R? + z§)"°

= =¤¤<Z,,)J«-

The same procedures can be followed to show
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[R2 R2 R2 SS. ( >«———··—·——— l—
= sgn ZS., R

and

—·——l—— ——
= gn Z .

fs" ZR R RR SS. S < >¢
S., [s§+R§+z§]"2 R§+s§ R 3

Therefore, the nlnth integral is

I,==sgn(zp)[J, +.1,+.1,-A6].

All the lntegrals have now been evaluated. Before recapping the results, we write the

constants defined in integrals I, and Il, in terms of the coordinates of the general triangle. For

this purpose, one side of the triangle ls examlned in detail. This side ls shown in

Flgure 103.

/2* <>2.·>e>
S12 dl l l

\ 2/
(xy)

. x .\ S .. -7?;
Ra ui! |<><.„ y,>S

ä y -I‘—i R
R

1 >· 1 )b
1 y

X 1"'XP —l*

Figure 103. Side One ofthe Trlengle
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From Figure 103, it follows that

S1 = £<¤„ — ¤1>’
+ oe — y1>’l"“

=

[bzDesignating

C, = cos y =ä=S,

= sin y =1%=one

can in tum be used to define s„, again from Figure 103

C1 = or k1 =

~

and

tan y

=thenV

S1
I

Ä—
(XP — X)+C1

- (Y " Yp)

or

$10/ — vpi — C1(xp - X) = S1-

Therefore,
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S12 = C1(x2 — xp) + $102 —v„>

= c1(b " xp) + S1(c " Yp)

and

S11 = c1(x1" Xp) + s1(y1° Yp)

= c1(" xp) + 51( ' Yp)

° In a slmilar manner the remaining s„ can be written as

d2 = im — ¤2>’
+ <y2 -y2>J"’

=· ua -bf +
¤’J"’

Xa ‘ X2 a — b
C 1 '**?'22d2 d2

Ya ‘Y2 cS =li=
— ——2 11, 6,

S22 = ¢2<¤ - xp) + S2( — rp)

S21 ' C2(b ' Xp) + $2(¢ · Yp)

and

6,
- [(21, - 21,)* + (y, — y,)]"° =

[a°]"’
= a

X1 * X3
C =——= -13 dg

Y1 " YaS O3 ds

l
s,2=—1(—xp)=xp
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sa, =—1(a—xp)=xp—a

Next we express R,. R, and R, in terms of the coordinates of the vertices of the trian-

gie. It follows from Figure 103 that

ms Y
_ (y — rp)

k2 = S1 ta'] Y ‘

and also ‘

R1C1 ‘*‘ $1811 = (Y1 — Yp)-

then

—· (Y1 — vp)$«]

= (y1- Yp)[ (X1 ' xp)S1

“'
(Xp " x1)$1 ‘ (Yp ' y1)c1

= xpS, * ypC,.

R

The same approach can be used to show

R2 = (Xp ' x2)S2 ' (Yp ' Y2)c2

= (xp — b)S2 — (yp —

c)C2AppendlxI 238



and

Ra = (Xp ‘ *a)$s ‘ (Yp " .Va)Cs ·

= (xp — a)S3 - ypC3.

Next, one can relate Q,. Q, and Q, to the H, integrals by using the deünitions stated

earlier.

$42 + T2
Q‘=m{

$11+,,1}

-9-—(b—x,,)+——;(c-y )+r
=m{

[b2+cz]1/2 [bz+cz]1;z P 2
}b c

2 2 1;z
-2-(b-xp)+(c-yp)+r2%;” In

L [bz + c2]1/2
" XP c ' YP + "1 c

;·— b
I "1 ¤s ‘*(?*p+Yp)

¢G3" G4

G4

Therefore, ‘

Q1 = ‘/G3 H3.

9
S21 ***2}
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+
a—b _ c

='n{
f3 [(a_b)2+c3]1[3 (8 xP)+

[(a_b)g+c2]1;2
yP

r _—.l_..i(c_y)

£<
-¤>’+ ’J"’

-'=;+%L<¤·><p>+vp=m [(6-b)2+¢°]°’2 a-b'z**—5—*—+T(b—Xp)—(¢—v„)

="_{
r3«/Z-<%i<¤-x,,>-y,,>

}r„JäT+¤<—‘*%>-¤<%—’L>+¤<%>+<%@—>¤„—¤+y,,

r„/7·?'+<¤„—¤><2%>+y„—£’—%—¤

,|„ ....L_?..
3‘‘2

"2«/;T‘¤2"¢¤1
i

which praviously was shown to be

In ":e~/:**2 =m ~/Z;-"2+¢2+°“1 .
'2~/Z-'“2*°¤1 «/;Va+“2

Therafora,

Q2=~/ZW- ”

Finally,
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Therefore,
·

Q3 = Hg.

The last topic before recapping the results of this Appendix is to check some results

that were presented by Smith and Hess. They assert that

Using the definitions of each variable, one finds that

.1. _
[bz + c2]1/2 Jg;

$2 „ ,„ _ _

[(6 — bf +
«:’]"’

«/Ä

S3 = 0.

Q1Q2

*EH1.

and

Q2 =‘ Hs,

one finds that the Integral I, Is

I, = = H3 — H,

which was obtalned earlier. Also they state that

's * *C1Q1 ‘ C2Q2 " c2Q2~ _

Using the definitions
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C1 =,[b2
+ c2]1/2 6 [T3

C2 = a — b ‘
= a — b 1

and

C3 = **1

one can show the Integral I, ls

whlch also checks with the results presented earlier.

Next we review the results obtained in this Appendlx. The velocity components are

Vx 3 lg)

+ m(¤2'a + hals + a2xpI9 + bzvpls)

+
‘yß(83|3

+ bglg +asxplgV,

belyplg+

7x2(a2'3 + hals + a2xpI9 + h2Yp‘9)
+ mlasls + balß + aaxpls + b3Yp'9)]

and

Vz= a,xpl7 + b1ypl7 + I7 + a1|1o)

* }'x1(81|2 + bjls + a,xpI, + b1yp|a + Ia + b1|1°)

+ Yy2(82I1 + bg'; + 82Xp|7 + bzyply + 82l«|°)
1

' ‘yx2(82l2 + Ügls + azxpl, + bgyplg

aaxply +bgyply'

Y¤6(aa'2 + hals + 8a*p'a + haYp‘s + b3|10)]•
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where

I1=¤(xp—a)H,+(3—€-—'L)H2-xpH2+%H2

'2 = yp(H1- Hs) + H4 ‘ H2

la = zp(H, — H2)

I, = xpH2 - H2 + xpH7 — H2 +r2 — r1

I5=ypH5—%H2+Is

= zpH2 + zpH7 — zpH2

I7 = H3 * H1

|· = Hg • H5 - H7

I,
-

sgn(z,,)[.1, + J2 + J2 - A6]

I12 = R10, + R2Q2 + R202 + IzpI(J, + J2 + J3 — A0)

0H1,1

aHz=7;(1'z—':+)—%H«

0H3 =—l.
.

“ V aß

1 1H4=7}['2"'1] +7}%
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b
H5='?H3

1
“6 ‘

H6=@(r2··r«)+@H6

—b
H7=£"'é"'*H1

1 G

Ha=;['a"'2]+i$“H7

_ Hs=Qa
1

a1=($)2+1

b—a¤2=(T*)(@—Xp)—Vp

=
b2+c2

G3 C2

b

¢s=(%')2+"

2
a7=1+(ü)

c 2 c ·“·=*»+“<7:?> +‘6:?='»

r$=x§+yä+z§
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r§=(b-xp)2+(c—yp)2+zä

r§=(a—xp)2+y§+z§

I'1+f2+d,
Q1=|n{

f1+l'2"'d1}

-
f2+I'3+d2

lzl 5 IZ! 5 °
J=Rt'1lpl_t'1....p.lL1 $¤¤(1)[¤¤

(lR1l rz an
mil r,

J *sgn(R) tan-1_tan_1’“
1R,I

’=
um

’=

J°

° IRSI
’«

IRSI
’=

6, = [bz +c’]"’

d2=[(8—b)2+C2]1,2

ds = [3211/2 = a

b cC =—·, S =—-
1 d1 1 d1

a—b cC2 dz 2 dz
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C3 = · 1 , $3 = O

R1 = XPS1 * ypc1

R2
“‘

(xp ” b)S2 ' (Yp ' c)c2

R3 = (xp — als; - v,„¢3

S12 = C1(b ' Xp) + $1(¢ · Yp)

S11 “ C1( " Xp) + $1( — Yp)

S22 = C2(a * Xp) + s2( "' yp)

S21 = C2(b ' Xp) + $2(¢ " Yp)

S32 = ¢3( - xp) + Sal —v,,>

S31 = c3(a " Xp) + $3( • .Vp)

I.3 Numerlcal Slngularltles

The general trlangular element, is always oriented with the Iongest side in the positive

local x direction and the third vertex In the positive y direction. There are only three possible

areas where numerical problems could arlse. These are on the planes containing the edges

of the trlangles and perpendlcular to the element, along the edges of the trlangle, and on the

surface of the trlangle. Each of these areas ls dlscussed in detail below.

First the planes containing the edge are examined. The reason there is a numerical

problem on these planes ls that the R, are identically zero, and these appear in the denoml-

nators of the J,. lt follows from the deflnitlons of the R, that the conditions for them to be zero

are:
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1) ForR,=0—
b

2) F0l'R2=0 x,,=—(y,,-c)$—+b

3) ForR,=0 y,,=0

These planes are shown in Figure 104.

:0
Q X

3 :0

Figure 104. Planes ef Numerlcal Slngularltlea

Case 1, where R, =0, is examined in detail below. The factor R, ls zero on the plane

described by

b"p = 'E'Vp

The only term with R, in the denominator ls J,: therefore, this is the only term consid-

ered. The J, is determined by evaluating the limit as the plane is approached and setting J,

at this limit on the plane. The limit is written as
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I
Iz I Iz I

Ilm J,= lim sgn(R1) tan'1 —-9-—·?— —tan'° ——L-—?l
2 1

Iz I Iz I
=¤ llm sgn(R1) lim tan" —£—-;- -tan'1 .

The first factor is

I 1 ¤—·%v$
fing sgn(R1)= b .

·<»—•?v»

-1Thesecond factor is

Iz I Iz Ilim
lm! 2 |R,I 1

Iz I Iz I
tan“I lim —i-E;-Ä —tan°1 lim ——P—-—;l- .

2 1

Because

b
R1b

cS1z=(b·¤p)E·+(¢—vp)E·

and

r,=[(b-x„)“+(¤-y„>*+z§]"’. 2

the first limit can be expanded as

Izpl $12 IzpI $12
""I (IRIT

“ ""I rl, 2 2 231/2 ""I IRI'*»'•?>’» 1 *»·•?>'» ( ""p) +(°'Yp) +2;: *»'•?>’» 1
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the flrst of these limits is positive and ünlte except where xp = b, yp = c and zp = 0. This
‘

slngularlty will be examined later. The Ilmit is written as

lzpl $12 $12Ilm —---7- = k1 Ilm *—

2wherek, ls positive. The delinltlons are used to write this limit as

b c
u

S12 (b—><p)I+(¢—Yp)E·
***2 TT=""Axp-•?-ypR1 Xp-•?,Y,

|EXp—XypI

(b—x )b+(c-y )c, nm bvpl

ling (b - xp)b + (c — yp)c

= "n '° '€Y»

llng Icxp - bypl
"u ‘° "E·Vn

The line xp = b, yp =c and zp aß 0 wlll be discussed later. The denominator is always positive,

the sign of the numerator is

um (b-x )b+(c- )c=¤’+c’—(i+c)p p ·Vp c Vp
"r "

?·V•

Y
=b2+c2-(b2+c2)%

_ + k2 yp < c
= * k2 yp > C

where k, ls positive. Because the denominator tends to positive zero the first limit ls
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I 1ii-Z S12lim tan I
1-- = -12 y°>c

undetermined y =cp

Because

c b
Z

R1 = Exp “EYp•

b
s11='xpE°*Yp£T•

and

r, = [x§ +y§ + z§]"2.

the second limit ls

Iz I Iz I
""I "'2 ****2, L-¤•—·?v„ R1' ¤»—·vv» [xp+Vp+Zp] ¤»-·ev» IR«I

The first of these limits is positive and finite except where xp = 0, yp = 0 and zp = 0. This point

Is discussed later. The limit Is written as ·

lzpl $11 . S11Ilng --7- =k1 lung ———

where k, Is positive. The previous definitlons are used to write this limit as

b c
I. $11 .

_xp
d1

_yp
d1

**2
—= ****2
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—xb—yc

x,—·•?yP |cx„—by„l

Iing — xpb — ypc

= "n '° ?yP
img lcxp - bypl '

"» '° ?·Vn

The line x, = 0, y, == 0 and z, ¢ 0 will be discussed later. The denominator ls always positive, I
the sign of the numerator is

b2“"ß “"pb 'V¤° = '°F°Vp"°Vp
xn " ?yP

2 2 Vu
= — (b +C+

k2 yp < 0
= — k, yp > 0

where k, ls positive. Because the denominator tends to positive zero, the second limit can be

evaluated as

I I lg- yp < 0
z

Ilm tan" ll}- = --% yp>0.
,,..5,, lR,I 2

undetermined yp = 0

The total limit is determined by approaching the plane from both sides. The limits, as each

slde is approached are

8 1I1( 2 (*2)) 0 Yp>¢
lim +(.1, —A6)={ 1(%—<—-’§))—2¤ ¤<v,,<¢

&**Y
° ' it;-<%»—¤ y,,<¤
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and

R 1I„’—l(-q-(—;))-¤ v„><=

mg (.1, —A0)={ —1(—’§-(-%))-0 ¤<y„<<=.
rp -·?vi „ 1.-1(2—(2))-0 y„<0

The limits are the same approaching from either direction. The quantity used in evaluating

the velocity on this plane is chosen to be

J2+J3 yp>coryp<0

(.1,+.1,+1,-A6)| b
={—/2+—/3-¤ ¤<v„<¤ .

xv '7* undetermined yp = 0 or yp = c

Case 2, where R,=0 is determined in a similar manner. The singular component of

the velocity calculations on the plane described by

b — a
xn = 'LTLVp + a

ls

J,+J3 yp>coryp<0

_,
" undetermined yp = 0 or yp = c

where

(b — 6)
Y' = yp + 8.

Case 3, where R, = 0 is now determined. The singular component of the velocity calculations

on the plane described by

yp = 0

ls
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J,+J2 xp>aorxp<0
¤<¤„<¤ .‘°

undetermlned xp = 0 or xp = a

The lines where the llmlts where classified as undetermlned are now examined. These

Ilnes are described by

xp==0 yp=0 zp¢0,

xp=b yp=c zp¢0,

and

xp=a yp=Ü zp¢0.

The first Ilne segment has both J, and J, undetermined. The limit as this segment is

approached is

xlimo(J, + J2 + J, — A0) =xIim_0(J, + J, — A0) + J2

yp -•0 yp -•0

where

lzpl S1 Izpl $11
J = sgn(R ) tan"‘ il - tan"1 ————‘ ’

IR, I
’=

IR, I
'•

and

J = sgn(R,) tan"1 Ela- — tan" iii
° IR,l

’¤
lR,l

’=

The above limit ls evaluated by changing to cylindrical coordinates with the origin at (0,0,0).

The point of interest ls then written as
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xp = r cos 0

yp = r sin 0.

and the factors needed to evaluate the limit are

R, =rcos0ä-·-rsin0—§;—

s,2 == (b —rcos6)-5:+ (c—rsin 0)ä

and

° ' r2=[(b—rcos0)2+(c—rsin 0)2+z:]1’2.

The llmlt

Q

Iim(Bi El)
·-·¤ IR, I

’=

has no upper bound because Iz,| > 0, IR,I > 0, s,, > 0 and r, > 0 in the limit and R, ls the only

quantity tendlng to zero; therefore,

-1 Izpl $12 illlmotanThe

same cyllndrical coordinate frame ls used to evaluate the veloclty along the second line

segment. The factors needed to evaluate the Ilmit are

R3 = r sin 0

sg, = r cos 0 —a

rp = [(a — r cos G)2
+ (r sin H)2 + zg]1/2.
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The limit

Iz I
r-•0 [R3] V3

has no lower bound because Iz,I >0, IR,I > 0, s,, < 0 and r, > 0 in the llmit and R, ls the only

quantlty tendlng to zero, therefore

"

tan-1 -.1L
#-3 IR,I

’¤ 2 °

The remainlng factors of J, and J, are

1 tan'1(%—)—1:<0<tan"{—§-)

-1 L -1 L1 tan (b)<0<tan (b)+1:

undetermlned 0 = tan'1( -ä—) or 0 1:

which ls

1 0<0<x
li%sgn(R,)= -1 -7I„’<0<0 ,

undetermlned 0 = 0 or 0 = 1:

Ilm
-

Iz I|lm— Iimjl-r—•0 |R1| V1 P r—•0 r-0 |R1| °

=
I=pI

um
—rb cos0—rcsln0

Izpl "‘•° lrccos0 -rbsin 6l

-rbcosü-rcsin0 -1 c -1 crcoos0—rbsin0 tan (b) ”<0<tan (b)
-rbcos0-rcsln0 -1 L -1 L

rbsln0—rccos0Appendlx
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bcos0+csin0 -1 L __ -1 L
bsin0—ccos0 tan (b) (b)

„ bcos0—csin8 -1 L -1 L{ccos0—bsin0 tan (b)<6<tan (b )+”

undetermined 0 = tan'1( Ti-) or 0 = tan'1(%-) + 1:

and

Izpl S32 1
U

nm —— — =lz l¤am———umÄ‘äi
r-•0( [R3] V1 P r-•0 r-•0 ],-sing]

=
Izpl cosü
Izpl lsinßl

sinü’{ -@ -„<6<o ·sin6
undetermined 0=0or0=1:

The above limits are evaluated by examining üve regions: 1) when

0<0<tan'1(·-g·)

][Qg(J1+Ja—A9)=

L_ -1 bcos0+csin6) —1(COSÜ)_ _L _1[ 2 tan (bsin0—ccos0 sinü ( 2) 2”°

2) when

tan“'1(%-)<0<1:

-A0) =
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_ L_ -1 bcos0+csin0 -1 cos0 L1[ 2 (sinü
)_(-2)]'

3)when

1an"(%)-«<0<o

L_ -1 bcos6+csin0 _ -1 _cos0 L1[2 tan
(bsIn0—ccos0 sinü

)_(-2)]'

4)when

' -1:<0<tan"‘(%)—1:

L_ -1 bcos0+csin0 _ -1 _co58 _ __1L
1[2 tan (ccosü-bsin0)] 1[tan ( sinß) ( 2)]

and5)when

0-o

6-„Isundetermined. Because

-1 cos0 =L_ -1 1tan (sinß) 2 tan <cos0)
sIn0
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-1 cosü _L _ta" (sans )“ 2 6*

-1 cos0 _L_ -1 _tan
< sine )- 2 tan ( tanü)

-1 cos0 _L
Atanand

tan'°x = — tan'1( - x)
I

. these limits are numerically equlvalent for all values of 0 except where it is undetermined.

This undetermined region is not a problem because for a continuous function the limit is in-

dependent of the path. Thus, any direction can be chosen to find the limit. The direction is

chosen to be

-L.0- 2 ,

then the limit Is

·‘
i L..L+J2 +J3 J2 +tan (
b

)+
2 2

Y, -•0

or

xilg_1°(J„ + J2 + J3 — A8) = J2 — tan"1( ä- ).

V, -•0 _

The second line segment, describe by xp = b, yp = c and zp aß 0, can be evaluated in a

similar manner resultlng in .
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_ _ -1 cxilLn•a(J1 + J2 + J3 J1 tan
bY,

-•¤

The thlrd line segment, describe by x, = 0, y, = 0 and z, ¢ 0, can also be evaluated In

a similar manner resulting in

xIlr_nb(J1 + J2 + J3 — A8) = J3 + tan'1( —§—) — tan'1(ä) — 1:.

.v, -•¢

The induced velocity ls now defined for the entire space except on the edges and on

the surface of the element. The velocity is only needed at the vertices and on the interior of

the element. The velocity is needed at the corner points to convect the wake away from the

wing. Because the triangles are planar elements and the induced velocity is in a direction

perpendlcular to the plane the only nonzero component, of the induced velocity, is in the local

z direction. The velocity in the z direction is

Vz* 2%
[ Yy1(a1|1 + b1|4 + 81Xp|y + b1ypl7 + '7 + 81l1°)

* yx1(a1I2 + b1I5 + 81Xp|a + b1ypI· + Ia + b1l10)

+ yy2(a2|1 + b2|4 +82Xp|1•'

Yx2(a2|2 + b2|5 + 82Xp|a + Ö2ypIa + b2'10)

+ 1„<¤¤l« + bau + ¤3¤„¤1 + baYp'7 + am)
— vxe(aa‘2 + hals + °axp‘a + baVp‘a + b:s'10)]·

At the polnt x„==0, y„=0 and z,=0, the limits determlned previously have remained unde-

termlned because the Q, are undetermined. The Q, can be evaluated by changing to spherical

coordlnates with the origin at the polnt (0,0.0). First, by definition

T1 + r2 + d1:u·z„¤«=I1:·~„···{ „,.„,-„, }—

Because r, ls always larger than d,. as the comer ls approached this limit tends to positive

Infinity at a logarithmlc rate. Second,
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_ _ _ T2 *1* T3 + Ö2

which is

In (8 + 8)*/* + a + ((6 — ¤)* + 8]*/*
(D2 + C2)1/2 +3 _ [(8

__
b)2 + c2]1/2 '

Third,

— T3 + T1 + ds

Because r, ls always larger than d,, as the corner is approached this limit tends to positive

Infinity at a logarithmlc rate.

The I, are defined by neglectlng all terms where Q, ls multiplied by x,, y, or 2,, because

r goes to zero faster than Q, and Q, goto Infinity. The integrals needed for the induced velocity

are

- b b 1I1 * *8H11

1
°‘

/z=7;(/’z—'1)—7('2—"a)·%*‘I1

(—°°)1 1 b — a/4*'@(V2"V1)"‘$(Va"/'2)""T*/'/1+/’s'/'1

1 1
°‘

l6=—%;(rz—r«)—7;(r¤—r2)—¤H1
+%**1

and

I10 *ßifg R2Q2·
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ac
6, Q2

This leaves the terms in which I, and I, appear in the velocity equation without being

multlplled by xp, yp and zp . These only appear In the terms involving yp, and y,,,. These terms

are truly slngular, in that the induced velocity is Infinite. These terms are neglected because

‘
the influence of elements that join at a node will cancel because they have the same vorticity

at the shared node. The total induced velocity of an element on itself at the point (0,0,0) is

defined as

Vx == 0

° Vy = 0

and ·

1Vzg

be'6 + a3I10)

· Yx3(a3|2 + bs's + b3|10)]·

In a similar manner, the velocity induced by an element on itself at the point (a,0,0) is

defined as

Vx = 0

Vy = 0

and
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1Vz=K 1: Yy1(8111 *1* 1*114 *1* 81110)
·— vx1(a112 *1* 1*116 *1* 111110)
+ vys(8a11 *1* ba14 *1* a3110)

* Vx3(a312 *1* ba1s *1* b3110)]·

where

— b b1, = (2;-)+1, —aH3+·E·H,

I2 = H4 * H2

114="a'V1*;(’:1'V2)*1*a1‘1s* 1‘16

11s= ··%*1'16—ä;('a—l’2)

and

110 = R1Q1·

Flnally, the velocity Induced by an element on itself at the point (b,c,0) ls defined as

Vx = 0

Vy = 0

and

1Vz= Yy1(a111 *1* 1*114 *1* a1110)
— Yx1(a112 *1* 1*116 *1* 111110)
'1' V>'Z(a212 *1* 1*214 *1* 82110) _ -
' Yx2(8s12 *1* 11216 + 112110)]-

where
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— b 1 b 1*Va) "V1)

I L L2- ,3 (V2‘V1)‘ ,3 (6-6)

I L L•="‘;;("2*"1)* ,7 (r3'r2)+(r3'r1)

1 1Is ·· 6) ··¢H¤

and _

.10 = Race-

The flnal area needed to complete the evaluation Is on the Interior surface of the ele-

ment. The lnduced veloclty ls needed In this area for the no-penetration conditions. The ve-

loclty on this plane must be perpendicular to the sheet; therefore,

Vx = 0

Vy = 0

and

bg'; + agXp'7 + bgyp'7 + '7 + Bglgo)

3 * Yxg(8g'2 + bg'5 + 8gXp'· + bgyp'° + Ia + bglgo)

+ 7y2(a2|1 + bz'4 + a2xp|7 + b2Yp'7 + °2'1o)
b2'5 + 82Xp'· + bzyplß + Ö2'g0)

+ Yß(a3'1 + b3|4 + a3xp|7 + bavplr + @6*1::)
— vx.a(8a'2 + bs's + °aXp'a + bsYp'a + b3|10)]·

Because V, does not contaln l,, ( the only Integral not defined on the Interior of the triangle

when z3, = 0 ) the velocity ls completely defined by the above equations.
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The velocity lnduced at any point in the three dlmensional space is known. The only

exception is along the edge of the trlangle. The velocity lnduced at the corners has been

defined. The complete llstlng of the subroutlne to find the lnduced velocity, Includlng the limits

developed in this section, ls presented in the next section.
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I.4 Subroutlna VELE

SCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCE
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX C
C X VELE X C
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX C
C C
C THIS SUBROUTINE FINDS THE VELOCITY INDUCED BY A VORTEX SHEET C
C AT THE POINT XP, YP, ZP. THE VORTEX SHEET IS A TRIANGULAR C
C ELEMENT. THE METHOD OF CALCULATING THE VELOCITY IS TO DEFINE C
C A LOCAL COORDINATE FRAME NHERE THE LOCAL X AXIS IS ALONG THE C
C LONGEST SIDE AND THE TRIANGLE AND THE Y AXIS IS SUCH THAT C
C THE OTHER VERTEX OF THE TRIANGLE HAS A POSITIVE COMPONENT. C
C THE TRIANGLE VERTICES ARE (0,0), (B,C) AND (A,0). THIS C
C ASSURES A>0, B>0, C>0 AND A>B, ALSO THE TRIANGLE NILL BE IN C
C X-Y PLANE. ONCE THE COORDINATE SYSTEM IS DEFINED THE VELOCITY C
C DUE TO SIX BASIS FUNCTIONS NILL BE CALCULATED IN THE LOCAL C
C FRAME FROM THE CLOSED FORM INTEGRALS. THE SIX VELOCITY C
C VECTORS NILL THEN BE TRANSFORMED BACK TO THE ORIGINAL FRAME C

E BEFORE RETURNING TO THE CALLING ROUTINE. E
E THE SIX CASES OF BASIS FUNCTIONS ARE: E
C CASE1 --- VORTICITY IN THE X, MAGNITUDE OF 1 AT (0,0) C
C CASE2 --- VORTICITY IN THE X, MAGNITUDE OF 1 AT (B,C) C
C CASE3 --- VORTICITY IN THE X, MAGNITUDE OF 1 AT (A,0) C
C CASE4 --- VORTICITY IN THE Y, MAGNITUDE OF 1 AT (0,0) C
C CASES --- VORTICITY IN THE Y, MAGNITUDE OF 1 AT (B,C) C

E CASE6 --- VORTICITY IN THE Y, MAGNITUDE OF 1 AT (A,0) EE THE INPUT VARIABLES ARE: E
C XP --- X POSITION OF THE POINT OF INTEREST C
C YP --- Y POSITION OF THE POINT OF INTEREST C
C ZP --· Z POSITION OF THE POINT OF INTEREST C
C XNODE --- X POSITION IN THE BODY FRAME OF NODE(IDENTE,I) C
C YNODE --- Y POSITION IN THE BODY FRAME OF NODE(IDENTE,I) C
C ZNODE --- Z POSITION IN THE BODY FRAME OF NODE(IDENTE,I) C
C N(I,3)--- NODE NUMBER IDENTIFYING MATRIX OF ELEMENT IDENTE C
C IDENTE--- IDENTIFICATION NUMBER OF THE ELEMENT C
C AELE(I)·- A OF TRIANGLE IDENTE C
C BELE(I)-- B OF TRIANGLE IDENTE C
C CELE(I)-- C OF TRIANGLE IDENTE C
C DIRCOS--- DIRECTION COSINE MATRIX OF ELEMENT IDENTE C
C ABASE --- THE BASIS OF THE ELEMENT 1-3 ARE A SUB I C
C 4-6 ARE B SUB I C

E FOURPI--- 4 X PI EE THE OUTPUT VARIABLES ARE: E
C VX(I) --- X VELOCITY FOR CASE I C
C VY(I) --- Y VELOCITY FOR CASE I C

E VZ(I) --- Z VELOCITY FOR CASE I E
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

SUBROUTINE VELE
IMPLICIT REALX8(A-H,O-Z)

- PARAMETER (ME=366,MN=216)
DIMENSION VP(6),V0(6),VR(6)
COMMON/VELINP/ XP,YP,ZP,IDENTE,NODE1,NODE2
COMI••ION/CON$T$/ FOURPI , PI , CUTOFF, CUTWK
COMMON/VELOUT/ VX( 6 ) , VY(6 ) , VZ( 6 )
COMMON/ELDATA/ NELE,NOOE,N(ME,3),XNODE(MN),YNODE(MN),ZNODE(MN)
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COMMON/CORNER/ AELE(ME)•BELE(ME)•CELE(ME),D1RCOS(ME,3•3)
C COMMONIEBASISI ABASE(ME,6)
E COPING THE ORIGINAL VARIABLES

XPDUM=XP
YPDUM=YP

C ZPDUM=ZP

E PUTTING THE POINT OF INTEREST INTO LOCAL COORDINATES
XNP=(XP-XNODE(N(1DENTE,1)))XOIRCOS(1DENTE•1,1)

. +(YP-YNODE(N(IDENTE,1)))XD1RCOS(IDENTE•1,2)

. +(ZP-ZNODE(N(1DENTE,1)))XD1RCO$(1DENTE,1,5)
YNP=(XP-XNODE(N(1DENTE„1)))XD1RCOS(1DENTE•2•1)

. +(YP-YNODE(N(IDENTE,1)))§D1RCOS(1DENTE•2p2)
_ . +(ZP-ZNODE(N(1DENTE,1)))XD1RCO5(1DENTE•2»3) E

ZNP=(XP-XNODE(N(IDENTE,1)))XD1RCOS(IDENTE»5•1)
. +(YP-YNODE(N(IDENTE,1)))XDIRCOS(IDENTE,3,2)
. +(ZP-ZNOOE(N(1DENTE,1)))XD1RCOS(1DENTE•5»5)
XP=XNP
YP=YNP

C ZP=ZNP
E COPING THE TRIANGLE LOCAL VERTICES INTO A,B•C

A=AELE(1DENTE)
B=BELE(IDENTE)

C C=CELE(1DENTE)
E THE 1NTEGRALS• FIRST THE PARAHETERS FOR 110

D1=DSQRT(B¤ß+c¤c)
OZ=DSORT((A-B)X(A-B)+CXC)
D3=A
C1=!/D1
C2=(A·B)/D2
C3=-1.0D0
S1=C/D1
52=-C/D2
S3=0.0D0
RR1= XP X51- YP XC1
RR2=(XP-B)X52-(YP·C)§C2
RR3=(xP-A)x$5— YP XC3
511* ·XP XC1 -YP X51
S12=(B-XP)¤c1+(c-YP)¤$1
$21=(B-XP)XC2+(C-YP)XS2
S22=(A-XPJXCZ -YP xS2
S31=(A-XP)Xc3 -YP ¤$5
532= ·XP XC3 -YP X55
R1=D$QRT¢XP¤xP+YP¤YP+zP¤ZP)
R2=D5ORT((B-XP)X(B-XP)+(C-YP)X(C-YP)+ZPXZP)
R5=DSORT((A—XP)X(A-XP)+YPXYP+ZPXZP)
DENOM1=R1+R2—D1 „
DENOM2=R2+R3·D2

C OENOM3=R3+R1-D3

E SEEING IF THE VELOCITY 15 TO BE CALCULATED AT A SINGULAR POINT
1F(OAB5(DENOM1).LT.CUTOFF.OR.

. DAB$(DENOM2).LT.CUTOFF.OR.

. DABS(DENOM3).LT.CUTOFF)THEN
DO 1=1•6

VP(I)=0.0DO
VQ(I)=0.0D0
VR(I)=0.0D0

10 CONTINUE '
1F(DAB$(XP).LT.CUTOFF.AND.
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. DABS(YP).LT.CUTOFF.ANO.
L

C . DABS(ZP).LT.CUTOFF)THEN
E FOR THE CORNER XP=O, YP=O AND ZP=O
C

O2=DLOG((R2+R3+D2)/DENOM2)

S OEFINING THE ALPHA PARAMETERS FOR THE H'S
ALPHA1=( ( B-A)¤( B-A)+c¤C)/(cnc)
ALPI·IA2=( (B-A)/C)¤A
ALPHA3=( B¤B+C¤C)/(CIC)
ALPHA4=0.0DO— ALPHA5=(C¤C+B¤B)/(BXB)
ALPHA6=0.0DO
ALPHA7=((B·A)¤(B·A)+CXC)/((B·A)!(B-A))

C ALPHA8=A¤(C/(B•A))§(C/(B—A)) _

E NON FOR THE H'S
II1=¤2/¤$QRT(ALPHA1J
H2=(R2·R5)/ALPHA1·ALPHA2!H1/ALPHA1
H4=(R2—R1)/ALPHA5
H6=(R2·R1)/ALPHA5
H7=(A·B)¤H1/C

C I·I8=( R3-R2)/ALPI·IA7+ALPHAsxI·I71ALPHA7
E FINDING I1 THROUGH IIO

AINT1=·A¤H1+((A·B)/C)¤H2+B¤H4/C
AINT2=-H2+H4
AINT4=·H6·H8+R3-R1
AINT5=·C¤H6/B+(A¤C)/(B-A)¤H7-C¤H8/(B—A)

C AINT10=RR2§O2

E COPYING THE BASIS CONSTANTS INTO A1 THROUGH B3
A1=ABASE(IOENTE•1)
A2=ABASE(IDENTE»2)
A5=ABASE(IDENTE•3)
B1=ABASE(IDENTE•4)
B2=ABASE(IDENTE,5)

C B3=ABASE(IDENTE,6) _
E NON THE VELOCITY COHPONENTS• FOR CASEI

VP(1)=0.000
VO(1)=0.0DO

C VR(1)*0.000
E FOR CASE2

VP(2)*0.000
V0(2)=0.0DO

C VR(2)*-A2§AINTZ·B2¤AINT5·B2¤AINT1O
E

FOR CASE3 V
VP(3)=0.000
V0(3)=0.000

C VR(3)=·A5¤AINT2·B3§AINT5·B3¤AINTIO
·

E FOR CASE4
VP(4)=0.0DO
VO(4)=0.0DO
VR(4)=0.0DO

C
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E FOR CASES
VP(5)=0.0DO
V0(5)=0.0D0

C VR(5)=A2¥AINT1+B2¤AINT6+A2¤AINT1O

E FOR CA$E6
VP(6)=0.0DO
V0(6)=0.0DOg§§6g;A3§AINT1+B3XAINT4+A3§AINT1O
IF(DABS(XP-A).LT.CUTOFF.AND.

. DABS(YP).LT.CUTOFF.AND.

C . DABS(ZP).LT.CUTOFF)THEN
E FOR THE CORNER XP=A, YP=0 AND ZP=O
C 01=DLOG((R1+R2+D1)/DENOH1)

E DEFINING THE ALPHA PARAMETERS FOR THE H'S
ALPHA1=((B—A)§(B·A)+CXC)/(CIC)
ALPHA2=0.0D0
ALPHA5=(B§B+C¤C)/(CIC)__ ALPHA6=B/CIA
ALPHA5=(C¤C+B¤B)/(BXB)
ALPHA6=A
ALPHA7=((B·A)¤(B·A)+C¤C)/((B·A)¤(B-A))

C ALPHA8=A+A¤(C/(B·A))¤(C/(B-A))
E NON FOR THE H'S

H2=(R2·R3)/ALPHA1
H5=01/DSORT(ALPHA3)
H4=(R2·R1)/ALPHA3+ALPHAGIHS/ALPHA3
H5=¤xII3/C
H6=(R2-R1)/ALPHA5+ALPHA6XH5/ALPHA5

C H8=(R3·R2)/ALPHA7

E FINDING I1 THROUGH I1O
AINT1=((A-B)/C)¤H2—A¤H3+B¤H4/C
AINT2=-H2+H4
AINT4=A§H5·H6—H8+R5·R1
AINT5=-C§H6/B—CXH8/(B-A)

C AINT10=RR1§Q1

E COPYING THE BASIS CONSTANTS INTO A1 THROUGH B3
A1=ABASE(IDENTE¤1)
A2=ABASE(IDENTE•2)
A5=ABA$E(IDENTE,3)
B1=ABASE(IDENTE•4)
B2=ABASE(IDENTE,5)

C B3=ABASE(IDENTE;6)
E NON THE VELOCITY COMPONENTS, FOR CASE1

VP(1)=0.0D0
V0(1)=0.0DO

C VR(1)=·A1§AINT2·B1§AINT5·B1IAINTIO
E FOR CASE2 —

VP(2)=0.0D0
V0(2)=0.0DO
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c VR(2)=0.0D0

E FOR CASE3
VP(3)=0.0D0
V0(3)=0.0D0

C VR(3)=-ASIAINT2-B3¤AINT5·B3§AINT1O
E FOR CASE6

VP(4)=0.0DO
V0(6)=0.0DO

C VR(4)=Ä1XAINTI+B1XÄINT4+AI§AINT]O
E

FOR CASE5_

VP(5)=0.0DO
V0(5)=0.0DO

C VR(5)=0.0DO

E FOR CASE6
VP(6)=0.0DO
V0(6)=0.0DOäääég;A3§AINT1+B3§AINT4+A3!AINT1O
IF(DABS(XP·B).LT.CUTOFF.AND. -·

. DABS(YP·C).LT.CUTOFF.AND.

C . DABS(ZP).LT.CUTOFF)THEN
E FOR THE CORNER XP=B• YP=C AND ZP=O
C

Q3=DLOG<(R3+R1+D3)/DENOMSJ

E DEFINING THE ALPHA PARAMETERS FOR THE H'S
ALPHA1=((¤—A)¤(B—A)+cxcJ/tcxc)
ALPHA2=((B-A)/C)§(A•B)·C
ALPHA3=(D§B*C!C)/(CXC)
ALPHA4=B/c¤B+c
ALPHA5=(C!C+B¥B)/(BIB)
ALPHA6=B+C/Bxc
ALPHA7=((B-A)!(B-A)+C¤C)/((B-A)¤(B—A))

CE NON FOR THE H'S
H2=(R2·R3)/ALPHA1
H‘=(R2'R1)/ÄLPÜÄS
H6=(R2·R1)/ALPHA5
H8=(R3—R2)/ALPHA7

C H9=03
E FINDING I1 THROUGH IIO

AINT1=((A-I)/C)¥H2+B¤H4/C
AINT2=•H2+H4
AINT4=-H6·H8+R3-R1
AINT5=-C§H6/B·C§H8/(B·A)—C¤H9

C AINT10=RR3¥Q3
E COPYING THE BASIS CONSTANTS INTO A1 THROUGH B3

A1=ABASE(IDENTE•1)
A2=ABASE(IDENTE,2)
A3=ABA$E(IDENTE,3)
B1=ABASE(IDENTE,4)
B2=ABASE(IDENTE,5)
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C B3=ABASE(IDENTE,6)
E NON THE VELOCITY COMPONENTS, FOR CASE1

VP(1)=0.0DO
VO(1)=0.0DO

C VR(1)=·A1IAINTZ-BIXAINTS-B1¤AINT1O

E FOR CASE2
VP(Z)=0.0DO
VO(2)=0.000

C VR(2)=·A2¤AINTZ·BZ¤AINT5·B2¤AINT1O
E FOR CASE3 _

VP(3)=0.0DO
V0(3)=0.0DO

C VR(3)=0.0DO
E FOR CASE4

VP(4)=0.0DO
V0(4)=0.0DO

C VR(4)=A1§AINT1+B1¤AINT4+A1xAINT1O
E FOR CASE5

VP(5)=0.0DO
V0(5)=0.0DO

C VR(5)=AZ¤AINT1+B2¤AINT4+A2¤AINT1O
E FOR CASE6

VP(6)=0.0DO
VO(6)=0.0DO
VR(6)=0.0DO

C END IF
E TRANSFORMING THE SIX VELOCITY VECTORS BACK TO GLOBAL

ELSE
O1=DLOG((R1+RZ+D1)/DENOM1)
OZ=DLOG((R2+R3+D2)/DENOMZ)

C
03=DLOG((R3+R1+D5)/DENOM3)

E SKIPPING THE LIMIT TESTS IF ALL THE RRS ARE NON ZERO
IF(DABS(RR1).LT.CUTOFF.OR.

. DABS(RR2).LT.CUTOFF.OR.

C . DABS(RR5).LT.CUTOFF)THEN
E FIRST IF RR1=O RRZ AND RRS NONZERO

IF(DABS(RR1).LT.CUTOFF.AND.
. DABS(RR2).GE.CUTOFF.ANO.
. DABS(RR3).GE.CUTOFF)THEN

PZ=DABS(RRZ)/RRZ!(DATAN(DABS(ZP/RRZ)¤S22/R3)
. —DATAN(DABS(ZP/RR2)¤S21/R2))

P5=DABS(RR5)/RR3¤(DATAN(DABS(ZP/RR3)¤S32/R1)
. —DATAN(DABS(ZP/RR3)§S31/R5))

IF(YP.GT.C.OR.YP.LT.0.0DO)THEN
SUMP=P2+P5

ELSE
SUMP=PZ+P3-PI

END IF
END IF

C
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E SECOND IF RRZ=O RR1 AND RR3 NONZERO
IF(DABS(RR1).GE.CUTOFF.AND.

. DABS(RRZ).LT.CUTOFF.AND.

. DABS(RR3).GE.CUTOFF)THEN
P1=DAB$(RR1)/RR1§(DATAN(DABS(ZP/RR1)¤S12/RZ)

. —DATAN(DABS(ZP/RR1)xS11/R1))
P3=DABS(RR5)/RR3§(DATAN(DABS(ZP/RR5)¤S52/R1)

. ·DATAN(DABS(ZP/RR3)§S31/R3))
IF(YP.GT.C.OR.YP.LT.0.0DO)THEN

$UMP=P1+P3
ELSE

$UMP=P1+P3·PI
END IF

C END IF
E THIRD IF RR3=O RR1 AND RRZ NONZERO

IF(DABS(RR1).GE.CUTOFF.AND.
. DABS(RR2).GE.CUTOFF.AND.
. DABS(RR3).LT.CUTOFF)THEN

P1=DABS(RR1)/RR1!(DATAN(DABS(ZP/RR1)¥S1Z/RZ)
. 'ÜÄTÄN(DÄB$(ZP/RR1)¥$11/R1))

PZ=DABS(RRZ)/RRZ§(DATAN(DABS(ZP/RRZ)¤$2Z/R3)
. ·DATAN(DABS(ZP/RRZ)¤SZ1/RZ))

IF(XP.GT.A.OR.XP.LT.0.0DO)THEN
SUMP=P1+PZ

ELSE
- SUMP=P1+PZ·PI

END IF

C END IF

E IF IOTH RR1 AND RR3 ARE ZERO
IF(DABS(RR1).LT.CUTOFF.AND.DABS(RR3).LT.CUTOFF)THEN

P2=DABS(RRZ)/RR2!(DATAN(DABS(ZP/RRZ)¤SZZ/R3)
. ·DATAN(DABS(ZP/RR2)¤SZ1/RZ))

SUMP=PZ+DATAN(·C/I)

C END IF

E IF BOTH RR1 AND RRZ ARE ZERO
IF(DABS(RR1).LT.CUTOFF.AND.DABS(RRZ).LT.CUTOFF)THEN

P5=DABS(RR3)/RR3§(DATAN(DABS(ZP/RR3)!S32/R1)
. -DATAN(DABS(ZP/RR3)¤S31/R3))

SUMP=P3+DATAN(C/D)-DATAN(C/(B-A))-PI

C END IF
E IF BOTH RRZ AND RR5 ARE ZERO

IF(DAB$(RRZ).LT.CUTOFF.AND.DABS(RR3).LT.CUTOFF)THEN
P1=DABS(RR1)/RR1§(DATAN(DABS(ZP/RR1)XS12/R2)

. -DATAN(DABS(ZP/RR1)¤S11/R1))
SUMP=P1+DATAN(C/(B-A))

END IF
ELSE

PI=DABS(RR1)/RR1¤(DATAN(DABS(ZP/RR1)¤S1Z/RZ)
. -DATAN(DABS(ZP/RR1)xS11/R1))

PZ=DABS(RRZ)/RRZ§(DATAN(DABS(ZP/RRZ)¤SZZ/R3)
. -DATAN(DABS(ZP/RRZ)§S21/R2))

_ P3=DABS(RR5)/RR5¤(DATAN(DABS(ZP/RR3)¤S3Z/R1)
. -DATAN(DABS(ZP/RR5)XS31/R5))

DTHETA=0.0DO
IF(RR1.GT.0.0DO.AND.RR2.GT.0.0DO.AND.RR3.GT.0.0DO)THEN

DTHETA=Z.0DO¤PI
END IF
SUMP=P1+P2+P3-OTHETA
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C END IF
E PUTTING TOGETHER IIO AND I9 FIRST THE LIMIT IF ZP=O

IF(RR1.GT.0.0DO.AND.RR2.GT.0.0D0.AND.RR3.GT.0.0DO.AND.
. DABS(ZP).LT.CUTOFF)THEN

AINT9=0.0DO
ELSE

IF(DAB$(ZP).LT.CUTOFF)THEN
AINT9=0.0DO

ELSE
AINT9=DABS(ZP)/ZP¤SUMP

END IF
END IF

C AINT10=RR1¤01+RR2*02+RR3!O5+DABS(ZPJXSUMP
E DEFINING THE ALPHA PARAMETER5 FOR THE H'S

ALPI·IA1=( (B-A)¤( B-A)+c¤C)/(cnc)
ALPHA2=((B·A)/C)¤(A-XP)·YP
ALPHA5=(B¤B+C¤C)/(CIC)
ALPHA4=B/C¤XP+YP
ALPHA5=(C!C+B¤B)/(BIB)
ALPHA6=XP+C/BXYP
ALPHA7=((B—A)¤(B·A)+C¥C)/((B·A)¤(B—A))

C ALPHA8=XP+A§(C/(B-A))¤(C/(B·A))+YP§(C/(B—A))

E NON FOR THE H'S
H1=O2/DSORT(ALPHA1) ·
H2=(RZ-R3)/ALPHA1·ALPHA2¤H1/ALPHA1
H3=O1/DSORT(ALPHA3)
H4=(R2·R1)/ALPHA3+ALPHA4§H3/ALPHA3
H5=B¤H3/C
H6=(R2-R1)/ALPHA5+ALPHA6¤H5/ALPHA5
H7=(A·B)!H1/C
H8=(R3·R2)/ALPHA7+ALPHA8¤H7/ALPHA7

C H9=Q3
E FINOING II THROUGH I8

AINTI=(XP—A)¤H1+((A·B)/C)¤H2·XP¤H3+B§H4/C
AINT2=YP§H1-H2-YP¤H3+H4
AINT3=ZP¤HI·ZPxH3
AINT4=XP!H5·H6+XP¤H7·H8+R5·R1
ÄINT5=YP*H5'C*H6/D+(YP+(Ä¥C)/(B'Ä))¥H7'C§H8/(B'Ä)'YP!H9
AINT6 =ZP¤H5+ZP¤I·I7 -ZP¤H9
AINT7=H3·H1

C AINT8=·H5-H7+H9

E COPYING THE BASIS CONSTANTS INTO A1 THROUGH B3
A1=ABASE(IDENTE•1)
A2=ABASE(IDENTE•2)
A3=ABASE(IDENTE,3)
B1=ABASE(IDENTE,4)
B2=ABASE(IDENTE,5)

C B5=ABASE(IDENTE,6)

E NON THE VELOCITY COMPONENTS, FOR CASE1
VP(1)=0.0DO “
V0(I)=A1XAINT3+B1¤AINT6+A1XXPIAINT9+B1xYP¤AINT9+AINT9
VR(1)=·A1!AINT2·B1!AINT5·A1!XP!AINTB—B1§YP¤AINT8·AINT8

C . -B1xAINT10
C FOR CASE2
C
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VP(Z)=0.0DO
VQ(2)=A2xAINT3+B2xAINT6+A2xxPxAINT9+B2¤YPxAINT9

C VR(2)=-AZIAINT2-BZXAINT5-A2¤XP¤AINT8-BZXYPXAINTB-BZXAINT10
E FOR CASE5

VP(3)=0.0DO
VQKCVR(3)=·A3!AINT2·B3§AINT5—A3¤XP§AINT8-B3XYP¤AINT8-BSXAINTIO
E FOR CASEG

ggg:}f;Aä;sINT3-B1¤AINT6-A1¤XP¤AINT9—B1¤YP¤AINT9-AINT9
VR(4)=AI¤AINT1+B1¤AINT4+A1¤XP¤AINT7+B1xYP¤AINT7+AINT7

C . +A1¤AI NT10

E FOR CASE5
vs;ggf;Aä;3INT3·B2¤AINT6-AZIXPIAINT9-BZXYPXAINT9

C VR(5)=Aé¤AINT1+B2¤AINT4+A2§XP!AINT7+B2¤YPxAINT7+A2¤AINT1O
E FOR CASE6 ·

3:22g=;Aä;äINT3—B3¥AINT6—A3¤XP¤AINT9-BSXYPXAINT9
END I¥R(6)=AS¤AINT1+B3¥AINT4+A3¤XP¤AINT7+B3¤YP¤AINT7+A3¥AINT1O

C

E TRANSFORMING THE SIX VELOCITY VECTORS BACK TO GLOBAL
DO I =1 0 6

VX(I)=VP(I)!DIRCOS(IDENTE•1;1)„ +VO(I)!DIRCOS(IDENTE,2•1)
. +VR(I)¤DIRCOS(IDENTE•3,1)

VX(I)=VX(I)/FOURPI
VY(I)=VP(I)!DIRCOS(IDENTE,1,2)

. +V0(I)¤DIRCOS(IDENTE,2•2)

. +VR(I)¤OIRCOS(IDENTE,3,2)
VY(I)=VY(I)/FOURPI
VZ(I)=VP(I)!DIRCOS(IDENTE,1,3)

. +VO(I)¤DIRCOS(IDENTE,2,3)

. +VR(I)¤DIRCO$(IDENTE,3•3)
VZ(I)=VZ(I)/FOURPI

C 2O CONTINUE

E RESTORING THE ORIGINAL VARIABLES
XP=XPDUM
YP=YPDUM
ZP=ZPDUI4
RETURN
ENO
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Appendix II

Velocity induced by a Variable Vortex Filament

ll.1 Integral Equations
The velocity induced by a general vortex lilament is

17„= v,,T+ vy]°+ v,E°

where V-, ls the induced veloclty and and
It.

are the unit vectors of the local coordinate

frame of the fllament. The circulation on the lilament, in the tilament’s local coordinate frame

the x·axls always runs along the filament, has the form

X2
I“(x)=G1T+G2x+G3.

The veloclty induced by a vortex ülament can be written as

-· 1 6T X (F - E)V =·—_IF(¤>—.%—-
° "' lr —s I3

A vortex tllament Is shown in Figure 105.

From Figure 105

6T = ux?.

and

F =F — S.

The cross product can then be expanded so that the veloclty ls
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Flgure 105. Coordlnete Frerne ef e Vortex Care

-· 1 dxIÄ· I sin0.

IP I Ii xr I

With the deflnltions

P = IE I

and

F ={rg:.
Ii x r I

the induced veloclty is

VC =éj‘I‘(x) dx;.

The following variable substitution can be used to further expand the integral,
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. hsm 0 = 7

where h ls the perpendicular distance from the local x axis to the point of interest, and be-

cause 7

x = E — h cot 0

Then the integral becomes °

•h 0 °
_‘

vc =J—I zl‘(x)—-émlh cosec20 d0e,4* gi ( h )2
sin 0

which can be reduced to

V do?c 41r o' h °

where 27 is the distance from the origin of the coordinate frame to the point where the per-

pendicular is measured, the velocity ls

" Q 0* -2 — 2 2 . -Vc= 88 (x —2hxoot0+h cot0)sm0d0e
. 01

G2 02 _ .•

+7-I (x —hcot0)sln0 d0e1l
G ..

+if z sin 0 d0e41:
01

or
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l7c=%E°|:%ä[cos0+ln(tan%)]—h:'isin0-%cos0]|::

+%-;[ —:?cos0—hsin 0]|°*
1th gi

The definitions of h and E lead to the following expressions in terms of r and 0

h2 — :72 = r? sln201 - rf cos201

= r$[ % (1 — cos 201)- %- (1 + cos 201)]

= — rf cos 201,

ha? = rf sin 01 oos 01

== r? sln 201

and

- h( sin 02 — sln 01)- >?( cos 02 — cos 01) =
— r1( sln 01 sln 02 — sln201) — r1( cos 01 cos 02 — CGSZÜ1)

= — r1( sln 01 sln 02 + oos 01 cos 02) + r1( sln201 + cos201)

= r1[1 — cos(01 - 02)].

The above deflnitfons and the substltutlon

*¤··( %)
=canbe used to show that the lnduced veloclty Is

A
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—· G, .. 1 2
_

2 (1—cos02)sin0,V¢“' 41rh °[ 2 rl S"' S1"' (1—cos01)sin02

cos 261(cos 0, — cos 02)+ r? sin 20,( sin 0, — sin 02)]

G ub+j¤ mu - ¤¤=<v„ — v„»1
G i

The last term of this equation is the well known Biot-Savart law.

Il.2 Vortex Core Slngularltles

The only possible numerical problems, occur when h goes to zero; h is zero along the

x axis. Three dlstinct areas exist where h goes to zero. Two areas are outside the tilament;

the other ls on the tllament. The three regions are detlned in Figure 106.

Xn9„e®° X
oR€Q\O

1.8*tt9„e®°

Figure 106. Reglene et Numerleel Dltllcultlee _

The variable substitutions

6, = [(l + x)’ +
n’]"’

and
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d2 = [X2 + h2]1/2

lead to the slne and cosine terms being

- ..L · ..Lsin01- d1, s¤nI91— dz.

I +x _LCOS Ü1 = d1
änd cos 01 " d2

where I and x are shown in Figure 107.

x\
6,- __ __

...

-A

VC

Figure 107. Deflnltlone ot New Verleblee

All three regions will be lnvestlgated by using a Taylor~serles expansion of the sine and cosine

for small h. To second order, the expansions are

n n 1 . -‘ slnü =l==—;————— •fx¢01 (:72 +h2)"2 Ixl Hi 1,2
E2

n nz . nrlT| 1in · X <
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n h2 n=7-+0 — forI—:-I<<1,
Ixl (:72)

"

hslnü ¤——i————

_ 2„%1——'%+... nlälmI1—xI 2(I—JÜ '··><

a

I1-xl (1-7) x

cosü ¤—-i——=sgn(5<') Ifi¢01E2

2
¤sgn(B<1—é2—+ if I %- I <1

n' 11* n¤$§I‘I()Ü<1—§2·—)+O(;_;·) f0I’I·,?I<<1,

and

~ mas,-——-%—¤sgn(1->?); am-a¢o
[U"?) ‘*'h]

1+
h2 112<1—¤¤’

n“
n=sgnI— 1—+... IfI——-:-I 1( EI 2«—»¤’ I '·* <
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=sgn(I—)?)1-Ä +0 Ä forI—L:I<<1.211 — Z) 11 - >¤ '· *

Now conslder

II
I'? sin201

I
(1 — cos 02) sin 01

n-20 h n (1 - cos 01) sin 02

11* L 2
-2 2 2 2 ii_ x + h h 20 + 7) . - --IIT2I h i2|n{ h2 h

IfX¢ÜOI*X·l¢Ü.
2,7* (I+>Ü

It follows that, for E ¢ 0 or :7 - I ¢ 0,

* 1 *0 1 0 1 0um r1sn1In (—cos 2)sn1 =0I1-0 h (1 — cos 01) sin 02 '

Now consider

r?
cos 201( cos 01 — cos 02)

-2 2
cos201 — sin201)( cos 01 — cos 02) _

-2 2 2 2 2 2
1% 11 ,0 ,0 2,0 21,7 -10

if>?¢0or27—I¢0,

-2 2 2 - =
-_

(1 - °(h 'f s°“® sgnoi 0 11,7160 orx'—I¢0.'•
O(1) 1f sgn® = — sgn(x — I)

Therefore,
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2 .
-r, Ouf sn(>?)= sgn(x-I) _ _

hNowconsldar

II isin26(sIn0 —sIn0),.133:: = ·
2

-2 2
2 cos H, sin 0,( sin 0, — sin 02)

-2 2 2,2,, 2<.+;,„„,,,,(,,.2.).;».(L,L)hg) h 2:7* I:7I I:7I I:7-II

=0 if5¢'¥=0or2?—H=0.

Nowconsider

u im- 6-6„j_'},h
v°°$(1

2))

-2 2
(1 - cos 0, cos 02 — sin 0, sin 62)

-2 2 2 2
I'-?)

"
2:7* 2(:?—I)2 I:7I I:7—II

, 0If sgn(:Ö= sgn(2?-I) _f_
0

__
I 0

- oolf sgn(1?)=-sgn(>?—I)
'x¢ orx- ¢°

Suppose:?==0

sin0,=1, cos6,=0

. · I1 I
·

SII'I02=, cos02=—
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T1 = h

* 1 *6 1 6 1 6
um

r,sn
1In

(-cos 2)Sn1
h-•0 h (1 — cos 81) sin 82

((1* + n*)"* + I)(1)
=’lQ‘•l‘öh(1)Il‘I{—l—·T— =¤ O

r?
cos 28,( cos 8, - cos 82)+ sin 28,( sin 0, — sin 82)] = 0

Ilm LL(1—cos8 cos8 -sin8 sln8 )=1

and
~ ~

1

The same results are obtained when :7 == I.

The results of this investigation show that all numerical difliculties encountered when

trylng to evaluate the velocity due to a vortex core can be removed by establishing a cylinder

of radlus cutotf along the x axis of the core inside of which the induced velocity is set to zero.

Section II.3 presents the subroutlne used to determine the velocity induced by a vari-

able strength vortex oore using the above equatlons. The following section has a shortened

version of subroutine VELVF that only calculates the induced velocity due to a constant

strength fllament, such as those in the wake mesh.
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II.3 Subroutlne VELVF

ECCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCE
C IXXXIXXXXXX c
C at VELVF x C

C
C

C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE VELOCITY INDUCED AT A POINT C
C BY A VARIABLE STRENGTH VORTEX FILAMENT. THIS FILAMENT C
C IS ALONG ONE SIDE OF A TRIANGULAR ELEMENT. THE VORTEX C

E STRENGTH IS GIVEN BY G(X)=1/2 G1 X¤x2 + G2 X + G3. E
E THE THREE CASES OF THE BASIS ARE: E
C CASE1 —·· INFLUENCE HITH G1=1 G2=G3=O C
C CASE2 ——- INFLUENCE NITH G2=1 G1=G3=O C

E CASES --— INFLUENCE HITH G5=1 G1=GZ=O EE THE INPUT VARIABLES ARE: E
C XP ·—— X POSITION OF THE POINT OF INTEREST C
C YP —·· Y POSITION OF THE POINT OF INTEREST C
C ZP -·· Z POSITION OF THE POINT OF INTEREST C
C XNODE ·-· X POSITION IN THE BODY FRAME OF NODE C
C YNODE -·· Y POSITION IN THE BODY FRAME OF NODE C
C ZNODE ·—· Z POSITION IN THE BODY FRAME OF NODE C
C NODE1 ··— FIRST NODE OF THE CORE C
C NODE2 ·—· SECOND NODE OF THE CORE C
C FOURPI ·· FOUR TIMES PI C

E CUTHK ·· CUTOFF DISTANCE INSIDE HHICH THE VEL=O EE THE OUTPUT VARIABLESARE:C
VXVF(I) - X VELOCITY FOR CASE I C

C VYVF(I) · Y VELOCITY FOR CASE I C

E
VZVF(I) · Z VELOCITY FOR CASE I

E
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

SUBROUTINE VELVF
IMPLICIT REALXB (A·H:O·Z)
PARAMETER (ME=566:MN=216)
COMMON/CONSTS/ FOURPI:PI:CUTOFF:CUTHK
COMMON/VELINP/ XP:YP:ZP:IDENTE:NODE1:NODE2
COMMON/VELVFO/ VXVF(3)•VYVF(3):VZVF(5)
COMMON/ELDATA/ NELE:NODE:N(ME:3):XNODE(MN):YNODE(MN):ZNODE(MN)

C DIMENSION F(3)

E FINDING THE POSITION OF THE FILAMENT
X1=XNODE(NODE1)
Y1=YNODE(NODE1)
Z1=ZNODE(NODE1)
X2=XNODE(NODE2)
Y2=YNODE(NODE2)

C Z2=ZNODE(NODEZ)

E CREATING THE R1 VECTOR
R1X=XP-X1
R1Y=YP-Y1 ~
R1Z=ZP—Z1

C R1MAG=DSQRT(R1XxR1x+R1YxR1Y+R1ZxR1Z)
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E CREATING THE R2 VECTOR
R2X=XP-X2
R2Y=YP—Y2
R2Z=ZP·Z2

C R2MAG=D$QRT(R2xxR2x+R2Y¤R2Y+R2Z¤R2Z)

E CREATING A VECTOR IN THE DIRECTION OF THE FILAMENT
0MX=X2-X1
0MY=Y2—Y1
0MZ=Z2-Z1

C 0MMAG=DSQRT(0Mxx0Mx+0MYx0MY+0Mzx0MZJ
E USING THE CROSS PRODUCT FOR VECTOR IN DIRECTION OF VELOCITY

EX=0MYxR1Z-0MzxR1Y
EY=OMZ§R1X·OMX¤R1Z
EZ=0MXxR1Y·0MYxR1X

C EMÄG=ÜS°RT(Ex*Ex+EY*EY+EZXEZ)
E CHECKING IF THE POINT IS INSIDE THE CUTOFF LIMIT

IF((EMAG/OMMAG/OMMAG).LT.CUTHK) THEN
DO I=1•3

VXVF(I)=0.0DO
VYVF(I)=0.0DO
VZVF(I)=0.0DO

IO CONTINUE

C ELSE

E MAKING THE E VECTOR A UNIT VECTOR
EX=EX/EMAG
EY=EY/EMAG

C EZ=EZ/EMAG
E FINDING THETA 1 AND THETA 2 BY USING THE DOT PRODUCT

CO$T1=(R1X¥UMX*RlY*UMY+R1ZXUMZ)/(RINAGXOMMAG)
THETA1=DACO$(COST1)
SINT1=DSIN(THETA1)
COST2=(R2X¤OMX+R2Y¤OMY+R2Z¤OMZ)/(RZMAGIOMMAG)
THETA2=DACOS(COST2)

C SINT2=DSIN(THETA2)

E THE CONSTANT MULTIPLIED BY ALL FACTORS

C FACT=1.0DO/(R1MAG¤SINT1§FOURPI)
E THE INFLUENCE OF G1

F(1)=FAcT¤R1MAGxR1MA6¤0.5D0¤<
. SINT1§SINT1§DLOG(((1.0DO-CO$T2)§SINT1)
. /((1.0DO-CO$T1)¤$INT2))
. +DCOS(2.0DOXTHETAI)¤(COST1-COST2)

C . +¤$IN<2.¤D0¤THETA1)x(SINT1-$INT2))

E THE INFLUENCE OF G2

C F(2)=FACT!R1MAG¤(1.0D0·DCOS(THETA1-THETA2))

E THE INFLUENCE OF G3
C F(3)=FACT§(CO$T1-COST2)
E PUTTING TOGETHER THE VELOCITY
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D0 I=1r3
VXVF(I)=EX¤F(I)
VYVF(I)=EY¥F(I)
vZvF(IJ=EzxF<I)

20 CDNTINUE
END IF
RETURN
END
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II.4 Subruutlns VELCF

ECCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCE
C XXXXIXXXXXXIX C
C x VELCF x C
E XXIXXXXXXXIXX C

C
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE VELOCITY FOR A CONSTANT C

E STRENGTH VORTEX FILAMENT USING THE BIOT-SAVART LAN. EE THE INPUT VARIABLES ARE: E
C XP ··· X POSITION OF THE POINT OF INTEREST C
C YP ··- Y POSITION OF THE POINT OF INTEREST C
C ZP ··· Z POSITION OF THE POINT OF INTEREST C
C X1 --— X POSITION IN THE BODY FRAME OF FIRST NODE C
C Y1 ··· Y POSITION IN THE BODY FRAME OF FIRST NODE C
C Z1 --- Z POSITION IN THE BODY FRAME OF FIRST NODE C
C ' X2 ·•- X POSITION IN THE BODY FRAME OF SECOND NODE C
C Y2 -·- Y POSITION IN THE BODY FRAME OF SECOND NODE C
C Z2 ··· Z POSITION IN THE BODY FRAME OF SECOND NODE C
C FOURPI -- FOUR TIMES PI C

E CUTNK -· CUTOFF DISTANCE INSIDE NHICH THE VEL=O EE THE OUTPUT VARIABLES ARE: E
C VXCF -·· X VELOCITY C
C VYCF ··· Y VELOCITY C

E VZCF ··· Z VELOCITY E
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

SUBROUTINE VELCF
IMPLICIT REAL§8(A·H•O—Z)
COMMON/VCFINP/ X1»Y1•Z1•X2:Y2:ZZ:VXCF•VYCF,VZCF
COMMONIVELINPI XP:YP:ZP:IDENTE:NODE1:NODE2

C COMMON/CONSTS/ FOURPI:PI•CUTOFF:CUTNK
E CREATING THE OMEGA VECTOR

0MX=X2-X1
0MY=Y2-Y1
0MZ=Z2~Z1

C 0M2=0Mxx¤Mx+0MYx0MY+0MZx0MZ
E CREATING THE R1 VECTOR

R1X=XP-X1
R1Y=YP-Y1°

C R1Z=ZP·Z1

E CREATING THE R2 VECTOR
R2X=XP-X2
R2Y=YP—Y2

C R2Z=ZP-Z2

E
CREATING THE F VECTOR NHICH IS OMEGA X R1 „

FX=OMY§R1Z·OMZ§R1Y
FY=OMZ¤R1X—OMXxR1Z

C FZ=0MX¤R1Y-OMYxR1X
C FINDING THE MAGNITUDE OF THE F VECTOR AND SEEING IF IT IS LT
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E THE CUTOFF LENGTH
FMAG2=FX§FX+FY¤FY+FZ¤FZ

C IF((FMAG2/OM2/OM2).LE.(CUTNK¤CUTNK))THEN

E RETURNING THE VALUE OF ZERO IF INSIDE THE CUTOFF
vXCF=0.0DO
VYCF=0.0DO
VZCF=0.0DO

C
ELSE

E FINDING THE FACTOR TO BE MULTIPLIED BY GAMMA FOR THE VELOCITY
R12=R1X¤R1X+R1YxR1Y+R1Z¤R1Z
R22=R2XxR2X+R2YxR2Y+R2ZxR2Z
R1HAG=DSORT(R12)

C R2MAG=DSQRT(R22)

E FINDING G1 = (OMEGA . R1)/ /R1/ AND G2 = (OMEGA . R2)/ 1Rz/
G1=(OMX¤R1x+0MYxR1Y+0MZxR1Z)/R1MAG
G2=(OMX¤R2X+OHYxR2Y+OMZ¤R2Z)/RZMAG .

C FACTOR=(G1·G2)/(FOURPIIFMAGZ)

E FINDING THE VELOCITY AT THE POINT OUTSIDE THE CUTOFF
VXCF=FACTOR¤FX .
VYCF=FACTOR¤FY
VZCF=FACTOR¤FZ
END IF
RETURN
END
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Appendix lll

Total Velocity at a Point in the Flow Field

lll.1 Total Velocity Equation

The velocity at a point in the flow field is the sum of the induced velocity of the dis-

turbance and the free stream. The disturbance velocity is the sum of the velocity induced by

the bound surface ( the wing ), and the free surface ( the wake ). The total velocity at a point

is

V = V¤n¤+ Vwk ‘ V1:

· where \7,„„ is the velocity due to the bound surface,
V.,

is the velocity due to the wake and

is the velocity of the lit'ting·surface, the apparent free stream. This formulation results in

- the velocity, as calculated in Equation Ill-1, being the absolute velocity at the point in terms

of the base vectors of the body reference frame. The subroutines used to calculate the total

velocity are presented in the following sections. Section lll.2 is the bound velocity routine,

Section lll.3 is the wake velocity routine, and Section lll.4 is the Iilting-surface velocity routine,

T
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Ill.2 Subroutlna VELBND

ECCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCE
C XXXXXIXIXXXIXXX C
C as VELBND ac C
C IXXXXIXXXXXIXIX C
C C
C THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE VELOCITY INDUCED AT A POINT C
C BY THE BOUND VORTEX. THE METHOD USE'S THE GLOBAL C
C VOTICITY AT A NODE, TRANSFORM IT INTO LOCAL COORDINATES C
C AND MULTIPLIES IT BY THE APPROAPRIATE VELE OUTPUT. C
C THE VELOCITY DUE TO THE EDGE CORES IS THEN CALCULATED. C
C THESE TNO VELOCITIES ARE THEN ADDED TO FORM THE TOTAL C

E BOUND VELOCITY. EE THE INPUT VARIABLES ARE: E
C ANORX ··- NODAL NORMAL IN THE BODY X DIRECTION C
C ANORY ·-- NODAL NORMAL IN THE BODY Y DIRECTION C
C ANORZ -·· NODAL NORMAL IN THE BODY Z DIRECTION C
C CFACT -·· FACTOR C AT EACH NODE OF ELEMENT IDENTE C
C DIRCOS··· DIRECTION COSINE MATRIX OF ELEMENT I C
C G1 ··· OUADRADIC CIRCULATION STRENGTH OF EDGE I C
C G2 ··- LINEAR CIRCULATION STRENGTH OF EDGE I C
C G3 —-— CONSTANT CIRCULATION STRENGTH OF EDGE I C
C N(I•J)·—· NODAL MATRIX FOR ELEMENT I NODE J C
C NCIRC ··- NUMBER OF EDGES IN EACH CIRCUIT C
C NELE ··· NUMBER OF ELEMENTS . C
C NTOTCR—·· NUMBER OF EGDE CIRCUITS C
C OMEX -·- NODAL VORTICITY IN THE BODY X DIRECTION C
C OMEY ··· NODAL VORTICITY IN THE BODY Y DIRECTION C
C OMEZ ··- NODAL VORTICITY IN THE BODY Z DIRECTION C
C VX ·-· OUTPUT VELOCITY FROM VELE IN X DIRECTION C
C VY —-- OUTPUT VELOCITY FROM VELE IN Y DIRECTION C
C VZ ··- OUTPUT VELOCITY FROM VELE IN Z DIRECTION C
C VXVF —-— OUTPUT VELOCITY FROM VELVF IN X DIRECTION C
C VYVF ··- OUTPUT VELOCITY FROM VELVF IN Y DIRECTION C

E VZVF ··— OUTPUT VELOCITY FROM VELVF IN Z DIRECTION EE THE OUTPUT VARIABLES ARE: E
C IDENTE--- INPUT TO VELE ROUTINE ELEMENT IDENTIFIER C
C NODE1 ·•· INPUT TO VELVF ROUTINE FIRST NODE NUMBER C
C NODE2 ··· INPUT TO VELVF ROUTINE SECOND NODE NUMBER C
C VBX ··· X BOUND VELOCITY C
C VBX •-· Y BOUND VELOCITY C

E VBZ ··· Z BOUND VELOCITY E
C C
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

SUBROUTINE VELBND
IMPLICIT REAL¤8(A·H•O·Z)
PARAMETER (ME=366:MN=216,MN=80•MC=3,MCI=80)
COMMON/ELDATA/ NELE•NODE,N(ME•3)•XNODE(MN)•YNODE(MN)•ZNODE(MN)
COMMON/EDGEDA/ NOPEN,NCLOSE,NTOTCR,NEDG(MC,MCI•2)»NCIRC(MC)
COMMON/CORNER/ AELE(ME)•BELE(ME)•CELE(ME)•DIRCOS(ME•3•3)
COMMONIVELINPI XP:YP:ZP•IDENTE•NODE1,NODE2
COMMONIVELVFOI VXVF(3)•VYVF(5):VZVF(3)
COMMON/GNUMBE/ G1(MC:MCI)•G2(MC:MCI):G3(MC:MCI)
COMMON/VELOUT/ VX(6)„VY(6),VZ(6)

. COMMON/0MEGAL/ 0MLOCX(5),0MLOCY(5)
COMMON/GNORMS/ ANORX(MN)„ANORY(MN)•ANORZ(MN)„CFACT<ME•3)
COMMON/GOMEGB/ OMEX(MN),OMEY(MN),0MEZ(MN)
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C COMMON/VBOUND/ VBX,VBY»VBZ

E INITIALIZING THE VELOCITIES
vBX=0.0D0 —
VBY=0.0D0

C VBZ=¤.¤D0

E LOOPING THROUGH THE ELEMENTS FOR EACH ONE'$ CONTRIBUTION
DO 10 I=1•NELE

C IDENTE=I
E FINDING THE LOCAL VORTICITY AT EACH NODE OF ELEMENT I

DO J=1 • 3
. ANX=ANORX(N(I,J))!DIRCOS(I,1•1)

. +ANORY(N(I,J))§DIRCOS(I,1•2)

. +ANORZ(N(I,J))XDIRCOS(I,1;3)
ANY=ANORX(N(I,J))¤DIRCOS(I,2•1)

. +ANORY(N(I•J))¤DIRCO$(I,2,2)

. +ANORZ(N(I,J))§DIRCOS(I,2,3)
ANZ=ANORX(N(I,J))§DIRCO$(I•3•1)

. +ANORY(N(I,J))¥DIRCOS(I•3,2)

. +ANORZ(N(I,J))§DIRCOS(I,3,3)
A11=CFACT(I,J)§(ANX¤ANX+ANZ¤ANZ)/(ANZXANZ)
A12=CFACT(I,J)§ANX§ANY/(ANZ§ANZ)
A22=CFACT(I,J)¤(ANY¤ANY+ANZxANZ)/(ANZXANZ)
NOMEGX=OMEX(N(I,J))¥DIRCOS(I,1,1)

. +OMEY(N(I,J))¤DIRCO$(I•1,2)

. +OMEZ(N(I,J))¥DIRCOS(I¤1•3)
NOMEGY=OMEX(N(I„J))¤DIRCOS(I•2•1)

. +OMEY(N(I,J))§DIRCOS(I•2,2)

. +0MEZ(N(I,J))¤DIRCO$(I•2•3)
OMLOCX(J)=A11XHOMEGX+A12¤NOMEGY
OMLOCY(J)=A12¤NOMEGX+A22xNOMEGY

C 20 CONTINUE
E CALLING THE VELOCITY FOR ELEMENT I
C CALL VELE
E ADDIN6 TO THE OTHER ELEMENTS

DO 30 J=1„3
VIX=VIX+VX(J)¤OMLOCX(J)

. +vX(J+3)¤0MLOCY(J)
VBY=VBY+VY(J)!OMLOCX(J)

. +vY<J+3)¤0MLOCY(J)
VlZ=VDZ+VZ(J)§OMLOCX(J)

. +vZ(J+3)x0MLOCY(J)
30 CONTINUE

C 10 CONTINUE
E ADDING THE INFLUENCE OF THE CORES ALONG THE EDGE

DO 40 I=1,NTOTCR E° DO 50 J=1,NCIRC(I)
NODE1=NEDG(I•J•1)
NODE2=NEDG(I,J•2)

CALL VELVF
VBX=VBX+G1(I,J)§VXVF(1)

. +G2(I,J)XVXVF(2)

. +G3(I•J)¥VXVF(3)
VDY=VBY+G1(I„J)xVYVF(1). +G2(I,J)¤VYVF(2) .• +G3(I„J)¤VYvF(S)
VDZ=VBZ+G1( I „ J )¤VZVF( 1 )
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. +G2(I,J)xVZVF(2)

. +G5(I,J)¤VZVF(3)
50 CONTINUE
40 CONTINUE

RETURN
END
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III.3 Subroutlns VELWK

ECCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCE
C XXXXXIXXXXXXX C
C x VELNK x C
C XXXIXXIXXXIIX C
C C
C THIS SUBROUTINE FINDS THE VELOCITY INDUCED AT A POINT IN C
C SPACE CAUSED BY THE HAKE I.E. THE FREE VORTEX SHEET. C-
C THIS IS DONE BY SUMMING THE CONTRIBUTION FROM ALL THE C

E HAKE FILAMENTS. EE THE INPUT VARIABLES ARE: E
C GNAKE -—- CIRCULATION AROUND HAKE RING C
C NNPTS --- NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN THE NAKE MESH C
C NCOVCR--— NUMBER OF CONVECTING CIRCUITS C
C NRHAKE--- NUMBER OF RONS IN THE NAKE MESH C
C VXCF --- X VELOCITY OF A CORE FROM VELCF C
C VYCF -·- Y VELOCITY OF A CORE FROM VELCF C
g VZCF ·-— Z VELOCITY OF A CORE FROM VELCF EE THE OUTPUT VARIABLES ARE: E
C X1 ··- INPUT TO VELCF FIRST X POSITION OF CORE C
C Y1 --- INPUT TO VELCF FIRST Y POSITION OF CORE C
C Z1 —·— INPUT TO VELCF FIRST Z POSITION OF CORE C
C X2 —·· INPUT TO VELCF SECOND X POSITION OF CORE C
C Y2 --- INPUT TO VELCF SECOND Y POSITION OF CORE C
C Z2 —-— INPUT TO VELCF SECOND Z POSITION OF CORE C
C VHKX ··— X HAKE VELOCITY C
C VNKY ·-- Y HAKE VELOCITY C
C VHKZ --· Z HAKE VELOCITY C

E E
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

SUBROUTINE VELNK
IMPLICIT REAL¤8(A·H,O·Z)
PARAMETER (ME=566•MN=216•MH=80,MC=3,MCI=80)
COMMON/VCFINP/ X1,Y1,Z1•X2•Y2•Z2:VXCF,VYCF•VZCF
COMMON/VEHAKE/ VHKX•VHKY•VNKZ
COMMON/PO1HAK/ X1NAK(MC•MCI:MH)»Y1NAK(MC,MCI•MH)•Z1HAK(MC•MCI,MN) _
COMMON/PO2HAK/ X2HAK(MC,MCI•MN),Y2HAK(MC•MCI»MH)•Z2WAK(MC•MCI•MH)
COMMON/TIMESD/ TIME,DTIME,NMOTIO,NCURTM•NTIME,NSTIME,NNPTS•MAXHK
COMMON/STRHAK/ GAVE(MC,MCI),GHAKE(MC„MCI•MN)•NRHAKE(MC,MH)

C COMMON/CONVEC/ NCOVCR:NCONCR(MCI),NCON(MC,MCI•2)•NCONPO(MCI)
g SETTING THE INITIAL VALUE IN THE SUM

VHKX=0.0D0
vNKY=0.0D0

C VHKZ=0.0DO
E LOOPING THROUGH ALL THE HAKE

DO 10 I=1•NNPTS -
C IP1=I+1
E LOOPING THROUGH ALL THE CIRCUTS
C DO 20 J=1,NCOvCR
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E LOOPING THROUGH EACH ELEMENT IN A CIRCUT
DO 30 K=1,NRNAKE(J,I)—1

C KP1=K+1
C EACH HAKE ELEMENT LOOKS LIKE
C 2(J•K•I) 1(J•K•I)
C +<--—·—-·—-—-—--+C I 2 IE sl nö"! 1I
C I I I GAVEc ! --·—-> I v
E V 4

+—----—----·--->+
E

2(J•KP1,I) 1(J•KP1•I)
X1=X1HAK(J,KP1•I)
YI=Y1HAK(J•KP1,I)
ZI=Z1HAK(J,KP1•I)
X2=X1NAK(J,K•I)
Y2=Y1NAK(J•K•I)
Z2=Z1HAK(J•K,I)
CALL VELCF
VX1=VXCF
vY1=vYCF

C VZ1=VZCF
E THE SECOND SEGMENT

X1=X1HAK(J•K,I)
Y1=Y1NAK(J•K•I)
Z1=Z1HAK(J•K•I)
X2=X2HAK(J•K•I)
Y2=Y2HAK(J,K•I)
ZZ=Z2HAK(J•K•I)
CALL VELCF
VX2=VXCF
VY2=vYCF

C vZ2=vZcF

E THE THIRD SEGMENT
X1=X2NAK(J•K,I)
Y1=Y2NAK(J»KpI)
Z1=Z2HAK(J•K•I)
X2=X2HAK(J•KP1•I)
Y2=Y2HAK(J,KP1•I)
Z2=Z2HAK(J•KP1»I)
CALL VELCF
VX5=VXCF
VY3=VYCF

C VZ3=VZCF
THE FOURTH SEGMENT

X1=X2HAK(J•KP1•I)
Y1=Y2NAK(J•KP1•I)
Z1=Z2HAK(J•KP1,I)
X2=X1NAK(J•KP1,I)
Y2=Y1NAK(J»KP1•I)
Z2=Z1HAK(J,KP1»I)
CALL VELCF
VX4=VXCF— vY4=vYCF
VZ4=VZCF

C
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E ADDING THE CONTRIBUTION 0F THE 0NE 0NT0 THE REST
VNKX=VNKX+GNAKE(J,K,I)¤(VX1+VX2+VX3+VX4)
VHKY=VHKY+GNAKE(J„K,I)¥(VY1+VY2+VY3+VY6)
VHKZ=VNKZ+GNAKE(J»K,I)¤(VZ1+VZ2+VZ3+VZ4)

30 CDNTINUE
20CDNTINUE10

CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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III.4 Subroutlna VELLS

ECCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCE
C XXXXXXXXXXXXX cC X VELLS X C
C XXXXXXXXXXXXX CC C
C THIS SUBROUTINE FINDS THE VELOCITY AT A POINT IN SPACE C
E CAUSED BY MOVING THE LOCAL COORDINATE FRAME. EC CE THE INPUT VARIABLES ARE: EC CBTOIN·—- DIRECTION COSINE MATRIX OF BODY TO INERTIAL C
C PMOMX ——- X POSITION OF ROTATION POINT C
C PMOMY --· Y POSITION OF ROTATION POINT CC PMOMZ —·- Z POSITION OF ROTATION POINTCC

WBNX ·-· X COMPONENT OF ANGULAR VELOCITY VECTOR C
C WBNY ··- Y COMPONENT OF ANGULAR VELOCITY VECTOR CC WBNZ ··· Z COMPONENT OF ANGULAR VELOCITY VECTOR C
C XP •—— X POSITION WHERE VELOCITY IS TO BE FOUND C
C YP —-- Y POSITION WHERE VELOCITY IS TO BE FOUND C
E ZP ··· Z POSITION WHERE VELOCITY IS TO BE FOUND EE THE OUTPUT VARIABLES ARE: EC VLSX ·—· X VELCOITY DUE TO MOVING BODY FRAME C
C VLSY ··· Y VELCOITY DUE TO MOVING BODY FRAME C
E VLSZ ··· Z VELCOITY DUE TO MOVING BODY FRAME E
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

SUBROUTINE VELLS
IMPLICIT REALX8(A·H•O·Z)
COMMON/VLSURF/ VLSX•VLSY»VLSZ
COMMON/VELINP/ XP , YP . ZP • IDENTE• NODE1 » NODE2
COMMONIRATEDII WBNX,WBNY:WBNZ
COMMON/MODATA/ PMOMX•PMOMY.PMOMZ•SPAN•CHORD

C COMMON/CMTRIX/ CBTOIN(5•3) °

E FINDING THE R VECTOR FROM THE CENTER OF ROTATION
RX=XP—PMOMX
RY=YP-PMOMY

C RZ=ZP·PMOMZ
E FINDIN6 THE VELOCITY DUE TO THE ROTATION RATE

VX=WBNYXRZ—WBNZXRY
vY=HBNzxRX·HBNxxRZ

C VZ=HBNxXRY-HBNYXRX
E ADDIN6 THE VELOCITY DUE TO THE ANGLE OF ATTACK

VLSX=CBTOIN(1•1)+VX
vLSY=CBTOIN( 1 . 2)+vY
VLSZ=CBTOIN(1•3)+VZ
RETURN
END
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